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Smart DOTS is a radical strategy for rethinking the crossroad by “injecting” a system of intelligent environmental elements -“smart dots”- that 
can spread out from the core to the periphery, reorganizing the streetscape. The design scheme is a critique of the hard boundaries that the 
automobile inflicts to the function of the streetscape, where people are forced to move around cumbersome barriers and often dangerous 
metal cars.  Our future street is a soft, gradient field: a “pixelated” urban landscape of distributed functions, with no hard borders between 
different street occupancies.  
 
Soft MOBS invokes a new technological and material arrangement for adapting cars to cities in pliable organized movements -“soft mobs,”- 
while it also suggests the use of softer vehicles where users can be in direct contact with the street. While architects and urban designers 
mostly take cars as given, and are content to design streets and public spaces around car movement, here we challenge and reverse this 
well-worn assumption.   
 
The design is organized in three phases 2008, 2020 and 2028 respectively. In Phase 2008, we suggest to take minor design interventions 
as immediate safety measurements against continual conflicts of pedestrians with automobiles. Phase 2020, signals a transition period, 
where car lanes are narrowed, pedestrian zones are widened, bicycle bollards are introduced with new car technology and gentle congestion.  
Already in Phase 2020, we are suggesting the placement of environmental “smart dots,” or green modules that filter rainfall, greywater, and at 
the same time, slow down traffic separating smoothly walking zones, bicycles and transportation zones. Phase 2028 is the future embodied in 
“pixelated” surfaces, gradient green zones, and living self-sufficient machines that provide their own energy, generating electricity through air 
movement. In the future, giant benevolent air-cleansing blimps dangle tentacles to collide spongy seats in a playful catch-and-release plan for 
people moving about town. All life is enveloped in a sentient ecology of street, mobile systems, and people.  
 
While the proposal is specifically tailored for the Ninth & Fourth intersection in Brooklyn, it signals a new vision for the city, crystallizing images 
of civilization reinventing itself. Smart DOTS and Soft MOBS may function as a prototypical strategy for inserting soft plazas in various street 
intersections. We can rethink the city as whole by making nodal changes that may grow to infiltrate the rigid grid in which we currently live.

Smart DOTS + Soft MOBS: NY 2028 Environmental Mobility
by Mitchell Joachim, Aurel von Richthofen, Lydia Kallipoliti, Matt Cunningham, Fred James, Maria Aiolova
Terreform ONE 
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Preface
The17th issue of the form•Z Joint Study Journal is here, 
early in the academic year to benefit those who have 
been part of the Joint Study Program, as well as all 
others who have a keen interest in 3D design.  We owe 
this to the outstanding efforts of this year’s Guest Editor, 
Kevin A. Cespedes, the contributors, and the reviewers, 
who have been instrumental in producing an admirably 
relevant and contemporary publication that will prove a 
valuable teaching resource. Our sincere thanks to all of 
them! 

This Journal is bi-annual due to the delayed publication 
of the previous issue. It covers the years from 2008 to 
2010. As it became impractical to produce a Journal for 
2008-09, the contributions for that year were put off and 
were combined with those for 2009-10.  As a result of 
this, the student awards and the material referred to in 
the articles span two academic years. Consequently, 
the content is richer and more abundant and AutoDes-
Sys may consider adopting this schedule as a norm for 
its future academic publications. 

While this issue of the Journal is available in print, on 
DVD, and online, we have seen indications that cur-
rently people prefer the latter two variations. Preferring 
to view this Journal on a screen or online is only one 
of the changes that have occurred since the early is-
sues of the Joint Study annual publications. The field 
of computer-aided design has matured impressively as 
have the digital tools, which are not a novelty anymore. 
Instead, they have become a standard in the practice of 
all design fields. We do not debate the appropriateness 
of these tools anymore, but we seek to uncover their 
potentialities, the possibilities, and the capabilities with 
which they arm the designer. Especially the younger 
generation of designers who were brought up and edu-
cated almost exclusively with digital tools are frequently 
anxious and excited to unravel all kinds of forms that 
they often do not even anticipate. They face the task of 
figuring out whether the virtual entities they produce on 
their screens can be constructed. This is the theme of 
this Journal.

When Kevin Cespedes proposed the theme “The Fan-
tastic and the Constructible,” we gladly realized the op-
portunity to provide a forum for a very real and current 
subject that has surfaced mostly due to the available 
digital tools. Kevin has done an excellent job in assem-
bling contributions that elaborate on both fantastic and 
constructible projects, but above all that debate how 
the former may inspire and drive the latter, resulting in 
forms never before attempted. There are also contribu-
tions that look into the promises of the future and seem 
to conclude that the possibilities are rather endless.

One person who predicted and prescribed today’s state 
of the digital tools rather persuasively, when they were 
still the “future,” starting back some 40 years ago, was 
William Mitchell, who passed away earlier this year. The 
idea to dedicate this Journal to him came out of the in-
terview that Kevin did with Mitch and Andrzej (see page 
72). AutoDesSys is delighted to have embraced it. Bill 
had not only been a strong friend of the early research 
that went into form•Z, he had also provided some crucial 
input to the direction the program took, since its early 
days. All of us, workers of the digital tools, will be forever 
indebted to him and the legacy he leaves behind.

     C.I.Y.
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Fantastic

Guest Editor’s Note:

The 
and the  Constructible

When I first proposed ‘the fantastic and the 
constructible’ as a theme for this edition of the 
form•Z Joint Study Program Journal, I hoped 
that using this ultimately false dichotomy as 
a framework for discussion would inspire the 
submission of essays and projects of widely 
differing types and design philosophies. I hoped to 
solicit diverse interpretations in order to include a 
variety of viewpoints into one issue. The student 
work in the following pages is the result. 

However, one should not interpret this 
juxtaposition of terms as a dualistic opposition. 
It is my hope that the relationship between the 
fantastic and the constructible is evolving into a 
consilience, or a cooperative interplay. To put this 
issue into the proper context, about 20 years have 
passed since the initial widespread introduction 
of CAD to design and to design education, an 
exciting development that has wholly transformed 
the discipline. While that first shine, that initial 
seductiveness, and that purity of the discovery 
of new tools and methods has receded, digital 
media are now growing toward greater maturity 
and toward full integration within the design 
professions. Construction and manufacturing 
innovations under the digital paradigm have 
mirrored these changes. This issue showcases 
newly acquired digital methodologies and 
techniques, largely utilized with the kind of 
restraint and judgment we have come to expect 
from traditional analog techniques. 

While the journal reports feedback on the existing 
use of the program as an exploratory tool in 
design education, it also intends to inform further 
enhancement of the tools: whether in the form of 
revised software releases, improvements in rapid 
prototyping, or even in the development of new 
digital manufacturing techniques. All the peripheral 

design disciplines benefit from this kind of inquiry 
and discussion at the academic level.

Full integration of analog and digital tools will 
be the key to the next stage of progress in 
design education. The use of mixed techniques, 
depending upon the desired result rather than 
upon limitations in the use of digital media 
(such as prohibitive cost or lack of expertise), is 
becoming much more the norm as time passes, 
and as students’ adoption of digital techniques 
occurs much earlier in their exposure to design. 
Digital processes and techniques potentially can 
approach the same complexity as we see in the 
natural world, and this should be a reminder to us 
of the complexity inherent within all given design 
problems. We should expect an equal measure 
of complexity from our design solutions (not to be 
confused with complication). 

It is an exciting moment, as design professionals 
and students peer into the future. One could 
say we really have our hands full. That shine, 
that moment of discovery is not on the wane… 
but now discovery is tempered with reality, and 
we are poised to address issues concerning 
the constructability or sustainability of complex 
projects. We move toward being able to create 
realities that we proposed initially as fantastic and 
theoretical propositions, but with the wisdom to 
consider which ones are better left only in that 
realm, as the gap between theoretical propositions 
and their construction narrows. While we explore 
the playground of new tools, we should also 
evaluate how their use best serves our purpose. 
Discovering new avenues within digital media 
will always be an ongoing process with trials and 
with definite errors, as well as progress toward 
innovation. 
   Kevin A. Cespedes
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A Tradition
One of the traditions of the Joint Study Program is the presentation of annual Awards of 
Distinction and Honorable Mentions to deserving students.  These are typically in different  
categories, namely Architectural Design, Interior Design, Urban and Landscape Design, 
Product Design,Visualization and Illustration, Fabrication, and Animation.  

The Process
Nominations are mostly submitted by the Principal Investgators of different schools, but 
also by AutoDesSys from deserving projects sent in with the annual reports. In addition, 
this past year, AutoDesSys also invited students to nominate their projects directly. The 
nominated projects are presented to a jury that selects those deserving awards. The jury 
is also asked to comment on why they selected these particular projects.  Their comments 
are included with the displays of the Award of Distinction and Honorable Mention winning 
projects.

The Prizes
All Awards of Distinction receive form•Z RenderZone Plus and a bonzi3d license with one 
year technical support and updates.  Honorable Mentions receive one year licenses and 
diplomas acknowledging the awards.

Displays

Given that this is a biannual edition of the form•Z Journal, the awards of the two last years 
are desplayed on the pages that follow, before the main body of the Journal. First are 
the awards for 2008-09, when 5 Awards of Distinction and 5 Honorable Mentions were 
granted. Second are the awards for 2009-10, when 4 Awards of Distinction and 3 Honor-
able Mentions were granted.

Thanks and Congratulations

AutoDesSys wishes to wholeheartedly thank all the PI’s who took the time to make a pre-
liminary selection of deserving projects and to nominate them, and also all the students, 
both those nominated by instructors and those who nominated themselves, especially 
the ones that did not receive any recognition. Just the fact that they were considered for 
an award places them among a distinct group of students, which is already a significant 
recognition. For this they should be congratulated. In addition, they should be encouraged 
to submit their work again in the future.

Joint Study Awards
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Architectural Design: Award of Distinction

Inhabitable Book Library for San Francisco, CA 
   by Sarah Jester

Third Year
Advisor: Thomas Fowler, IV, AIA
College of Architecture
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 

Project Summary:  

This library is a place for the public to get away from downtown 
and to experience the coast. The book collection hangs over 
the larger, more open reading spaces, which wrap through the 
entire building. The entry level, containing most of the administra-
tive spaces, is connected to the major atrium, intended to be the 
place with the highest level of noisemaking activities. Opposite 
these wrapping spaces is a core of small, intimate reading rooms, 
allowing intensive, individual focused thought, while having the 
only view out to the ocean. The circulation sequence of the build-
ing attempts to focus the reader on selectively framed views of 
the ocean, as one moves in and out of spaces in the building.
 
Reasons for the Nomination:
 
It was amazing to see the transformation of this student’s very 
beautiful and thoughtful painting and model studies and to see 
how these artifacts helped to inform her building design process. 
She only had a limited exposure to digital modeling before this 
studio and also harbored MUCH bitterness towards using digital 
modeling to inform the project during the design process, but 
I think this skepticism was an advantage and helped her bal-
ance the use of form•Z with the other components of her design 
process. 
 
Jury Comments:

In the days we see the computer being used to produce all kinds 
of plastic forms that hardly relate to some pre-established usage, 
this project is refreshing in that it allows the digital tools to more 
or less directly translate given programmatic functionalities into 
forms that are persuasively usable and constructible. 
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Project Summary: 

The design is intended to enable students to understand how to operate 3D 
computer graphics software and how to use Non-Uniform Rational Bezier Spline 
(NURBS) to show curved surface models.  Here is the designing procedure:

(1) Cut a piece of paper (100cm x 25cm) up to fifty times.  (2) Make single action 
deformations to the four processed papers and photograph them.  (3) Make 
multiple action deformations to the same four papers and photograph them.  (4) 
Use Patch and NURBS in form•Z to render the models from steps 2 and 3.  (5) 
Use Animate Form to present the models from steps 2 and 3.  (6) Manually draft 
analysis diagrams for the models from steps 2 and 3.  (7) Using drafting software, 
make analytical diagrams for the models from steps 2 and 3.  (8) Compose the 
strip units into one surface based on the analysis from steps 6 and 7.  (9) Design 
the slice units into one surface based on the analysis from steps 6 and 7.  (10) 
Design the semi-tubular, tubular and curved surface wall from steps 8 and 9.

Reasons for the Nomination:

This design was based on the careful observation of the folded paper with its 
distortions and 3D computer graphics, which were used to make a very lifelike 
model.  The animation from NURBS and Patch in form•Z gave an extremely clear 
vision of the object’s interesting step by step transformations into a model.   During 
the process, we not only had a changeable wall but we also had a close look at the 
detailed analysis of the deformation process of the paper and at its application to 
the wall after production.  The entire design process was very clear and rational.

Jury Comments:

This is a project whose value lies in its exploratory nature. It is investigating forms 
that can be generated by deforming both physical and virtual media. It represents 
the type of studies we need to involve ourselves with in order to master the pos-
sibilities presented by the new digital media. 

Studies on the Texture of a Woven Wall  
  by Jing-Ti Tsai 
Fourth Grade  
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Department of Architecture, Tamkang University
Tanshui, Taiwan
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Learning (IN)flection   
  by Sean Obrien
Graduate 6th year, Advanced Studio
Advisor: Bennett Neiman
College of Architecture, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock, Texas
 

Project Summary: 

Dwindling water supply, over-population, and aggressive 
farming practices have left America’s heartland in a state 
of decay. What remains is a scarred landscape dotted with 
rusted steel structures that serve as reminders of man’s 
ambition. Learning (IN)flection is a rebirth of these forgotten 
structures both physically and symbolically. The spaces 
carry the memory of the past as students learn to rectify the 
future.

By inflecting the structure and constructing an extension 
of the landscape, the steel that once stood in defiance of 
the topography now exists in harmony with it. Interactive 
surfaces arise challenging the senses that are normally 
muted in a typical school setting. Every surface addresses 
the relationships between nature and built form. In time, the 
surrounding landscape naturally integrates itself with the 
steel, reclaiming the ore it once provided.

Reasons for the Nomination:

This is a radical concept for a school involving life cycle is-
sues as they relate to steel. The site is a marginal industrial 
wasteland. The student had limited knowledge of form•Z 
when he started the project. Through repeated experimen-
tation, he was able to construct what he sought out in the 
design. At first this was frustrating, but once he understood 
the strategies for construction within the software, design 
ideas began to accrue. Rendering technique was also a 
challenge. Again through trial and error, a mood and attitude 
emerged that represented the idea of the project: a dark and 
brooding, or perhaps cynical, look at the future of education.

Jury Comments:

This is clearly a learning exercise: recycling previously used 
structural materials and reusing the landscape where they 
have been abandoned. Even though theoretical, it is made 
virtually real, thanks to the imaginative use of contempo-
rary digital tools, form•Z in particular. Above all this project 
deserves to be commended for its optimism and for its 
mastery of presentation tools.
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Project Summary: 

The spatial environment that comprises the metropolis of Albuquer-
que [35º | 106º] is a unique condition that has evolved as a cross-
roads of culture, architecture and infrastructure. The geography and 
urban morphology created here is a condition unlike any other in 
the world. As designers we are faced with the development of new 
technologies, global information systems and the dilution of cultural 
specificity. This studio embarked in an architectural study utilizing 
the metropolis of Albuquerque as a laboratory to probe for conditions 
that define this unique context. We were interested in analytically 
probing the urban context and searching for opportunities where 
design can improve our environment. Through this reading a series of 
cartographic mappings were generated that explored these condi-
tions and a design problem was formulated that manifested into a 
program for development in studio. As designers we have to be fluid 
in how we operate and design at a multiplicity of scales. The ability to 
understand how virtual and analog systems are creating new spatial 
conditions in our environment is critical for designers to understand. 

Reasons for the Nomination:

This project deserves recognition because of its innovation in rethink-
ing architectural program, rethinking urban space, and the use of 
strong visualization to create a convincing argument for redevelop-
ment of the downtown corridor in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The 
challenge in developing this project was to understand the complex-
ity in the downtown area. The use of form•Z to illustrate the cross 
programmed space allowed a new vision of what an arena could 
become and gave a new and innovative reading to the urban fabric of 
Albuquerque.

Jury Comments:

After a rather insightful analysis of an urban environment, an imagina-
tively designed arena becomes a catalyst for the revitalization of a 
downtown. While the study is applied to a specific city, its validity is 
almost universal, at least within the content of the USA. This project 
succeeds on the urban as well as on the building scale. The graphic 
presentation is beautifully crafted and could easily pass for a profes-
sional project. It is all done through an effective use of digital tools, 
which is one more reason that this project deserves recognition.

35°| 106°  
  by Antonio Vigil
M.Arch candidate, Studio M
Advisors: Tim B. Castillo, Rana Abu-Dayyeh, and Karen King
School of Architecture, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Project Summary: 

Based upon a site and object collection currently being evaluated by 
the Royal Mail themselves, but conceptually driven by the student’s 
own interpretive reading of both, the scheme’s narrative design seeks 
to employ notions of movement and route implicit in the subject and 
suggested by the spatial nature of the host buildings.

Reasons for the Nomination:

This project represents a fantastically complex design brought to life 
in 3D. Modelling this scheme would always be a huge task, however 
this student did so with skill and flair. Truly impressive!

Jury Comments:

A real life project is tackled with skill and discipline. While we are not 
given access to the programmatic data with which the designer had to 
work, it is quite clear how this data has dictated the resulting layout, 
which is quite intriguing in its complexity. It is commendable how a 
single axonometric rendering of a computer model quite sufficiently 
presents such a complex layout and makes one wonder whether 
traditional plans and sections would have been able to be equally 
descriptive. Without question, this student deserves to be awarded for 
the mastery of the digital tools, in addition to the design inventiveness 
the project exhibits.

Moving Letters: The Royal Mail Museum
  by Rebecca Pitt

Level 3, BA (Hons) Interior Architecture
Advisors: Michael Cameron, Patrick Hannay (projects), Charlotte Bull (CAD)
Architectural Studies, Cardiff School of Art & Design,
University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, UK
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Project Summary: 

An interior space was allocated to the students, and clients were 
chosen “out of a hat.” The students were asked to research the 
client and to produce a “flagship” retail store to promote new and 
innovative ways of being immersed into the retail environment. They 
were also asked to work up three manufactured items in form•Z. 
These ranged from parts of clocks, hi-fi systems, mobile phone 
components, etc. These form•Z models could then be incorporated 
into their interior spaces at alternative scales as part of a signage 
system, product display, or staircase for example. As first year 
students the project has proved to be an effective way of introducing 
them to the program and show them how it can be used as part of 
the design process. 

Reasons for the Nomination:

This student researched the music industry and had to find ways 
to attract the shopper into the flagship store, when evidence shows 
that downloading music from the Internet is a common practice. He 
chose components that make up an ear piece to model in form•Z 
and then morphed these shapes into large listening pods within 
which the customers could enclose themselves away from the world. 
Each pod was to house music and gaming technology so that the 
customer could access online music, test out games or just chill 
while listening to a downloaded playlist that they could then pur-
chase or have sent home. Larger pods could also be used for music 
interaction or for multi-player gaming. Little product is displayed in 
the shop. Instead, the space is used for social interaction with areas 
set aside for live music, recording, and a lounge area with refresh-
ment facilities.

The project is the result of only 6 weeks of introduction to form•Z, 
and thus I think it warrants praise.

Jury Comments:

A physical space that imitates the virtual? A portal to the Internet, the 
source of music to be enjoyed that then may be acquired? Com-
ponents of ear pieces whose sizes make them more suitable for 
sitting? Or maybe just monuments to listening, objects of undeter-
mined sizes in a place that could be at any scale and only func-
tionalities such as stairs by necessity give away the actual human 
measurements. Whatever it is, it is imaginative and intriguing, and it 
represents a design that gained a lot from the use of digital tools. It 
almost looks like it could not have been done without them. This is 
an achievement that needs to be awarded.
 

HMV, Silent Hub
  by Robin Coles

Year 1, FdA Interior Design
Advisors:  Keith McDonagh, Anthony Weaver
Department of Art and Media
South Devon College 
Paignton, Devon, UK
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Project Summary: 

This project is located in a stairway in the Department of Engineering at our 
school.  The University provided the funds and the location.  Altogether, we 
spent more than three months on this project, starting with a proposal and 
continuing with form•Z modeling, RP (Rapid Prototyping) modeling, process-
ing digitized drawings, and the computer-aided manufacturing process.  The 
primary function of the open space where the project is located is for the 
students and teachers to rest and discuss their homework.  At the same 
time, we hoped it would be aesthetically pleasing. This project had to fit 
within a 6.0 meter space, 5.0 meters long and 3.5 meters high.

The design consists of three parts: the base, the vertical structure, and the 
network mesh.  All three parts were constructed using curved-shape models 
generated with NURBS.  The design is based on fifteen consecutive sec-
tions extending to the ceiling to form a continuous shape. In total it uses 335 
wooden boards.  The base is composed of two crisscrossed stacks folding 
over each other from the bottom to the top.  Furthermore, three different 
cross shape tendons were developed in order to assemble a horizontal 
base layout.  The vertical section is aligned with the wall and is derived from 
many consecutive spherical forms.  The resulting columns were generated 
using Boolean operations.  The network mesh is made of stainless steel 
cables and follows the curvature of the NURBS surface. There is a total of 
38 round holes in each of the outer cylindrical structures.  This produces a 
woven wall which ensures that there will be no lateral displacement through-
out the structure, all the way to the ceiling.

Reasons for the Nomination:

This project transformed a 3D model of a virtual space into a 2D drawing 
that could be made into an actual space.  The designers demonstrated a 
perfect knowledge and good control of the CAD/CAM process.  After this 
project was installed, many students were attracted and spent time in this 
newly remodeled area, during and after school hours, whereas before it was 
just an empty space where nobody would hang around. Many students and 
teachers from other departments stopped and discussed this interesting de-
sign.  We were happy to see this project being perfectly completed.  Without 
the help of CAD/CAM, we may have never been able to finish this complex 
project by manual means.

Jury Comments:

This is a very ambitious project for a team of just two designers. In spite of 
this, it has been very well coordinated and successfully executed all the way 
to its completion, with the designers giving great thought to all the details. 
The layering of the cross sections creates a very interesting spatial effect, 
but each piece alone also is beautifully articulated. As a sculpture it works 
well by itself, but it also integrates nicely into the context of the staircase. 
There is apparently testimonial that it completely changed the space where 
it was placed, transforming it from a generally neglected corner to an attrac-
tive gathering space. As the PI points out, this project could not have been 
done without the help of CAD/CAM. This fact alone is a great reason for the 
project to be rewarded.

Installation of a Staircase
  by Hung-Ming Chen and Chen-Chia Li
 
Graduate School
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Department of Architecture
Tamkang University, Tanshui, Taiwan

Fabrication: Award of Distinction
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Project Summary: 

In the state of New Mexico, where the economy has been greatly affected 
by the current recession, this studio was presented with the task of re-
thinking new models for developing architecture in the built environment. 
These students were asked to engage in the realm of digital fabrication 
and to formulate more efficient and economical methods for creating 
space.  Throughout the semester the students were immersed in learning 
how to work in the methodology of digital fabrication processes. The final 
project was intended to be full-scale installation that built on research 
throughout the semester and incorporated recycled materials to create 
an event space for the student body of the School of Architecture at the 
University of New Mexico.  The installation was fabricated from donated 
materials such as wooden palates, white plastic garbage bags and two 
hot air balloons. The studio researched the structural properties of these 
ready-made materials to understand how they could be applied to create 
an inspiring and innovative final installation. Utilizing form•Z and other 
computer software, the studio generated several schemes that were digi-
tally fabricated and outputted at full-scale as a series of prototypes. The 
final scheme diverted from recent digital fabricated processes, integrating 
a more haptic translation that forced the students to conceive the design 
in slightly different manner than most digital fabricated projects of re-
cently. The final result was a poetic installation that captured the essence 
of the raw nature of the materials and maximized efficiency in time and 
resources, keeping the project under $200.00 for final construction cost.   

Reasons for the Nomination:

This project should be awarded for the sheer complexity and ability to 
think about recycled materials in an innovative manner. The ability to both 
fabricate efficiently and to keep material cost to a minimum was a product 
of working in the digital environment. This type of research has tremen-
dous application in the profession for rethinking how we fabricate and 
design in economically challenged times.

Jury Comments:

This is a project of an impressive magnitude and complexity, even for a 
team of 14 students. With such a team, coordination frequently becomes 
an issue, but this team managed to excel all the way to the end. There 
are so many aspects for which this work deserves to be commended: as 
a demonstration of imaginative recycling of old material and for keep-
ing the cost under $200; as a successful application of computer driven 
fabrication methods; as a visually pleasing end result, and many more. 
Not to be neglected is the enthusiasm with which the students must have 
approached the project, and which is clearly reflected in the final result. 
Obviously that enthusiasm must have transcended beyond the team, and 
it appears to have triggered a “festival” for all the students.

The team

Emerging Mutations 2
by team: Chad Harris, Christopher Price, Neil Werbelow, Matthew Archuleta, 
Luis Marquez, Ben Ortega,  Jeremy Jerge, Mara Schweikert, Travis Bunch, 
Owen Kramme, Nick Byers, Hooman Keyhan Haghighi, Kobi Bauer, Elizabeth Suina  

4th year undergraduate, Architectural Design
Advisor: Tim B. Castillo
School of Architecture, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Fabrication: Honorable Mention
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Project Summary:

Periscope - noun “an optical instrument for viewing objects that are above the 
level of direct sight or in an otherwise obstructed field of vision...”

The periscope is a viewfinder. Scenes are constructed through careful exami-
nation of spaces bound by both solid masses and their consequent shadows 
and reflections. The resulting views are seemingly architectural, defined by 
structure that is simultaneously real and perceived. The periscope allows 
views to be established from apparently hidden places. Focus is placed on the 
interaction of detailed elements and the site that grounds them. The periscope 
in this sense becomes an instrument for discovering architectural spaces 
where architecture may not truly exist.

Reasons for the Nomination:

The student used form•Z to visualize the sequential possibilities of framing 
graphic space as a spatial narrative from outside to inside to outside. Each 
refined perspectival viewpoint experiments with color, transparency, translu-
cency, reflectivity, texture, etc. The images exude the spirit (color, mood, etc.) 
of the original analog spatial manipulation devices (warped acetate layers of 
photographs).

The student experimented with multiple layers of rendering in form•Z. Each 
view was rendered several times with different RenderZone settings. Using 
Photoshop these renderings were composited, enhanced, adjusted, cropped, 
and reframed as needed. The combined digital paintings result in a richly 
layered poetic essay that deserves recognition.

Jury Comments:

This project blends the real with the virtual. It also blurs the distinction between 
3D artifact and abstract painting beautifully. Each rendering presents multiple 
readings and allows the observer to imagine the 3D world from which it is 
derived. At the same time, the renderings present elegant tow-dimensional 
compositions. Using a single color scheme avoids the project’s becoming over-
loaded with visual stimulation. Without a doubt this is an original demonstration 
of some of the possibilities that are offered by contemporary digital tools. 

The Periscope is a Viewfinder
  by Lindsay Kunz
4th year; Media Elective
Advisor: Bennett Neiman
College of Architecture
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
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Project Summary:

The flatpack has become an intrinsic part of everyday life in the worlds of 
retailing and consumption. The term generally relates to items of furniture 
that have been specially designed to be taken away from stores; their 
component parts packed flat to minimize size, and to be assembled by 
consumers in their homes. Packed flat at the factory in which the parts are 
made, this enables quantities of furniture to be transported economically, 
leading to savings in distribution costs for the manufacturer, storage costs 
for the retailer, and thus for the consumer.

While flat pack design has to the greatest extend been applied to furniture 
design, e.g. IKEA, it has also found expression at even larger scales in 
the form of fully habitable structures and spaces and at much smaller 
scale as in toys and 3D puzzles.

Working with the design principles and objectives of flatpack design, 
namely the translation of a 2D illustration/design into a 3D object, students 
designed and modeled a 3D puzzle of an animal species. 

The final puzzle kit was manufactured as a laser cut working prototype 
made of cardboard. In all cases students modeled the animal using 
form•Z, ZBrush, Adobe Illustrator, and other software. 

Reason for the Nomination:

This student showed remarkable resolve in solving his problem. He also 
had the highest number of parts (approaching 200 pieces) in his flatpack 
design of a jellyfish. The finished prototype and the digital model are very 
similar in form and dimensions, despite the multiple steps required to 
convert a 3D computer model to die lines for laser cutting.

Jury Comments:

At first glance, this project appears to be in the wrong category, as it 
definitely utilizes digital fabrication techniques. However, its emphasis is 
on visualizing the form of a jellyfish in 3D. The method used is flat pack 
design: the form is sliced and translated into flat pieces that can be as-
sembled into an intriguing 3D form, almost like a puzzle. This is a method 
that can be mass-produced if needed to distribute jellyfish sculptures (or 
puzzles) to many places. But then, the specific form is almost arbitrary. 
The value of the project is in the technique it demonstrates, which de-
serves to be commended. Under which category may this be done is a 
secondary matter.

Flat Pack of a Jelly Fish
  by Mark Stajan
Illustration Studies, 4th year, Technical Scientific Stream 
Advisor: Claire Ironside
BAA Illustration, Sheridan College
Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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Project Summary: 

Youth Continuum is a local agency that provides hous-
ing, counseling, and supervision for teenagers at risk 
of homelessness. This project brings together both 
male and female youth and their live-in house-parent, 
while at the same time it responds to the challenge of 
providing gender-segregated living facilities within the 
constraints of a single building. The building is orga-
nized, in both plan and section, about a large circulat-
ing spine that connects each gender’s single room 
units on the upper level of one side with additional 
lower level units on the opposite side. The two gen-
ders meet at the knot, in a shared common space that 
is elevated over a courtyard, which surrounds a large 
existing elm tree. By elevating the common space over 
the courtyard, a strategic connection is made pos-
sible, linking the yards of the adjacent local community 
church-owned properties on either side.

Exploded axonometric diagram.

Section diagram indicating programmatic relationships. 

Diagram site map drawing indicating siting / contextual 
relationships.

Floorplans. 

Architectural Design: Award of Distinction

Youth Continuum Housing for Boys and Girls
  by Amir Mikhaeil
M.Arch I Graduate Degree Program
Yale School of Architecture
New Haven, Connecticut
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Bird’s Eye Perspective.

Perspective view of front elevation as 
approached from West St.

Photograph of physical model in context.

Perspective view through courtyard.

Jury Comments:

In the days when the digital tools drive, especially 
students at all levels, to produce curvy forms, which 
frequently cannot even be built, it is refreshing to see 
a design that resists all this. Challenging functional 
requirements have been successfully addressed and 
the whole project appears clean, professional, and 
real.
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Ground Floor

Project Summary:

This project was inspired by an interest in sensory experiences and the means by which the 
body engages in architecture. Numerous threads were explored, such as studying the work 
of Aalto, Scarpa, Holl, Zumthor, and the writings of Pallasmaa; the works of artists like David 
Rokeby and Michael Awad were examined; research was conducted about perception and 
sensation, through readings from Deleuze, J.J. Gibson, Frampton, and Frascari. I personally 
visited and documented sites in the city during different seasons and also visited the Ameri-
can Folk Art Museum (and others) in New York. The project developed into a critique of 
the critique, referring to the ocularcentric critique. This critique argues that vision has been 
the focus of architects and designers, while they have been excluding the other senses. 
This critique is a point of departure for my work, which seeks to add a new layer through 
a study of the links between the senses (intersensorality), as they occur in the experience 
of architecture. I have identified a number of key moments in architectural experience that 
highlight these links and provide a venue for experimentation (moments when a number 
of the senses are at play). Together with a number of threads and supporting ideas, the 
design portion of the project tests materials, forms and conditions in order to bring the links 
between the senses into focus. This design research is contained within my proposed, small 
addition to an existing branch Library on Queen Street West in Toronto.

Reasons for the Nomination: 

This project enters into the phenomenological discussion (in architecture) with a fresh 
perspective. After researching the existing literature and schools of thought, this student 
positioned his work at the boundary between art and architecture. Through discussions of 
current technologies and sensory experience the project attempts to redefine the boundary 
between the interior and exterior environments. This exaggerated condition experiments 
with our sensory systems and attempts to bring attention to the phenomena taking place in 
everyday life. The renderings attempt to capture the sensory qualities of the space and to 
highlight the linkages between the senses. It is believed that this project deserves recogni-
tion because it adds a new perspective or interpretation to an established area of investiga-
tion. The renderings, physical models and diagrams are intended to bring the viewer into 
the work and contrast more widely used overall viewpoints and abstract diagrams. It is a 
challenging discussion to engage in and the recognition of this project may help to bring 
attention to the contemporary interpretations of phenomenology.

Jury Comments:

An extension to a library provides the basis and the motivation for exploring the sensory 
qualities of space. If for no other reason, the enrichment this student gained through 
extensive readings and architectural observations deserve recognition. They led to a design 
that is well thought through and has the appearance of simplicity when in fact it addresses 
some far from trivial functionalities.

Corporeal Architecture: 
 a material response to sensorial experience
  by Michael Blois

M.Arch Thesis
Advisor: John Cirka
Department of Architectural Science
Ryerson University
Toronto, Canada

Architectural Design: Honorable Mention
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Each element in the building experiments 
with one of the following scenarios:
• what you see is reinforced by an exaggerated condition 

that might provoke you to also feel the sensation which 
would normally be constructed mentally when presented 
with an image.

• what you sense haptically is reinforced by what you 
see: cold winter day > ice facade; humid summer > mist 
facade; a breeze > flowing fabric; heat from radiating 
surface > natural light.

• what you sense through the taste-smell and auditory 
system is not reinforced by what you see. Changes in 
direction block views to the source of the stimuli.

• the links among the senses are reinforced through 
contrasts; something is only curved because there is 
something planar to compare it to, something is only rough 
because there is something smooth to compare it to.

A strategy of intensities
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Project Summary:

At the beginning we set three goals: (1) Create a basic pattern that can gener-
ate a varying density, according to external factors. (2) Create a structure with 
varying thickness, according to varying loads. (3) Create a double curved 
surface using straight profiles. All three points are pretty new and have never 
been tested on furniture. There are a lot of organic furniture types produced 
the last three decades, such as the Panton-Chair from Verner Panton, which 
is one of the most interesting objects. However, it can not react to changing 
loads. By using a pattern on a complex surface, we were able to handle each 
part of the surface differently. The modules of the pattern were able to change 
according to the loads and the geometry of the surface.

Research: 

The design approach in this project is based on two overlapping patterns. 
Module 1 is created as a three-pronged star-shaped cross. Each arm has 
the same length and the angles between the arms are all equal. Module 2 is 
created as a three-leafed clover. This makes it possible to vary the pattern, by 
manipulating the length of the arms and the angles between the arms. By add-
ing both modules, it is possible to generate a pattern with varying density with-
out adjusting either of the parameters. This creates a new, complex geometry. 
The density of the pattern can now be changed depending on factors that can 
be freely chosen. The example we generated shows how density depends on 
the curvature of a complex three-dimensional surface. The more the curvature 
increases, the denser the pattern becomes. Other parameters we could pos-
sibly apply would be load requirements or shading properties.

Growing Patterns: Parametrical Chair
  by Rainer Schmidt and Maximilian Otto
Entwerfen und Industrielle Methoden der Hochbaukonstruktion
Technical University of Darmstadt
Darmstadt, Germany

Fabrication: Award of Distinction

Structural development:

 After the first attempts to superimpose a pattern on a doubly curved surface, it was necessary to find the final 
shape of the chair. At this stage, aesthetics and ergonomics were key considerations. Once the surface of the 
chair was developed, we superimposed the structure on it. The density of the pattern and also the height of 
the profile varied depending on the inclination of the plane of the chair. The resulting linear pattern was again 
transformed into a cellular structure. This resulted in individual modules that were flattened into profiles to be 
cut from sheets of material. The profiles were not closed, but always had an open edge. In order for the mod-
ules to stabilise each other, care was taken to place the open edge between two fixed points and to attach it 
to the closed edge of the neighbouring module.

Material tests: 

After an initial decision to construct the chair from plastic, different materials were tested, including PET-G, Poly-
styrol, and PMMA. A requirement for producing the chair was that the individual profiles of the modules must 
be cut mechanically from sheets of material and then bent to take their required shape. After we ruled out the 
water-cutting method due to cost considerations, the only remaining option was laser cutting. Using thermoplas-
tics for our material meant that our pieces were unequal, yet this offered us the possibility to bend the shapes of 
the warm pieces with ease. PET-G is partially crystalline and shrinks quicker when heated, which leads to higher 
residual stresses. For this reason, Polystyrol and PMMA, which are amorphous plastics, were also evaluated. 
Further tests on Polystyrol showed that laser cutting led to a burr, which limited further processing. For these 
reasons, PMMA (Plexiglas) was finally chosen. Unlike Polystyrol, PMMA cannot be formed when cold. As defor-
mations lead to undesirable residual stresses, each module was individually heated to its glassy transition point, 
formed, and then cooled. As PMMA is susceptible to stress corrosion cracking, the profiles were first fixated and 
then heated again, before being cooled once more, to reduce stresses in the material.

Reasons for the Nomination:

This is an advanced architectural way of dealing with complex geometries and new fabrication techniques, 
which deserves to be recognized.

Jury Comments:

This project deserves recognition for, among other reasons, its innovative originality and discoveries. That 
is, the construction of a double curved surface with flat profiles that can also handle varying loads. That this 
surface was used for the creation of a chair is almost secondary. That this surface was actually fabricated 
effectively and efficiently suggests that the project deserves an award in the Fabrication category.
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Human Powered Car
  by Chen-An Lee 

4th Grade, Architecture Design IV
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Architecture, Tamkang University
Tanshui, Taiwan

Project Summary:

Our hope with this project was to design a machine (car), which with 
simple human body motions can generate enough power for the 
machine to be able to move around, while it also offers us the oppor-
tunity to exercise.  This design is more than a conventional bicycle, as 
it requires specially designed mechanisms that reinforce the manual 
power. The combination of man power and reinforcement mechanisms 
produces the desired effect.  We first created and studied 3D models 
of the design in form•Z, then used them to drive CAD/CAM machines, 
which produced an acrylic model 1/5th of the actual size.

Reasons for the Nomination:

The use of CAD/CAM, the design details, and the renderings were very 
well done.  There may be some practical issues when producing an 
enlarged model from the scale model, but if we view this model as a 
toy, then the project results to this point already have some significant 
aesthetic value.  This project provided us with a DIY approach to CAD/
CAM, possibly leading to the production of toys, or a means of transpor-
tation, or a device for a science fiction movie, or even a fantasy about 
some future life.

Jury Comments:

This is a “car” powered by the motions of a human, but it is not a bicycle. 
The way the driver sits on the device is quite different from a bicycle. 
An intriguing idea that may be rather far fetched. An imagination that 
may have run wild, yet has led to the design of a machine that is quite 
believable. Above all it was rather persuasively fabricated, which makes 
it a strong candidate for recognition.

Fabrication: Honorable Mention
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A Flagship Eco Fashion Retail Store 
 by Daniel Harris

Department of Architectural Studies, Level 3 BA (Hons) Interior Architecture
Cardiff School of Art & Design
University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, UK

Interior Architecture: Award of Distinction

Project Summary:

Linda Loudermilk is a fashion designer from America who decided 
to move away from the high fashions of Paris and Milan and to 
pursue a career in Eco Fashion, coining the term “Luxury Eco.” 
With Jackets starting at £200 and jeans reaching £2000, Linda 
still designs for the high end of the fashion industry, with celebrity 
endorsements like Robert Downy Jr. Linda has made her name in 
the Eco Fashion industry by researching materials and techniques 
that allow her to make the best eco-friendly garments possible. 
She uses materials like bamboo and sasawashi to make fabrics 
that translate into her designs. Mother earth largely drives her 
concepts for collections, with previous collections being based on 
wind, ice, and water. The brief was to design a flagship fashion 
retail store in a fashionable part of London, for Linda to introduce 
her collections to the UK. The building was originally a tramshed 
in the heart of the Shoreditch Triangle, in the London Borough of 
Hackney. Shoreditch is well known for its many artists, musicians, 
and designers residing in what is seen as a vibrant area surround-
ed by galleries, bars, and good food, giving it a truly international 
presence.

One of the requirements of the brief was to introduce some way 
of educating the customers in the way of Eco Fashion and to 
incorporate a catwalk for the latest collections to be shown. This 
was achieved by inserting architectural elements into the space, in 
relation to the orientation of the original trams that used to be stored 
in the building. The elements and scheme were driven by the use of 
sustainable and eco friendly materials, incorporating materials like 
cardboard, quikkaboard, and plywood. And all the steel and railway 
sleepers would be reclaimed. The idea was to have the clothes 
(although made from eco material) and the construction details 
present the “luxury” part of the scheme, and the material choices to 
represent the eco. In order to deal with the educational part of the 
brief the circulation of the scheme was forced through an architec-
tural element that spanned the 3 stories. And whilst walking through 
the circulation element, customers are subjected to interactive 
displays and large video projections that teach about the materials 
and techniques used to make eco clothing.

Reasons for the Nomination:

Sustainability and eco friendly buildings are an increasing issue within today’s society. And everything we do needs to contribute towards 
the solution. This project teaches people about the benefits of eco fashion during their normal shopping experience, and the people who buy 
clothes within this scheme wouldn’t normally worry about their footprint. This project dismisses the idea that eco fashion has to sacrifice quality 
and style, and allows everyone to contribute towards the solution of the earth’s ecological problem. The scheme combines and contrasts the 
idea of luxury and eco in an elegant way while the architectural detail and construction techniques provide elegance within the original build-
ing, without overcrowding or shielding the original 1905 architecture. The use of sustainable materials, vibrant clothing collections and state of 
the art projection and lighting techniques provide an exciting, educational, and interesting place to buy luxury clothing.

Jury Comments:

Who said that eco friendly fashion cannot be artistically attractive? This project was set to prove the opposite. It did it in a recycled warehouse 
(a tram shed), by demonstrating that eco architecture can also be aesthetically attractive. The designer achieves this with electronically driven 
projectors and lighting techniques, which add virtual architectural elements that shield the hardness of the original turn of the (20th) century 
building. Digital tools have been used not only for the design of the project but also for enriching it during its daily usage.
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Launching from Taipei 101
  by Chen-An Lee
4th Grade, Architecture Design IV
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Department of Architecture
Tamkang University
Tansui, Taiwan

Product Design: Award of Distinction

Project Summary:

When visiting a new city, tourists always go to the highest 
point in the city to get a view of the landscape.  Likewise, for 
tourists coming to Taipei, the top floor observation deck of Tai-
pei 101 is one of the best tourist attractions overlooking Taipei, 
which is much more than a frequently visited tourist attraction.  
Every year, thousands of Taipei residents gather around Taipei 
101 and Taipei City Hall to watch the annual New Year’s Eve 
countdown and the fireworks show.  

The design of this project was inspired by the Taipei 101 fire-
works show.  The idea was that the tourists no longer simply 
walk along the glass-walled observation deck, taking in the 
landscape of Taipei, but they can also shine like fireworks and 
be launched from the top floor of Taipei 101 and visit all the 
corners of the city.  Thus we designed a launch pad for the pe-
riphery of Taipei 101.  When they enter, visitors sit in a round 
capsule and are slowly pulled up to the top of Taipei 101. 
Then they select on a computer the scenic area they wish to 
go to and the round capsule is launched and takes them to 
the location they picked. There is a receiver that captures the 
capsule by the nearest MRT station, and we have fun with the 
breathtaking views of the aerial city tour. Then we are wel-
come back to the ground where the tourists get the chance to 
experience everyday life throughout Taipei City.

Reasons for the Nomination: 
Even though this is an imaginary project that is hard to build, 
it reflects some ironies worthy of further observations.  The 
playful attitude of the designer actually projects some inter-
esting messages: how we see and experience a city; how 
we understand the new things we come in contact with, and 
how we find new possibilities from familiar things.  No matter 
what, this project offers visual entertainment and an amazing 
adventure. It reminds us of the Huas-Rucker-Co’s capsule 
back in the 1960’s. This of course is the 2010 version, with 
ferris wheels, skyscrapers, the movie “The Fifth Element,” and 
the imaginations of this city. The computer graphics of today 
not only allow us to reproduce existing entities, they also offer 
us powerful new tools for imagining non-existing worlds and 
utopian urban environments,

Jury Comments:

This is definitely a project from another world! Or maybe it 
simply creates a world beyond the realities of today. Yet, it 
does this quite persuasively. The object is virtual or it may 
simply be a script from some science fiction movie. Whatever 
it is, it is a demonstration of an admirable dexterity with 
today’s digital tools. This is sufficient reason for an award.
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Green Knight on a Motorcycle
  by Wan-Lin Tsai
4th Grade, Architecture Design IV
Advisor: Chen-Cheng CHEN
Department of Architecture 
Tamkang University
Taiwan

Product and Industrial Design: Honorable Mention

Project Summary:

 Motorcycles are a common and important form of transportation in Taiwan.  Almost all students have their 
own motorcycles.  In addition to providing convenience, motorcycles have other possibilities.  We rely on 
the convenience of moving fast throughout the city and yet we can slow down to experience the many 
faces of the city. The mobility of motorcycles gave me the basic concept for this design, which is a little 
mobile green garden. When there are many green motorcycles gathered on the road, it is just like a mobile 
garden moving down the asphalt road. The concept of the helmet design comes from the shape of a white 
lotus petal, and the backpack mimics the form of a ladybug. We hope to spread the green like ladybugs 
spread pollen, because we know ladybugs are the best insects at spreading pollen. The front and the back 
of the motorcycle are shaped like an airplane, with the hope that you will have a flying feeling when you are 
riding the motorcycle. The airplane-styled piece is equipped with flowerpots ready to be given away. Green 
shells can be fired at any time, spreading the seeds needed to grow plants in an urban space. Hopefully, 
when this fully equipped motorcycle hits the road, it can raise more concern for the green city movement 
and it may gather more like-minded motorcyclists that care about our environment.

Reasons for the Nomination:

This is a fun and very cute design project, and also a meaningful and metaphorical mobile art project.  
From it, we can observe many seemingly contradictory concepts. For example, plants and motion, moving 
fast and moving slowly, natural and urban issues, etc. This project not only used CAD/CAM to complete 
the design and manufacturing of industrial design products, but at the same time brought out something 
like a declaratory concept from a green city’s point of view. More importantly, in this era we can design and 
re-model everyday things around us through simple computer technologies, present our perspective and 
imagination about our surrounding environment and remind ourselves that we may not need to live so hast-
ily in this city.

Jury Comments:

A garden on a motorcycle definitely sounds like a crazy idea. Yet, what this student shows makes it quite 
believable. One is attracted and anxious to try all the different devices presented, because they seem to be 
so fun to play with them. They are strange, but friendly. The former implies originality and the latter is what 
good design is all about. These are sufficient virtues that justify an award.
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When I first approached Bill Mitchell with the idea of starting a project to 
rethink the automobile, I didn’t know he was just about the only person who  
would take on a 25 year old architecture student who knew next to nothing 
about cars, and who would take that student seriously enough to invest the 
next 10 years on not only reinventing the automobile, but also on reinventing 
the cities in which they operate. At that time, I only knew him as the Dean 
of the School of Architecture and Planning at MIT and that he had brought 
in star architects like Fumihiko Maki, Steven Holl, Frank O. Gehry, Charles 
Correa, and Kevin Roche to charrette on a new plan for MIT’s campus. I 
didn’t know he had written countless books, journals, and papers on Com-
puter Aided Design (CAD), architecture, digital media, and cities; and that he 
would go on to write another eight more books in the next decade. I didn’t 
know he already had changed how universities educated architects in the 
1970s and 1980s, by being the strongest proponent for  the potential of CAD 
systems and by having the audacity to suggest that each student should 
have a CAD workstation right at his or her desk. I didn’t know that it was his 
design studio that explored complex geometries and forms that could only 
be built with the aid of computers that quietly led to a new movement in ar-
chitecture, showcased so wonderfully in the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. 
I didn’t know that he was the first person to publish a book (City of Bits) that 
was offered online for free, in order to take advantage of the rapid growth 
of the internet in the mid-1990s. I guess I didn’t have to know, because he 
believed in the power of imagination (especially from students). 

Bill Mitchell’s greatest strength was his relationship with his students, and 
their mutual respect. The world of architectural education can be especially 
tough on students during reviews when professors and visiting critics often 
provide searing criticism. More than once during my studies,  I saw archi-
tectural scale models literally fly across the room. This style of education 
was viewed  as providing the pressure needed to succeed, to better justify 
design choices, to create competition amongst students, and to make you 
tough for the real world. It also created an unhealthy and cutthroat environ-
ment where students sometimes sabotaged other students’ work. This was 
not Bill’s style. Bill once told me that the art of a critique (which he learned 
from Charles Moore) was to look for just one element of the design that was 
redeeming, no matter how terrible the project may be, and to focus on how 
to reinforce that good idea. This accomplished two goals: First, it created the 
respect needed for the student to listen to the critic. Second, it allowed both 
parties to move on to the next phase of the project and to build upon what 
was worth keeping. This simple reasoning set Bill apart from almost every-
one, and it allowed him to take on students from a myriad of disciplines and 
from disparate age groups. It was no coincidence that Bill almost always had 
the most talented students, because he gave them the respect and freedom 
necessary to grow as people.
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Bill Mitchell was also a supreme judge of talent who  could 
see the potential in people when detractors  thought other-
wise. In the fall of 2003, when we conducted our first concept 
car design studio in collaboration with General Motors and the 
offices of Frank O. Gehry, we had anticipated that many more 
students would be interested in taking the course than would 
fill the allotted 15 spaces. It was my job to interview the 80+ 
students who signed up. I had it all worked out. I had evalu-
ated all of them and had 10 definite acceptances, 10 maybes, 
and the rest were definitely out. One of those in the “out” pile 
stood out above the rest. He had been antagonistic during the 
interview, questioning why we were even doing the studio and 
our knowledge base of the automobile industry (which he cor-
rectly identified as nearly zero). It was almost like he wanted 
us not to accept his proposal to attend the course. After re-
viewing all the potential candidates with Bill, he proceeded to 
pull Mitchell Joachim’s name out of the “no” pile. Apparently, 
he saw something in him that none of us did. This went on to 
be one of the best personnel decisions made by Bill for the 
sake of the project. Mitchell Joachim was not enthused that he 
had to devote time to this course; however, just one year later, 
he became the biggest advocate for the project by provid-
ing much of the blue sky thinking needed at this phase of the 
project. Concepts like soft cars, gentle congestion, transology, 
air pillows as skins for cars, and sneaker cars were just some 
of the ideas Mitch brought to the table. Today, Joachim is one 
of the leaders of zero impact design for cities. 

The foresight that Bill Mitchell possessed allowed him to be 
one of the world’s leading urban visionaries. His books, in-
cluding City of Bits, e-topia, and Me++, focused on the impact 
of digitalization and connectivity on the way we designed 
spaces and places and ultimately designed our cities. It was 
this research and his architectural advisory role to the presi-
dent of MIT (Charles Vest) that would make a lasting impact, 
particularly to MIT’s campus, where over one million square 
feet of new construction would be built under Bill’s guidance 
during his Deanship (1992-2003). The campus redevelop-
ment was long overdue, and the impact created by the Brutal-
ist and 1960s era buildings with their double-loaded corridors 
spread throughout the campus. Both Bill and President Vest 
were convinced that a redevelopment campaign was neces-
sary to prepare MIT for the 21st century. Armed with this com-
mitment, Bill set off to build a team that could do the job. It 
was Bill’s ability to bring people together to work on challeng-
ing projects and to provide clarity to a vision that endeared 
him to his colleagues and students. He was probably one of 
the few architects who could bring other architects to work 
in concert with one another. He also knew that the dot.com 

bubble would not last forever, and that the time to build was 
imminent. It was the timing and confluence of these factors 
that enabled quick progress.

Although the sense of loss is difficult to comprehend at all 
levels, particularly for his family, I know Bill would not want 
us to dwell on the negative. Just before he passed, so many 
positives took place that were directly a result of Bill’s leader-
ship. First, the new Media Lab building designed by Fumihiko 
Maki was completed. It was the last of the buildings under 
the new campus plan.  In my opinion, the building possesses 
the highest architectural quality of space, light, and attention 
to detail of any new construction to date on any university 
campus. Its construction was long overdue and now sets the 
standard for multidisciplinary research facilities. Second, Bill 
was able to complete his last book, Reinventing the Auto-
mobile:  Personal Urban Mobility for the 21st Century, jointly 
written with esteemed automotive experts Chris Borroni-Bird 
and Larry Burns. This book establishes a new model of sus-
tainable mobility in cities based on the work we did together in 
his research group, Smart Cities, at the Media Lab. This book 
tackles the complexity of urban systems and the intercon-
nectedness of existing infrastructure, energy networks, urban 
design, and automotive engineering. The impact of this publi-
cation may not be determined for decades, because we live in 
such a transitional period where the electrification of transport 
is just beginning. Finally, Bill was able to secure an agree-
ment to industrialize the CityCar within three years with one 
of the sponsors of the Media Lab. I believe this gave Bill the 
most joy, because the project was initiated by students who 
didn’t know why they should not succeed. The work was done 
almost exclusively by students and was managed by students. 
The obstacles were many, but we never gave up because we 
believe in the strength of the ideas, in the clarity of the vision, 
and in Bill’s undeterred wisdom. What we do with these ideas 
will materialize into Bill Mitchell’s legacy, just as certainly as 
the books he has written, the buildings he has realized, and 
students he advised who now have students themselves.

From the cover of the book Reinventing the Automobile.
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The work presented is harvested from three semesters of a media elective entitled, “The 
Poetic Potential of Computers,” taught at Texas Tech University. This workshop stimulates 
intuition and experimentation. The work is speculative in nature, unfettered by the conven-
tions of practical application, in order to discover the unexpected that could radically alter 
our understanding of the practical.

The tactics and techniques of analytic observation and diagramming are emphasized in the 
first series of two-dimensional exercises. These studies suggest rotation, tension, compres-
sion, warping, or bending as discovered in a source photographic image. Subsequent ar-
chitectonic diagrams articulate potential joints and connections. Later exercises model the 
previous content. There is a selective application of solid and void, projection and depres-
sion, positive and negative space. Digital modeling objects are rearranged, duplicated, and 
manipulated in various ways.

The students have limited knowledge of form•Z when they start the course. Through re-
peated experimentation, most students are able to construct and elaborate on their ideas. 
At first this is frustrating, but once they understand the strategies for constructing within the 
software, ideas began to accrue. A remarkable aspect of these media driven projects is the 
variety of techniques that the students invent as they experiment with the software.

View and rendering technique are also a challenge. Again through trial and error experi-
mentation, an attitude and idea emerges from within each project. Some students generate 
their images directly through RenderZone, without any manipulation from other post-pro-
duction software such as Photoshop. Other students generate an image several times from 
the same viewpoint with different RenderZone settings. Each of these image layers are 
composited with Photoshop. Using either method, carefully enhanced, adjusted, cropped, 
and reframed views vividly exude the spirit of space, view, mood, color and light suggested 
in the earlier work. These digital paintings result in a richly layered aura of imagined fantas-
tical worlds.

Montessori had a shortcoming. It neglected the child’s ability to transform the accumu-
lated experiences into creative action. The imagination of the children in the Montessori 
kindergarten easily became flattened by being turned to immediate practical applications. 
To be sure, a part of their potentialities were used, but fantasy and originality of solutions 
were ignored.

From Vision in Motion, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, pg. 23
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per-i-scope - noun “an optical instrument for viewing 
objects that are above the level of direct sight or in 
an otherwise obstructed field of vision...” 

Scenes are constructed through careful examina-
tion of spaces bound by both solid masses and their 
consequent shadows and reflections. The result-
ing views are seemingly architectural, defined by 
structure that is simultaneously real and perceived. 
The periscope allows views to be established from 
apparently hidden places. Focus is placed on the 
interaction of detailed elements and the site that 
grounds them. The periscope in this sense becomes 
an instrument for discovering architectural spaces 
where architecture may not truly exist.

The periscope is a viewfinder 
by Lindsay Kunz

Figure 1: Lindsay Kunz: form•Z Joint Study Award of Distinction for Visualization and Illustration (see page 14).
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Dare to Imagine, Dare to Transform 
by Jasmine Strickland

The enigmatic machine exploits shadow and light, solid 
and void to create various scenes. These constructed 
scenes are accepted as a visual truth by the beholder. 
Once visually accepted these scenes begin to change: 
a metamorphosis takes place. The image is no longer 
confined by the two dimensional or even three dimen-
sional view. Each thought is imprinted upon the image 
creating a new visual space in the mind’s eye. With 
each new thought comes a new construct. With each 
new construct a new design emerges.

Figure 2: Project by Jasmine Strickland.
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Layered Skins 
by Kelly Lawley

Figure 3: Project by Kelly Lawley.

A combination of layers upon layers. The spaces 
between each individual layer can house an object 
that looks nothing like the exterior skin, and conveys 
a different intention. What is compressed between 
these layers? Overlapping of skins create a space 
for the unknown pockets; chaos or openness occurs 
in between these shells. The rhythm of planks, a col-
liding of planes with large openings to view through 
each layer to the other side, or to view one part 
from different perspectives. Inventing these spaces, 
where no eye can see and letting the imagination 
take us to these unseen instances peeling the layers 
back, exposing what is underneath. We all see the 
outside, but there is still much to be seen under-
neath. Objects with a skin, holding something inside 
that is intriguing, but uncovering every bit is nearly 
impossible. What do we see? Let’s look…
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The Go Between is both performer and stage. It exists 
in an indeterminate, experiential state, connecting 
analog and digital; containing process and result. The 
designer guides the dialog between analog and digi-
tal, generating a vocabulary of parts. From there, the 
performance becomes improvisation, combining parts 
into a reactive sequence of events. Forms constantly 
shift, evolve, and regenerate, creating new spaces. The 
Go Between is a route. The resulting spaces become 
an additional environment for experimentation. Engage 
them. A chance encounter may uncover a solution, 
which in turn reveals another confrontation. The Go 
Between is a destination. The Go Between links its 
fictitious environment with real spaces, bridging specu-
lation and truth. In this world between the temporal and 
eternal, The Go Between challenges: Are you spectator 
or player? 

The Go Between
by Marianne Nepsund

Figure 4: Project by Marianne Nepsund.
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The Transmitting Device
by Jeff Yarnall

The Transmitting Device is a tower that projects sig-
nals by modulation of electromagnetic waves. It’s the 
communication of information based on their varying 
frequencies and their durations per cycle. Rigid waves 
of frequency generate interactions, associations, colli-
sions, speed, rotations, relations and oscillations within 
an open space to create a dynamic form in harmony. 
These forms can be observed as structural and ar-
chitectonic. The Transmitting Device broadcasts this 
information of structure and form for all to obtain and 
discover.

Figure 5: Project by Jeff Yamall.
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Architectural Leviathan 
by James Donovan

An oceanic observatory hanging precariously off a cliff 
wall, this aquatic architectural speculation overlooks 
the infinite. It is a bridge, a digital link between the con-
stant and the uncertain. It is simultaneously polished 
and crude: a glossy, technical armature whimsically 
stitched into a harsh environment. It is surreal, fantasti-
cal, an architectural leviathan reaching out towards the 
far edges of its world. It is a product of the imagination, 
a playful gesture, and a bold ‘what if…?’

Figure 6: Project by James Donovan.
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The UNNAMED 
by John Simons

References:
Moholy-Nagy, L. (1969) Vision in Motion. 8th edi-
tion. Paul Theobald and Company.
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Digital intentions explorations and accidents. Co-
lumbus, Ohio: AutoDesSys. 20-27.

Neiman, Bennett. 2005. “Analog-Digital Light Box 
Exercise.” Form-Z Joint Study Program Report. 
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The UNNAMED is not a building. The UNNAMED is a 
thought frozen in time, suspended somewhere between 
a comfortable reality and the elusive unknown. The 
UNNAMED is present before us now only to remind 
us where we last left off. The UNNAMED is a journey 
more than a destination. The UNNAMED affords us the 
opportunity to explore questions about light, shadow, 
depth, perspective, dimension, and so on. It encourag-
es us to discover that which we have previously looked 
at a thousand times but failed to ever really see. The 
UNNAMED expects us to create with hands we have 
never lifted, and touch surfaces we cannot grasp. The 
UNNAMED has no parameters, no properties, no truths 
beyond those we grant it. 

It exists to no one at all. It is only visible through the 
imaginations of its viewers. Our minds are its only con-
text. This is not the UNNAMED.

Figure 7: Project by John Simons.
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The development, generation and synthesis of animate 
spaces, digital logics, universal design, and sustain-
ability as reactive constructs has been a major focus of 
mine and was incorporated in the architectural classes 
I taught over the last year. The latter two are clearly 
important contemporary topics, especially with a large 
segment of the United States’ population approaching 
retirement age and with the advent of a new under-
standing of the importance of harvesting renewable 
resources and of utilizing complementary techniques 
to preserve valuable and finite resources. The incor-
poration of animated tectonics and empirical modeling 
as a method of discovery, and of making analytical 
and conceptual connections to analogous construct-
ible structures is both a novel concept and a vener-
able method of exploration.  Engineers and scientists 
have developed formulas through empirical studies of 
trial and error, cause and effect modeling, and more 
recently through computer simulations, digital versions 
of the same technique. The designer, being a bridge 
between the creative and the rational, is in the unique 
position to leverage this type of investigation to dis-
cover new spatial, tectonic, and sustainable structures.  
The sharp divisions between perceived architectural 
realities vis-à-vis known “built” typologies and the ability 
of the digital to transform and to reshape the definitions 
of normative strands becomes an interesting line of 
investigation for me and begs to be studied.  Comfort 
Architecture dominates the rural agrarian landscape of 
the country, controlled by economics, social standing, 
and general familiarity. The role and the responsibility 
of the designer is to question, evaluate, re-evaluate, 
experiment, and speculate as to new possibilities 
while understanding and fusing together the positive 
gains that have been acquired traditionally within the 
discipline.  In many ways, turning to Cinema, Art, and 
Philosophy as a means of understanding drama, visual 
arts, temporality, and space (as it relates to the human 
condition), while making correlations to the “real” from 

the “digital” has been a catalyst for me to seek out new 
creative applications of 3D Modeling and of time-based 
software like form•Z and Maya.  How does digital tech-
nology affect our daily lives and how does it inform the 
architect as to the possibilities of the future built world?  
Can technology enhance the human condition, without 
simultaneously crippling it to some degree?  Can simu-
lations and speculative scenarios aid in the develop-
ment of the right questions? Is the role of the digital 
destined to be caught up in the genre of representation 
and in the rapid documentation of known types, or can 
the base be expanded to develop new digital logics that 
inform the designer and feed the profession with novel 
connections to the known?  The role of the designer is 
to field the questions, answer a few, and then to gener-
ate more.

The exploration of the digital realm has moved in 
many directions: some more technical, others more 
mathematical, still others more concerned with time, 
efficiency and production. Finally, another direction 
strives to leave the human component intact to make 
critical creative and intellectual design decisions, while 
interpreting and reinterpreting the information revealed. 
I fall into the latter category, using the device as a 
generator of spaces, ideas, form, environments, and 
the like in order to make informed, intellectual, lateral-
thinking design decisions from the digital speculative 
to the constructible possibilities. Programs like form•Z 
and Maya allow students, scholars, and practitioners to 
develop new “animated notations” that can capture the 
intangible and manifest it as digital material. Dynamic 
proportions, frozen animate states, and remnants of the 
process etch their way through spaces and surfaces. 
Just as Corbusier utilized the modular and regulating 
lines to capture proportions with a T-Square and pencil, 
these programs allow for real time dynamic control over 
animated constructs that deal with the proportions of 
ethereal (Figure 1).
      

Animate Assemblies: 
       Reactive Structures

( Empirical Modeling, Component Logic, Sustainability )
by Thomas Rusher
University of Texas at Arlington 
Arlington, Texas

All images by Thomas Rusher, except where noted otherwise.
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The notion of the empirical model has been an essen-
tial method of testing ideas without necessarily knowing 
all variables, potentials and outcomes.  A set of “rules” 
are established to describe the observed phenom-
ena, and loose objectives are constructed in order to 
“test” a hypothesis. The base concept is to rationalize 
potentials while simultaneously setting parameters and 
constraints for a speculative outcome.  Then, we ob-
serve the results, extract phenomenological data from 
the experiment, and apply the knowledge to the stated 
problem and/or develop new strands of thought that 
were not conceivable without running through the pro-
cess.  Proposals such as devising “recipes” for various 
functions such as blending, camouflaging, and tiling as 
pure phenomenological actions1. Then the knowledge 
base was applied to spatial and surface conditions of 
an architectonic nature.
      
Data gathering, phenomenological excavation, and 
design application were leveraged using 3D and 4D 
dynamic empirical event structures as a catalyst for 
novel design concepts and technique development 
for several studies that I designed.  The inquiry into 
dynamic digital logics as a generative tool has been an 
interesting line of investigation for me since my gradu-
ate studies at Columbia University, where I was first 
introduced to a wide array of advanced digital tools.  
The first project was one I developed during the course 
of advancing my research into solar and wind tech-
nologies. The Self Sufficient Solar Shifter (S4) was a 
design for a public shared energy collector (Figure 2).  
The next project was an independent one that I ran as 
a senior level design class with a student who entered 
a competition for an educational facility. Each project 
incorporates ideas of digital logic development, novel 

ways of conceiving of a structure via programmatic 
expansion and re-definition, and the use of 3D and 
animated techniques to arrive at a design solution.
In the course of researching renewable sources of 
energy, I’ve become familiar with solar thermal and 
photovoltaic system design and installation. The orien-
tation of the array becomes critical, and the angle of 
the system relative to the degree latitude dictates the 
optimum angle for efficiency. During the course of the 
more technical and conventional aspects of designing 
a solar photovoltaic system, the notion of a “responsive 
array” struck me as being an innovative and potentially 
efficient type of system. How can an array respond 
to the temporal cyclical aspects of the sun at various 
times of the day and different times of the year?  The 
concept of self-sufficiency and dynamic controls as 
both generative and literal structures became a design 
imperative. What does it mean to be a self-sufficient, or 
even net energy producing structure?  This led me to 
the notion of a public structure that not only was self-
sufficient but could supplement the supply of energy 
needs for a metropolitan area.  With the rising costs of 
energy, the concept of decentralized collectors on in-
dividual homes and businesses will be the wave of the 
future. Current central plants will become hubs for the 
redistribution of collective energy. The concept of public 
structures serving the good of the group, by both be-
ing self-sufficient and providing a credit to the citizens 
becomes a relevant topic of investigation for the design 
of the public structure. 

The Self Sufficient Solar Shifter, or (S4), project was a 
speculative design for a flexible public transit stop that 
incorporated various aspects of information interfaces, 
partially enclosed zones, and energy collection and re-
distribution technologies.  A series of empirical studies 

Figure 1: Digital operatives: orientation study.

Figure 2: Self sufficient solar shifter.
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ently were set as a design parameter.  Space-capturing 
forms were developed, and the optimum location for 
the pivots were established based on the function of 
the transit stop. The empirical models that were set up 
initially were utilized to study component form, orienta-
tion, position, and connections between each other 
and as an animated assembly. The use of the standard 
30 frames per second at 10 seconds was a constant, 
and variability was incorporated via time-based adjust-
ments. The understanding of animated assemblies and 
the development of phantom rhythms were discovered 
through adjustments in the spline-based parameters of 
the animation editor. Subtle controls created controlled 
variability of components (Figure 3). Looking at both 
active and inactive states for a responsive structure 
that adjusted for both solar orientation and water col-
lection set some constraints on the studies (Figure 4). 
Velocity vs. acceleration, compressed moments versus 
expansive ones, and phantom impressions versus 
physical entities were revealed through the studies and 
helped to inform the development of the S4. 

Figure 3: Empirical models: animated assembly development .

were conducted in form•Z to understand digital tools 
that could dynamically adjust forms both vertically and 
horizontally to accommodate variable positions and 
maintain habitability. Pivot points that could adjust to 
various positions both independently and co-depend-

Figure 4: Empirical models: active/inactive states.
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Figure 5: Component development: range study. 

Figure 6: Hibernated state.

The establishment of dynamic digital techniques that 
aided in the understanding of strategic orientations 
relative to site conditions and to the development of  
real time control over positioning of components was 
achieved through the studies and was applied in the 
final design proposal. First, computerized explorations 
were conducted, and controlled dynamics were then 
transferred and updated to a “real” site where the influ-
ences dealt more with contextual issues of orientation, 
wind currents, sun angles, views and habitability. Utiliz-
ing macro operations in form•Z, the development of 
control over multiple, interconnected, faceted compo-
nents leads to the basic design configuration of the S4. 
Through a series of empirical models, we studied  and 
began to develop a degree of control over the dynamic 
operations, such that changing directions, angles, 
temporal allusions, and spacing led to the refinement 
of pivoting components and flexible panels (Figure 5).  
The introduction of site and an understanding of the 
orientation of the sun relative to the shifting as a tech-
nique allowed for modular variability, while maintaining 
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The Evolutionary Educational Environment (E3) was 
the synthesis of landscape, architecture, and educa-
tion as an urban reclamation strategy that established 
a generative “Didactic Steel Greenscape.” The steel 
greenscape encouraged an active and interactive 
learning educational model, reconnection to the land, 
and the re-ignited the consciousness of the public 
through the development of a Collaborative Community 
Culture (C3). The concept of E3 + C3 was to generate 
a sustainable culture through education and reassess 
the educational model as not simply a compartmental-
ized phase in a child’s advancement but also as an 
ongoing developmental journey (Figure 8).  
 

pivotal control over objects and spaces. The main pivot 
was located to the rear for safety, to have a general 
Southern orientation that allowed for maximum sun 
exposure during the summer months and for a “hiber-
nation state,” to minimize movement, when solar col-
lection is not occurring, such as in the evenings (Figure 
6). Dynamic armatures adjust solar arrays and track 
the sun’s path for maximum efficiency and also, retract 
if the arrays begin to overheat and lose effectiveness 
(Figure 7). The energy used to physically pivot the can-
tilevered canopy was generated from the components 
themselves that self adjust via a pre-programmed set 
of movements based on specific latitude and environ-
mental data for the site. The station is tied into the city’s 
grid. The proposed materials consist of recycled alumi-
num, cast metal, and interactive digital media.  The rear 
of the station allows for bicycle parking to encourage 
healthy alternative modes of transportation.  The sta-
tion illuminates different colors depending on the bus 
that is arriving, which allows patrons to know when a 
particular bus line is about to arrive.  

Figure 7: Dynamic assembly/component refinement.

Figure 8: Main educational complex by student Sergejs Aleksjevs.

The design challenge was to reclaim an abandoned 
urban hardscape that had the opportunity to reconnect 
with other green spaces in the City of Dallas and more 
particularly with the downtown area that has had prob-
lems with jumpstarting a culture of pedestrian activity 
and reconnection to natural surroundings. E3 became 
the evolutionary catalyst for a collaborative community 
culture that embraces sustainable ideas, challenges 
students to become socially aware of their environment, 
and educates the students and citizens alike about the 
possibility of a smarter and more novel approach to 
education that incorporates the “Didactic Steel Green-
scape” as the major learning device (Figure 9). The new 
interactive learning model would be both low tech and 
high tech, exposing students to a range of cutting edge 
technologies, while being conscious of our base con-
nection to the land. They would be exposed to a variety 
of traditional, (Math, Science, & Literature) and more 
novel (Agriculture, Sustainability, Digital Technologies 
& the Arts), topics that foster interaction between the 
instructors, students, and public. Public cultural activi-
ties would be held in particular zones, while the main 
educational facility for K-6 would be located on an urban 
edge to anchor the E3 and engage the street.

Figure 9: “Didactic Steel Greenscape,” by student Sergejs Aleksjevs.
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The Didactic Steel Greenscape became the cata-
lyst for the spread and reconnection of green zones 
throughout the city, encouraging pedestrian activity and 
providing much needed social gathering spaces for the 
downtown area. The flexibility of steel was leveraged 
in both innovative and conventional fashions through a 
interconnected steel armature which was developed to 
support the greenscape environment, while steel tracks 
were utilized to open and close areas of the main 
educational building. During the summer months when 
school was out of session, the building could go into 
a “sleep mode”, and steel panels that move on curved 
tracks would be used to shut down specific zones in 
order to save on energy. The facility could also be 
adapted to summer uses by opening up only zones that 
were to be utilized for community gatherings, perfor-
mances, and continuing instructional uses.

All architectural spaces were merged into the steel 
greenscape, blurring the distinction between land, 
building, and education. Moving through the green-
scape, a series of educational vignettes were found 
along paths, bridges, kiosks, and buildings (Figure 10).    
An amphitheatre, recreation center, greenhouse, solar 
powered digital displays and environmental science 
pavilions were introduced to engage the E3 and aid in 
its mission to educate both students and establish a 
Collaborative Community Culture (C3) where citizens 
are actively engaged in learning and positive environ-
mental impacts.
      

Figure 10: Educational vignettes, by student Sergejs Aleksjevs.

The possibilities that proliferate within digital media are 
still being discovered, refined, and expanded. The syn-
thesis of the human component, along with interpreting 
the wide array of functions that permeates creative and 
intellectual discoveries through empirical modeling, is 
a wide open frontier for those with an acute eye and 
receptive mind. It is the role of the designer to adapt 
the new technologies, to transcend the development of 
new undiscovered constructible environments. Given 
the tools that can help us to understand our temporal 
existence, the manifestation of time-based analysis can 
help readdress and augment the design strategies in-
volved in the realities of human activities and enhance 
the quality of human existence. Our built environments 
should be emblematic of an age of coexistence, the 
interconnected, diversified, environmentally conscious, 
information age. The synthesis of both traditional 
architectural conventions and new adaptive techniques 
within the digital media that are interwoven, can provide 
new solutions that can further enrich the human experi-
ence. Embracing empirical modeling, through careful 
observation, and interpretation is a pathway into the 
uncharted terrain that is our future (Figure 11).

References:
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Figure 11: Digital Tectonic: animated assemblies study.
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Figure 1: Step 1 - Fifty design cuts on four pieces of 100 cm long by 25 
cm wide paper.

With the appearance of NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational 
B-Spline) computer modeling, designers are allowed 
to create forms more freely and organically.  Because 
of this freedom, the operator of NURBS must be more 
sensitive to three-dimensional ideas, in contrast to 
more traditional orthogonal geometry. For example, in 
form•Z, there are basically five methods for construct-
ing a NURBS surface and, together with other com-
mands, students should be able to understand the basic 
principles of NURBS after about two or three hours of 
instruction.  However, when the students had to start 
designing with NURBS, they felt a little bit at a loss as 
to where to start. Facing this new digital design product, 
we prepared the content and operational procedures of 
the design studio for our senior students in the Depart-
ment of Architecture. We built a physical model first, 
and then we simulated the model with NURBS. Then, 
by analyzing the physical and computer models and 
also the principles of transformation, we designed a 
pavilion. This entire process allowed us to use digital 
media to explore the German theorist Gottfried Sem-
per’s architectural theory of space for the possibility of 
rational weaving.

Design process

This was the theme for the whole 2009 spring semes-
ter for eight senior students in the Digital Architecture 
studio in the Department of Architecture at Tamkang 
University. It took place over about 16 weeks, with 5 to 
10 days to finish each step. The class was held from 2 
to 5 pm every Monday and Thursday in the computer 
lab. The students spent eighteen hours practicing the 
computer commands of form•Z, especially NURBS, in 
the beginning of the semester.  

Step 1: Fifty design cuts on four pieces of 100 cm 
long by 25 cm wide paper:
The size of a roll of printer paper is generally 105 cm 
long by 27 cm wide.  After a little cutting, this becomes 
100 by 25 cm, which is a 4 to 1 aspect ratio. This pro-
portion was suitable for the students to experiment with 
different paper transformations before the semester 
started.  Students made cutting lines with 2D computer 
software, and printed them directly onto a roll of paper.  
A 50 cut maximum restriction was placed to prevent 
the generation of shapes in steps 2 and 3 from being 
too complex, which would have made it very difficult to 
work with computer graphics software and do simula-
tion or morphological analysis.  When the students 
finished steps 2 and 3, they mostly changed back to 
the original graphics from step 1 (Figure 1).

Step 2: Single action deformations to four different 
pieces of cut paper:
This step required the students to think of actions they 
could perform on their paper, such as twisting, rolling, 
bending, pulling, stretching, folding and so on, and to 
use these single actions on the four pieces of cut paper 
from step 1 (Figure 2).

Step 3: Multiple action deformations of the four 
pieces of cut paper:
As in step 2, but now we used two to three multiple 
actions to deform the four pieces of cut paper from step 
1. The students photographed the results from steps 
2 and 3. Before taking the photographs we had to fix 
the deformed paper with pins or tape, which caused 
us to spend more time photographing than we initially 
thought we would. We used a digital camera and we 
had to try many angles for each model, sometimes 
needing more than half an hour for one. In spite of this 
there were no complaints about the time we spent for 
the photo shoot, which the students found quite inter-
esting as it allowed them to study the progress of the 
paper deformations (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Step 2 - Single action deformations to four different pieces of cut paper.

Figure 4: (Top): Step 4 - The paper models simulation from steps 2 and 3 created by form•Z’s Patch and NURBS. 
(Bottom): Step 5 - The paper models simulation from steps 2 and 3 created by form•Z’s Morph, Animation and Extract Animation Tool.

Figure 3: Step 3 - Multiple action deformations of the four pieces of cut paper.

Step 4: The paper models of steps 2 and 3 
re-created with form•Z’s Patch and NURBS:
The students had spent quite enough time 
learning and practicing form•Z and they used 
the Patch and NURBS modeling tools to 
simulate the deformations on physical models 
produced in steps 2 and 3. As expected, there 
were visible differences between the physi-
cal and computer models. One was made 
by hand and the other was cut and pulled by 
a mouse. Consequently, we recommended 
that the students try to generally make their 
models similar to each another.  As the saying 
goes, “Pull one hair and you move the whole 
body.” The students had to try to simulate the 
deformations of the physical model for them-
selves. Needless to say there were some 
missed marks (Figure 4).

Step 5: The paper models of steps 2 and 3 
re-created by form•Z’s Morph, Animation, 
and Extract Animation tools:
Some students had a sense of rhythm when 
cutting the lines on the paper. So we found 
that we could use Morph and Animation to 
simulate part of the deformation and, by us-
ing commands in the Extract Animation tool 
to call out the Key Frames in Animation, we 
could also simulate part of the paper deforma-
tion (Figure 4).
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Step 6: Hand-made typology analysis of steps 2 and 3:
The students had to identify four groups of key units 
from steps 1 through 5. Through typological analysis, 
they had to first hand-draw four types of possible defor-
mation planes, and next to draw a two directional façade 
and perspective chart, and then to also draw an analysis 
diagram with a 2D computer software (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Step 6 - Hand-made typology analysis of steps 2 and 3.

Figure 6: Step 7 - According to the analysis in step 6, find two interesting strip units to design semi-tubular, tubular and curved surface walls.

Step 7: According to the analysis in step 6, find 
two interesting strip units to design semi-tubular, 
tubular, and curved surface walls:
We applied step 6’s units of semi-tubular, tubular, and 
curved sides to the wall designs. These walls had an 
aspect ratio of about 4:1. This step focused on the de-
sign and application of the strip units (Figure 6).
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Figure 7: Step 8 - According to the analysis of step 6, find two interesting slice units to design semi-tubular, tubular and curved surface walls.

Step 8: According to the analysis of step 6, find 
two interesting slice units to design semi-tubular, 
tubular, and curved surface walls:
Similar to step 7, the focus in step 8 was on finding in-
teresting slice units and the possible deformation rules 
(Figure 7).

Step 9: Mid-term review:
After discussions with students about the size of their 
drawings for the mid-term review, we agreed on a pa-
per size of 100 x 25 cm. Therefore, the students could 
extend their aesthetics from the previous steps to their 
graphic design.

Figure 8: Step 10 - According to the analysis in step 6, design a piece of clothing.

Step 10: According to the analysis in step 6, design 
a piece of clothing:
After the mid-term exam, we wanted to provide a break 
or relief from the earlier exercise, so we asked them 
to design and cut a piece of clothing according to their 
previous operational experience. There were six female 
students and two males, which is why clothing design 
was included.  Students lacked confidence in their first 
attempt at fashion design and only wore their designs 
for a short time at their final presentation.

Step 11: Understanding works of digital architecture:
Because of the development of the internet, it is not 
hard for the students to find works of art, so we re-
quested they find works by four digital designers or four 
groups of digital designers, to discuss.

Step 12: Choose a project from an interesting artist, 
designer or architect to learn from and understand:
In the previous steps, we had bottom-up discussions 
about surface deformations and deformational rules, so 
we recommended that the students integrate their pre-
vious steps by finding conceptual similarities between 
their projects and works of other artists, designers, or 
architects. The co-author of this article considered that 
her analysis may share similar concepts with those of 
M. C. Escher. Therefore, she studied Escher’s projects 
and used Escher’s rules in the design of her pavilion’s 
epidermal pattern.
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Figure 10: Step 13 - Computer Models for the draft design of the Pavilion. 

Figure 11: Step 14 - Researching the pattern of the pavilion’s surfaces. 

Figure 9: Step 12 - Understanding works of M. C. Escher.
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Figure 12: Plans and Elevations of the Pavilion.

Figure 14: Perspectives of the Pavilion.

Figure 13: Sections of the Pavilion.
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Step 13: Draft design for the pavilion:
In this step, architectural design began. The base was 
located in a park next to the Taipei Museum of Modern 
Art, the venue for the 2010 Taipei International Flower 
Expo, and had an area of about 40 square meters. The 
students designed their projects to go along with the 
Flower Expo, in order to highlight the complexity of the 
weaving patterns for plants. Students continued the 
previous steps and started researching on the comput-
er to explore different architectural possibilities for the 
body of the pavilion (Figure 10).

Step 14: Researching the pattern of the surfaces: 
Students continued their research from step 12, and 
started to research how to weave the pattern for the 
pavilion’s surfaces from the plane and combine it with a 
structural system (Figure 11). 

Step 15: Graphic designing of the pavilion’s surfaces:
There was some difficulty in covering all the various 
patterns on the NURBS surface, so we used a com-
mand, Flow Along Surface, from another software to do 
it (Figures 12, 13, and 14).

Step 16: Making the actual 3D printer models:
Since the resulting NURBS modeling could not be pro-
duced by hand in a short time, in the end, the students 
completed 10 by 10 cm 3D printer models (Figure 15).

Step 17: Final review:
When the students reached their final reviews, they 
published their work onto 100 by 25 cm layouts. It 
would have been impossible to complete projects of 
such quality and quantity by hand.

Conclusion

The whole program was organized uniformly and you 
can say it was very formal compared to other studios 
in the same category. However, thanks to these par-
ticular arrangements, students in the studio were able 
to keep on schedule. They were less likely to have 
pressure and anxiety about the deadlines. The students 
formed good relationships, learned from each other, 
and discussed how to make computer models. At the 
end, the projects had differences, but the differences 
were not significant. Whether the overly identical steps 
we imposed restricted the students from employing 
their creativity, remains to be seen. We shall have to 
do some more design experimentation in order to be 
able to answer this question. Specifically, designing 
with form•Z was warm and friendly and we should not 
ignore the power of the digital design media. As educa-
tors, we had only thought about the design process in 
the beginning. As the courses progressed, steps not 
originally planned were added, which, coupled with 
the mid-term and final reviews, made up a 16 week 
course. The lack of a discussion about the structure 
and construction of the students’ final work is probably 
what we should improve in similar courses in the future. 
Overall, this was a fun semester for both the students 
and the teachers. The volume of work was just right 
and we all learned new technologies and methods for 
exploring the construction of patterns in NURBS, which 
was the intended learning process and was well worth 
the effort.
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Preface

The case study exploration of kinetic devices and 
the reuse of recycled or found materials were start-
ing points for a third year architecture design studio. 
Highlights of full-scale rekinetic installations and con-
nections to students’ studio building design projects are 
discussed. Students used a broad range of tools from 
diagrams, drawings, physical and digital modeling to 
develop strategies for the design and construction of 
rekinetic device installations and for the translation of 
these concepts into design studio projects. The inspira-
tion for developing these rekinetic devices came from a 
range of examples: László Moholy-Nagy’s 1930s Light 
Space Modulator, Arthur Ganson¹s Kinetic Machine, 
Theo Jansen’s Kinetic Beasts and for the reuse of 
recycled materials, El Anatsui, an artist born and raised 
in Anayako, Ghana, who developed a tapestry called 
Untitled, 2007, made out of the aluminum from the 
labels of local liquor bottles.

The rekinetic digital mashups sequence

1. Rekinetic device installations were designed in 
collaborative teams of four and were digitally and 
physically modeled and the strategies for incorporating 
recycled materials were developed.

2. These rekinetic devices where prototyped at full-scale 
for a university rekinetics exhibition. The requirements 
for this exhibition were for full-scaled devices to be con-
structed out of 80% recycled materials and with addition-
al components for installation could not exceed $200.

3. Lessons learned from these full-scaled rekinetic 
installations were first mashed up into the development 
of individual student building design projects and then 
second, students were set up in collaborative two-per-
son teams for mashing up the dominate traits of each 
of the individual projects into one project.

4. The collaborative team’s reflections on the design 
process.

5. Instructor’s reflections on the design process.
 

0. Introduction

The underlying premise of these rekinetic digital mash-
ups was to see if having students build in full-scale, 
even if just for a temporary exhibition, would have any 
impact on improving the translation of these rekinetic 
installation concepts into the design of a building de-
sign project. This was the first time that this instructor 
had the opportunity to have students work in parallel 
on an exhibition installation at the same time of hav-
ing students work on the design of a building. Students 
were encouraged to translate these devices into the 
skin/structural systems or spatial sequences of the 
project. And of course they were not necessarily limited 
to connecting to these aspects of the project. The build-
ing design program for the design studio was the 2010 
ACSA/AISC Steel Competition to design the ReLigare 
Institute: Reconnecting Mind and Body. The site for 
the building was located in Manhattan, NY between 
18th and 19th Streets, intersecting Chelsea’s High Line 
elevated park.

1. ReKinetic Devices

There were five rekinetic installations developed: skin-
HALE, We’ve Lost our Marbles!, The Light Modulator, 
Swarm, and Wind Wall. For the purposes of this paper I 
will focus on just two of the installations and will discuss 
the linkages to the design studio projects.

2. Full-Scaled Re Kinetic Installations: 

skinHALE: This was the first installation project that 
was inspired by the form and function of a lung with the 
idea that this installation can stimulate the intake and 
expiration of air. The original concept for this installation 
was to create a kinetic piece that literally ‘breathes’ in 
its occupants and as a student passes by, it would ex-
pand and contract. Investigations into the use of weight 
and sonar sensors to detect the presence of a ‘volume’ 
led to the final piece, which rhythmically inhales and 
exhales according to a programmed microprocessor 
controlling a motor attached to the frame of each ‘lung.’ 
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Figure 1: Cogan’s Initial Individual Building Design Project – 
Concept of Building as “Lung.”

Figure 2: Mejia’s Initial Individual Building Design Project – Concept of 
Building as “Amalgamation.”

The final installation was controlled by a manual switch 
that allowed for the utilization of three skinny mem-
branes (spandex) that allowed for a simulation of lung 
movements to take place, with room for interactions in 
between. Visitors experienced the therapeutic rhythm 
of a deep breath of this device as they walked by.  The 
materials for the installation were black spandex fabric, 
fishing line, and microprocessor/batteries to simulate 
the lung movements.

Swarm3: This was the second installation project that 
was originally inspired by developing a dancing kinetic 
movements skin system and evolved into developing a 
system that responded to the theories of swarm intel-
ligence (e.g. ants, birds, fish, etc). The original concept 
for the exhibition was to create an installation piece that 
would move with the wind. The final installation mate-
rial was developed using mainly umbrella components 
and installed in a manner that provided a kinetic sense 
of movement. The umbrella pieces were constructed in 
a manner that expressed the swarm principles of this 
piece.

3. Building Design Projects Linkages to ReKinetic 
Installations

The full-scaled skinHale and the Swarm rekinetic device 
installations linked to two studio building design proj-
ects. The first is called “The Urban Lung4” (connected 
to rekinetic skinHale installation). The Urban Lung was 
defined as having a “skin that is a green breathing 
membrane.” The second building project is called “The 
Swarm” (connection to rekinetic installation with the title 
of Swarm), and the project makes references to the 
same swarm theories of the full-scaled rekinetic device 
installation, which is expressed in both the skin and the 
structural systems of building design projects.

Each student worked individually at first to mashup the 
rekinetic installation concepts into their building design 
project. The inhale installation concept was best rep-
resented in Grant Cogan’s project titled “Lung” (Fig.1), 
which was visibly developed into the skin system of the 
project. Mejia’s was another interesting project (Fig.2). 
The “Swarm” installation concept was best represented 
in Nick Pappas’s project titled “Swarm” (Fig.4) and 
Gutierrez’s “Kinetic Skeleton” was partly based on 
Jansen’s kinetic beasts (Fig. 3). After several weeks of 
development students were assigned into collabora-
tive teams where they worked together to mashup the 
strengths of two individual projects at the same time 
they were further developing the rekinetic installation 
themes as part of the architectural vocabulary that were 
strongly represented in one or both of these projects. 

3. Gutierrez’s Initial Individual Building Design Project: Concept of 
Building as “Kinetic Skeleton” (based in part on the concepts of Jansen’s 

kinetic beasts).
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Figure 4: Pappas’s Initial Individual Building Design Project: Concept of Building as “Swarm”.

4. Building Project Concept - Urban Lung - Skin as 
a Green, Breathing Membrane 

When the two individual projects were mashed up, the 
concepts of building as “lung” and as “amalgamation” 
developed into a combined project of building as “urban 
lung.” The idea of urban lung was for the building to 
be a breathing apparatus tying the project to a larger 
context of the urban environment of New York City. An 
ETFE pillow system is the building’s skin system mate-
rial, and the pillows are patterned with a frit system that 
inflates and deflates according to environmental heat-

ing and lighting demands, evoking a respiratory lung 
like vocabulary for building project.  The ETFE system 
is lightweight, cost-effective, durable, and it is made of 
recycled material (Fig. 5 and 6). 

Student Reflections on the Mashup Design Process

Student 1 - Grant Cogan5: Starting with individual 
projects that we had all grown connected to and being 
tasked to combine elements from two different projects 
to create a more developed architecture required a trust 
in our partners and a strong step away from the individu-
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Figure 5: Building as Urban Lung4 (connection to inHale installation): skin as a green, breathing membrane: (a) Digital models. (b) Drawing study. 
(c) Collage study. (d) Installation proposal. (e) Physical model. (f) Installation.

alist perspectives that students are very prone to adopt. 
Altogether, it was a wonderful lesson in collaboration 
that helped me recognize the potentials and efficien-
cies of working in complete collaboration. Perhaps what 
was most interesting was to redirect two high-concept 
designs and in their inevitable mashup, establishing a 
new collaborative story that responded to the changes 
in form. Though it initially appeared a challenge, we 
relied entirely upon the similarities and strongest charac-
teristics found in each design to find a new vocabulary 
geared towards the idea of an urban tear of greenery. 
It was incredible to see how naturally the mashed up 
vocabulary connected with the existing site conditions 
of Manhattan, New York’s High Line and the original 
concepts of the Re-Ligare Institute program to develop a 
mind and body institute. Though there were initial fears 
of losing a connection to the original intentions of our in-
dividual projects, following the mashup process and be-
ing required to use the full-scaled rekinetic installations 
concepts acted as a filter that accentuated the strongest 
and most effective components of each project in order 
to create an ultimately more developed architecture.

Student 2 - Luis Mejia6: Taking both of our concepts, 
lung and amalgamation to develop a project called 
“urban lung” we focused on the attributes of each of our 
projects that would work best together. Ultimately, we 

a             b               c

d                   e                f

came up with a design that incorporated key aspects 
from both our projects. One of the focuses of the 
project was tying in the impact the High Line has with 
Manhattan and how it translated into the vocabulary of 
the building. The connection is meant to be both explicit 
and implied, tying sustainability with the urban vernacu-
lar of New York.

Collaborative Design Tools Used7

The development of this mashup project was largely ex-
perienced through the use of digital modeling software. 
Through mostly digital modeling mixed with physical 
study modeling, we were able to translate the project’s 
studies of structure, form and skin into a project that 
clearly represented our intentions. Additionally, it is safe 
to say our developments in digital skills were largely 
due in part to the development of multiple iterations of 
design project along with the observations of the range 
of different modeling techniques of our colleagues. This 
ability to work in a 20-person studio highly diversifies 
our ability to learn and to refine our digital skills. If we 
were to do this process again, we would place a larger 
focus on analog studies and go back and forth a little 
more fluidly between digital and analog developments. 
There is still plenty of room to explore the expansion 
of the tears and how they accumulate, and following a 
more fluid process could unlock that.
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a

b

Figure 6: Digitally mashedup building design project: “Urban Lung” showing 
(a) skin/volumetric components and (b) interior immersive views.
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Figure 7: Swarm installation: (a) Digital model. 
(b) Installation components. (c) Completed installation.

5. Building Project Concept – “The Swarm” 

When the two individual projects were mashed up, the 
concepts of building as “Swarm” and “Kinetic Skeleton” 
developed into a combined project of building as “The 
Swarm” (Fig. 7 and 8). The idea of The Swarm was 
for the building to represent the artificial and natural 
systems (i.e., highways, railroads, subways, concepts 
behind flocks of birds. schools of fish, etc.) in the urban 
context, to root the project to the context of the city. The 
building is wrapped with piped aluminum extrusions 
that perform as horizontal louvers. The external ribs 
provide shade during the hot summer season while al-
lowing light into the building during the cold winter. 8

Student Reflections on the Mashup Design Process

Collaborative Comments - Marcela Gutierrez + Nick 
Pappas9: The mashup process was enough of both the 
old (individual student projects) and new (the com-
bined project to be developed) to keep us motivated. 
We started our mashup by discussing what we would 
have liked to have done on our projects that we didn’t 
have time to do or didn’t know how to do. We evalu-
ated what the strengths and weaknesses of our own 
projects were. Both of us found that one of the faults in 
both of the projects was the lack of building sectional 
development. We decided to start the new project by 
developing an interesting section through the building 
including dynamic atrium spaces cutting through the 
more developed program spaces. Starting off with this 
method really helped us to develop the project more 
than we would have been able to if we had started out 
from scratch. As a team, we took the most developed 
parts of each project and molded them together to cre-
ate a new piece, which still visibly showed aspects of 
both projects. 

Collaborative Design Tools Used10

Even though our computer modeling skills were limited 
or non-existent before the start of this class, during that 
quarter we picked up what I considered a lot of valuable 
information, and I learned basic modeling techniques 
from peers, from tutorials, and by experimentation.

Our process began with analog sketches of what we 
wanted to accomplish, working into existing digital com-
puter models, and building analog models. This quarter 
was more geared towards refining and working into ex-
isting models so the tools that we used the most were 
the section tools, the make 2D tool and such. These 
tools helped to better represent the project in drawing.

As stated before, we began our design with various 
charrettes using analog techniques such as sketching 
and rip and tear models. Once we were satisfied with 
where we were going, we worked into the models and 
refined them to be consistent with the new design. We 
found that one of the best ways to learn to use software 
is to ask classmates how they did certain things.

a

b

c
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a       b

Figure 8: Digitally mashed up building design project “The Swarm” showing (a) section detail and skin components and (b) building systems.

Figure 9: Final Project Posters
The Urban Lung - skin as a green breathing membrane.

Figure 10: Final Project Posters
The Swarm – building systems (skin + structure) as a representation of 

contextual artificial and natural systems.
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6. Instructor’s Reflection on the Design and Use of 
Tools Process 11

Whenever possible it does make sense to have stu-
dents work in full scale – even if developing installa-
tions for an exhibition, which can seem quite limited in 
terms of visible results. Having students connect de-
sign projects to concepts behind full-scale work has its 
strengths and weaknesses. The strengths of doing this 
are that there is a great deal that students can learn in 
the process of taking an initial idea and having to sell 
this idea to a client (in this case the library staff putting 
on the exhibition) and developing a strategy to build a 
project within the constraints of a schedule and budget. 
I also think that students start to understand conceptu-
ally the tectonics of building in that digital and physical 
model representations do need to show the complexi-
ties of the building’s systems integration, such as skin 
and structure and provide a sense of how these things 
might work. While there is not enough room to show 
this in this paper, there was a significant difference in 
the initial individual building project designs, when the 
pre-rekinetic installations were completed, and when 
the students were combined into collaborative mashup 
teams, post rekinetic installations and the level of build-
ing systems integration that was apparent in the later 
development of these projects (Fig. 9 and 10).

The weakness of doing this is the time devoted to 
the actual logistics of full-scale making. An inordinate 
amount of time was devoted to adjusting things that did 
not quite work at first and making changes that were 
required to assure that these devices were going to be 
able to withstand the levels of interaction of the public 
over a two-month period.

Combining the mashup of rekinetic devices with having 
students work in collaborative groups and requiring that 
students work into existing digital and physical model 
work allows the students to get further along in the de-

sign process. Even though the students involved with 
these two building design studio projects had a range 
of digital modeling expertise, I think the focus on how 
they worked is a significant part in how far they pro-
gressed in developing the building design projects.

Notes
1. ReKinetic: Cal Poly State University’s Library Installation 
from April 15 to June 6, 2010.
2. skinHALE: One of four of the rekinetic device installations. 
The students involved with the design and construction of this 
project were Grant Cogan, Shannon Smith, Marcela Gutier-
rez, Emily Kirwan with the assistance of Josiah Auer, a 3rd 
year mechanical engineering student.
3. Swarm: One of four of the rekinetic device installations. 
The students involved with the design and construction of this 
project were Emily Ho, Nathan Kiatkulpiboone, Nick Pappas, 
Karen Wang.
4. Urban Lung: This project’s building design concept was 
developed by the two students working collaboratively, Grant 
Cogan and Luis Mejia.
5. Student 1: Grant Cogan: Excerpts from reflective com-
ments on the design process submitted on June 11th, 2010.
6. Student 2: Luis Mejia: Excerpts from reflective comments 
on the design process submitted on June 11th, 2010.
7. Final Reflective Journal Excerpts: Submitted collaboratively 
by Grant Cogan and Luis Mejia on June 11th, 2010. 
8. The Swarm: Building design concept developed by two 
students working collaboratively, Marcela Gutierrez and Nick 
Pappas.
9. Collaborative Comments from Marcela Gutierrez and Nick 
Pappas: Excerpts from reflective comments submitted on 
June 11th, 2010.
10. Final Reflective Journal excerpts on design tools use: 
Submitted collaboratively by Marcela Gutierrez and Nick Pap-
pas on June 11th, 2010. 
11. Instructor’s Reflections on the Design and Use of Tools 
Process: By Thomas Fowler.

Thomas Fowler’s teaching responsibilities include third year design and building technology courses, 
working with a range of independent study students, co-teaching an interdisciplinary fourth year design 
studio (architecture and architectural engineering) and directing his award winning digital media and 
community design + build facility founded in 1997, called the Collaborative Integrative-Interdisciplinary 
Digital-Design Studio (CIDS). This facility provides students to integrate a range of digital technology in 
the design studio process and also for a range of interdisciplinary community projects. During Professor 
Fowler’s career he has received a number of national and local awards in recognition of his teaching and 
research activities and a selected list of these awards include: NCARB Prize for the Design Collaboratory 
in 2010 with Professors Cabrinha, Doerfler and Dong, ACSA Creative Achievement Award in 2009-2010, 
the American Institute of Architects (AIA) Education Honor Award for CIDS in 2008 and 2009, and also 
selected for the AIA Doer’s Profile in 2008.
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“Each time the architectural production technol-
ogy changes, then Architecture changes as well,” 1 
argues Conrad Wachsmann, already in the late 1950´s. 
And it seems indeed to be a fact that big technological 
developments have always had an impact on architec-
tural design and production.

Built in the late 19th century, Paxton’s Crystal Palace, 
inaugurated a new era, when mechanical production 
revolutionized design and structure, introducing com-
pletely new architectural aesthetics at the same time. 
The newly invented assembly line2 industrial produc-
tion seemed to make every architect’s and developer’s 
dreams come true: fast construction time at low cost 
and high efficiency. 

The urge to fulfill those three requirements motivated 
the Russian engineer Wladimir Grigorjewitsch Suchov 
to develop his hyper-parabolic mesh structures3 in 
the same century. They consisted of mass-produced 

iron sticks, welded together in a minimal structure that 
combined fast construction requirements with an opti-
mally efficient geometry. He thus introduced an almost 
perfect coherence between form, structure and produc-
tion process. His intelligent structural system was used 
for the construction of at least 200 telecommunication 
towers throughout the Soviet Union. The use of the 
industrial manufacturing processes of his time played a 
fundamental role in conceiving and realizing the hyper-
bolic towers. 

With further industrialization of architectural technology 
taking place in the beginning of the 20th century, serial 
mass production reached a greater degree of perfec-
tion. The notion of industrialization became a synonym 
for the notion of mass production. The fully automated 
factory can only operate efficiently if it can produce 
huge numbers of self-similar copies. The initial form-
giving tool is the only original piece in such a process, 
thus also indirectly the final product. Wachsmann´s 

by Asterios Agkathidis
Lebanese American University
Beirut, Lebanon

All images are from 
the Canopy for the Wesend Gate Tower in Frankfurt, Germany, 
by Just. Burgeff, Architekten, and Asterios Agkathidis.
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“modular coordination”4 describes an order, based on a 
system in which all components have a clearly defined 
relation to each other. It tries to define one universal 
unit categorized in geometries, tolerances, valua-
tion and construction. This order was for him the only 
way to guarantee reliable construction quality. It also 
dictated a new relation between design and structure: 
“Industrial production cannot be abused as an excuse 
for realizing freely designed conceptions. It can only be 
used as a direct cause for the development provision of 
a product, which in a combination with the rest provides 
the finalized form”, he argues.

Today, emerging CAD/CAM design and manufacturing 
technologies allow a differentiated view of the previ-
ous dogma. The use of the computer seems to merge 
design and production into firmware. Mass fabrication 
and custom production are unifying into mass cus-
tomization. The use of structural simulation techniques 
and algorithmic tools in an architectural process are 
decoupling the relation of cost to quality, efficiency and 
repetitive production processes. Furthermore, novel 
digital manufacturing techniques allow designers and 
architects to break previous boundaries of geometry 
and form. 

The canopy for the Westend Gate business centre in 
Frankfurt planned by Just/Burgeff Architeckten and 
Asterios Agkathidis is a good example utilizing the pro-
cesses described above. It provides shelter to all the 
outdoor activities of the 160m high tower, just across 
from the main gate of the Frankfurt international fair. 
This includes the entrance area of the Marriott Hotel 
and its outdoor café/bistro as well as the entrance of 
the office facilities. The 12002 meter structure distin-
guishes itself clearly from the architecture of the tower. 
It almost merges with the typical plane tree lines of the 
Hamburger Alley, where it stands. It becomes an artifi-
cial piece of nature. The geometry of the canopy was 
developed from a voronoi pattern, generated by a tree-
structure algorithm and further optimized through digital 
simulation. This bottom-up design process resulted in a 
double-curved tree mesh, put together by differentiated 
singular units. The roof is covered by pneumatic ETFE 
membrane cushions, a very light and flexible material, 
capable of adopting to double-curved surfaces. Thus 
the minimum possible steel consumption was achieved. 
For its manufacturing process, the latest CNC tech-
nologies were used.

Wachsmann’s “modular coordination” is being replaced 
by the notion of performance, which includes coor-
dination of more than one parameter into a system 
of equilibrium. The pre-digitalized production criteria 
seem outdated. In their place, individualized structures, 
as found in nature, are proving to achieve a greater 
degree of efficiency. With the further spread of CAM 
technologies and rising cost of resources, disadvan-
tages found in such structures, such as high production 
cost and outlay, are fading away. 
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Moreover, the classical design procedure automatically transforms into a collaborative virtual system in which 
architects, engineers and manufacturers are linked together in a constantly updated flow of information. Typical 
architectural drawings, such as sections, elevations and floor plans are losing their importance, because they are 
unable to entirely describe complex geometrical structures. Meanwhile, the role of interactive digital models is 
gaining in importance. Various CAD files and application formats such as DWG, IGES or STL are becoming the 
only reliable data, carrying the responsibility for efficient transmission of design information. Thus, our understand-
ing of precision and structural tolerance is being transformed, relating them directly to the equivalent requirements 
of each manufacturing machine. 

These changes have a strong impact on classical construction. For instance, implementation planning is be-
coming more the responsibility of the manufacturer because of his ability to determine planning and production 
tolerances. The question of the legal responsibility of the architect arises: can an architectural practice be legally 
responsible for production drawings that are not realized through construction?  

It’s becoming clear that Conrad Wachsmann’s theses about the relation of technology and architecture are more 
relevant than ever. We live in a time when digital manufacturing technologies are revolutionizing the architectural 
practice. The emerging transformation goes beyond morphological characteristics. It affects the essential proce-
dures on which architectural production has been based for decades. 
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Design and Fabrication 
CAD/CAM for the Installation of a Staircase

by Chen-Cheng Chen, Hung-Ming Chen, and Chen-Chia Li

The Tamkang University College of Engineer-
ing is in an eight-story building.  Sunlight hits 
the building from the southeast and the huge 
curtain walls running from the fifth to eight floor 
stairwells provide a good place for the students 
to enjoy the sun in nice weather.  Therefore, the 
College of Engineering offered funds to students 
in the Department of Architecture to create an 
even more convenient rest area in the stairwell.  
We thought this was a great opportunity and 
we accepted it, pleased with the commission 
to both design and construct.  There are about 
eight familiar landings from the fifth to the eighth 
floors of both sides of the building, each one 6 
meters long, 5 meters wide and 3.5 meters tall.  
We started with the one nearest to the main 
entrance on the sixth floor as our design area 
(Figure 1).  Teachers in the College of Engineer-
ing had seen some smaller projects our students 
created with CAD/CAM technology, so they 
more than welcomed us to continue using CAD/
CAM in a similar way for this small-scale design.

Design description

After acceptance of the proposal and after a 
month of discussion, we concluded that the main 
function of the resting area should focus on an 
attractive installation and seat, where students 
and teachers could rest or exchange ideas dur-
ing break time (Figure 2 and 3). The College of 
Engineering committed to support us with about 
3,500 USD to cover the cost of materials.  After 
consideration of the budget, we decided that the 
materials would mostly be 1.8 cm thick plywood 
boards. After that, we spent a little more than 
three months (from August to November 2008) 
modeling in form•Z, rapid prototyping, converting 
and treating the surfaces, employing computer-
aided manufacturing and processing methods, 
and finally assembling our creation (Figure 4).

Figure 2: A computer simulation of the 
view of the project from outside the 

staircase.

Figure 3:  The rapid prototype model.

Figure 1: The original stairway landing 
pre-construction.

The approximate size of the design was derived from extend-
ing the scope of the possible seating area all the way to the 
ceiling. It consists of 15 profiles that were produced by a 
continuous section. Initially we constructed the shape of the 
installation with NURBS and then we processed the design to 
add more details. The whole installation includes two parts: 
the base and the tree stand. The base is the seat for the 
students. The upper part is the tree stand, which is intended 
to give the impression of a plant (Figure 5).  

Design Fabrication and

CAD/CAM for the Installation of a Staircase

by Chen-Cheng Chen, Hung-Ming Chen, and Chen-Chia Li
Tamkang University
Tansui, Taiwan
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Sitting between the base at the bottom and the stand at the top, one 
feels like he is sitting in the shade under a tree on the hill.  The base 
is interlaced from the bottom to the top, combined to form a continu-
ous base (Figure 6) and there is fixed spacing with the upper part of 
the tree stand at the same time (Figure 7).  

Figure 5: Two parts of the installation: the base and 
the tree bracket.

Figure 4: Assembly process.

Figure 6: The continuous base stacked up with staggered boards.

Figure 7: Connecting of junction of the tree bracket and 
the base.
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The top of the tree stand consists of two main parts:

 a.  Tree columns: There are thirteen uniquely 
spaced tree columns. The empty space in the middle of 
the tree columns lightens the static load of the struc-
ture itself and 1.8 cm homogeneously thick pieces of 
plywood extend to a height of 3.5 meters (Figure 8).

 b.  Cable network: The mesh is woven with stainless 
steel cables. According to the NURBS surface curva-
ture, there are 38 round holes in the outer structure of 
each column. The woven wall surface generates lateral 
forces to ensure that a structure that extends to the ceil-
ing will not have any lateral displacement (Figure 9).

Computer model and simulation

The tree columns were initially derived and gener-
ated by continuous arrays of spheres, using the Macro 
Transformation tool, which allowed us to integrate 
movement. Beginning at the top of the sphere, we suc-
cessively selected each sphere and used the Line of 
Intersection tool to derive curves on both the horizontal 
and the vertical axes of the spheres, which gave us 
both the original spheres and the newly derived curves.  
After this step, we applied Boolean operations and re-
moved the sphere, which left us with the tree columns 
(Figure 10 and 11). In addition, we used Animation 
tools to combine rules and paths, and we easily simu-
lated the possible distributions of the real object. The 
surface structure was constructed with NURBS and, 
as the curve density came close to the stress require-
ments of the real object, we ended up with a relatively 
stable structure. The surface was further adjusted using 
the Reconstruct NURBS tool. The minimum distance 
between the levels of curves was just above 6 cm, and 
we used the Extract Curve tool to get the UV curves, 
which were then used to generate each structural ele-
ment and the net of the surface area (Figure 12). The 
array of lines in the NURBS curvature was intensive 
and, at the same time, the horizontal cables crossed 
over this intensive section, and vice versa.

Figure 8: Detail of horizontal network cable and the diagram.

Figure 9: Upper tree bracket.

Figure 10: The replication and sphere gradient structure operated by the 
commands of Marco in FormZ.

Figure 11: Diagrams of the tree bracket being made from the big and 
small spheres and the continuous sphere relation.
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Construction process 

Construction of the Base: The base is stacked up from 
the bottom to the top with different partitions of odd and 
even layers, with two-thirds of each layer overlapping 
in two ways. Within the same layer, there were different 
subdivision methods, and each division was manufac-
tured separately. The segmentation system is shown 
in Figure 13. The blue lines are the odd layers and the 
orange lines are the even layers.  After segmentation, 
we removed the plate distribution in the middle and 
arranged a continuous base with the fewest number of 
horizontal plates. Based on three rules of arrangement, 
we inserted tenon joints with three different height 
ratios (1:3:5) into horizontal gaps of different sizes (Fig-
ure 14). We inserted the tenon joints into the pre-drilled 
well of the horizontal boards and the holes were distrib-
uted in a matrix, which not only saved us a lot of time, 
but also lightened the materials and the loads.  Boards 
were stacked in three arrangements with five modular 
components. The modular units not only increased the 
freedom of assembly, but also, through manual assem-
bly, maintained the precision of digital manufacturing 
(Figure 15). The small to big, bottom to top construc-
tional relationships produced a rhythm visually.

Construction of the upper tree bracket: The digital 
lathes we use are smaller, so we had a length and 
width restriction of 1.20 meters.  We had to process 
the 3.5 meter slab-columns separately and then joined 
them to extend the structure. We didn’t use any indus-
trial joints in this design. Instead, we used joints made 
from the same materials. Considering the texture of 
the materials, we arranged the biggest cross section of 
columns to fit within a 60 mm framework. To keep the 
thickness of the board (1.80 cm) and to have enough 
structural strength, we combined “scarf joints” and 
“friction joints” into compound joints. Subject to the 
limitations of distance and thickness and using CNC 
precise geometric cutting, we were able to process the 

Figure 12: The structural process of adjusting the UV surface structure to a network in NURBS.

Figure 13: Schematic diagram of the base board segmentation (Blue 
lines: odd layers. Orange lines: even layers).

Figure 14: Diagram of variously proportioned base joints.

Figure 15: Base joint components and the process of assembly.
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compound structure with all its size changes.  Going 
from numerical terms to physical structures to build and 
develop this detailed unit, the rules of the processing, 
materials and size limitations and other conditions are 
as follows: multiple angles of the cutting tool (Figure 
16 R values) must be greater than or equal to 0.3 cm 
when processing the joints, the vertical distance be-
tween a tenon going through a board (Figure 16A) and 
the laminated surface of the board (Figure 16B) must 
be even, and then we can calculate the largest section 
of the joints (Figure 16C’s circumference).

The larger the contact area of the joints attached to 
the pillar section, the better the resistance to lateral 
deformation.  There are two kinds of joints that meet 
the same rules and after testing of the units, the closer 
the average R value is to 0.3 cm the better (Figure 17, 
Right).  To process the tenons precisely, we used a tool 
to inlay them evenly into the notch of the pillar’s joints, 
and then we were able to assemble upward (Figure 17, 
Left).

Figure 16: Tree column joints with different R values.

Figure 17: Left: joints of the tree column pillars.  Right: the assembly of 
these joints.

Figure 18: Photo after completion.
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Afterthoughts

Development of the actual object from the model of the 
computer graphics:  We can use form•Z commands 
that apply to the digital manufacturing process and pro-
duce a corresponding relationship between the virtual 
and actual environment.  For example, Sweep is similar 
to “extrusion forming”, Loft is similar to “vacuum form-
ing” and 3D extrusion is similar to “milling.”   Modeling 
commands are analogous to the actual developmental 
process of producing the real objects and can simulate 
their production.

From digital manufacturing to digital fabrication: It is not 
difficult to make complex surfaces through CNC com-
ponent production.  Parameters can be adjusted in the 
design and manufacturing, which reduces the difficulty 
of processing before setting out.  Throughout the entire 
process, we didn’t output any plane, façade or section 
drawings.  Instead we had the component numbers and 
the 3D transparent rendering map from the simulation 
of the group structure.  In total, there were 335 pieces 
of plywood (1.2 meters long and wide).

From virtual simulation to actual model: Unlike the 
past, when part of the construction or manufacturing 
process had always been outsourced to others, in this 
experiment, the designers not only had to consider the 
integration of materials and production and construc-
tion technology but also had to integrate digital tool 

software, manufacturing software and the machinery.  
The process of applying graphics software and thinking 
about data structures, from the physical simulation to 
the structural materials and even to the integration of 
processing and assembly, made this a unique process 
unlike traditional design and manufacturing processes.

Conclusions

The project was to make a computer model of a 3D 
virtual space, to transform it into a 2D drawing, and to 
implement it into an actual area. The designers were 
very fortunate to have at their disposal such an accu-
rate process that took them from CAD to CAM.  Upon 
completion of this installation, many students have 
been attracted to linger in this area after class.  Putting 
this interesting installation into an originally monoto-
nous space has caused many discussions among the 
teachers and the students of the College of Engineer-
ing.  Had we not been able to use CAD/CAM technol-
ogy, this complicated design would have been very 
difficult to complete by hand (Figure 18).
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I drove with Andrzej Zarzycki from our homes in 
Cambridge to New York City, in order to visit Mitchell 
Joachim at his Brooklyn studio, Terreform One. As 
Andrzej and I approached, we saw Mitch waving what 
looked like a magazine. We realized that he had just 
achieved significant press exposure from a major 
publication. On the front cover of the journal was a 
fantastic rendering depicting an assemblage of ideas, 
from his proposals under the auspices of his not-for-
profit organization/ consortium of designers.  He made 
a round of the desks among the slowly trickling in 
morning commuters, proudly displaying the triumph. It 
seemed to be a good morning in the city for all of us. 
Mitch gave us a delightful tour of the grand old building 
on Flatbush Avenue, a one hundred year old renovated 
structure of seven stories of dedicated workshop 
floor space.  It is a veritable candy store strewn with 
models and presentation boards, scattered among the 
functional areas used as ad-hoc conference spaces, 
workstations, kitchen stations, and specialized areas of 
lab space dedicated to experimental prototype projects.  
After we all went for coffee and muffins and enjoyed 
some lighter moments over the hoopla of this most 
recent coup, we began to chat about the use of 
form•Z and the fantastic and the constructible, and to 
contemplate the future of design computing.

Kevin:  So Mitch, it’s been a while since you last 
shared your PhD dissertation work in Issue 13 of the 
Journal in 2003. This spring you were the visiting 
Chair at the University of Toronto, and now you are 
continuing on new endeavors at NYU.  You have 
used other rendering programs and have taught 
various institutions’ courses in urban design, but you 
have championed form•Z all along the way. Tell me 
something about this passion. What keeps you so 
faithful in the use of form•Z?  
Mitch: Well if this cover art is any validation; it was 
originally modeled and rendered in form•Z, as you can 
see… this speaks volumes for me. I mean, yeah, the 
editors wanted their own look and spent considerable 

resources and time redoing the rendered style for their 
editorial taste, which I find quite flattering really. That’s 
some work to do. Using the metaphor of a Samurai, 
[form•Z] is my weapon, my Katana, for my teachings 
and for the proposals I make through my designs.

Digital tools, meaning, and pitfalls
Kevin: For me, the digital tools you had mentioned 
before, in an abbreviated history of computing in 
the nineties, were less accessible. Maya, Max, and 
Alias, as powerful as they are, were more production-
oriented tools, and were less about a design orientation 
through its interface, although anyone with talent as 
a professional operator can make them sing. Form•Z, 
utilized as a design exploration tool allows me and 
my students to better maintain the ‘design workflow’ 
in one’s consciousness while working. I feel that’s a 
major difference in the approach to the software tools 
and interface. To a critical degree while I’m designing, 
I’m less concerned about my focus on spinners, 
whizzers and locating palettes, than actually focusing 
on a viewport, where by simply clicking and dragging a 
mouse you’re creating three dimensional objects in a 
virtual space. How do you see this?

Mitch: Much to the credit of form•Z ...one of my favorite 
thinkers in modeling was Frank Stella, the artist. He 
started doing architecture, sculpture and “3D paintings”. 
He had access to Bill Mitchell at MIT. He had access to 
a bunch of folks.  He started using form•Z to make these 
3D paintings, and his sculpture and his architecture. And 
honestly when it comes to production (and thinking as a 
designer there is no computational tool out there that is 
intuitive), they are all filters of reason. [form•Z] got Chris 
Yessios and coding behind it, it’s got viewports, it’s got 
units, and different types of tools that you had preset 
to defaults, so that if you’re a sculptor, or designer you 
don’t think in terms of units. Frank Stella as a sculptor 
does not think in units. He doesn’t think in view planes, 
right? Most designers don’t do that either. When you 
start using the software, you immerse yourself in this 
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language, and therefore you begin setting up many 
walls of constraints. A lot of things that you want to 
design, you don’t because the tool doesn’t let you, or 
you don’t have the knowledge to do it, or you do the 
design because you just discovered a new tool and that 
became your design. So the [digital] craft has been a 
recursive loop back and forth. I definitely think every 
computational tool will always limit you.

Andrzej: You mentioned that Frank Stella would not 
think through a viewport, with specific units, or in terms 
of a particular command such as the loft or sweep. 
However, this does not make it any more or less 
relevant and successful as a method. For me, there are 
a number of interesting computational concepts within 
form•Z and other similar software tools that allow for 
broader and alternative design thinking— thinking that 
may, indeed, be tied to a viewport or to mathematically 
driven commands, but at the same time, it offers an 
alternative creative path. For example, when you look 
at a cube, you can consider it as a single polyhedron, 
twelve one-dimensional segments (edges), six planes, 
or eight vertices. It is a single primitive that could 
have multiple readings based on various topological 
levels one would consider. Applying exactly the same 
command or transformation to any of these levels 
would result in a different design outcome. You could 
say that the meaning of what you are doing is highly 
contextualized and dependent on its topological scale. 
This is something traditional artists or designers would 
not necessarily consider. They would see separate 
and independent objects where we would see a 
geometrically defined continuum. It is inspiring in an 
abstract way. I wonder what other ways could also 
come into play if we were to introduce different ways of 
codifying geometries? 

Since we are used to working with wood, clay, or 
other physically based materials, we are not thinking 
in terms of purely mathematical means and methods. 
However, I am not sure that either of those ways, 
traditional or digital, is the best possible approach. We 
use mathematical or topological definitions because 
they are the easiest ways to define 3D data within 
computational environments. Similarly, traditional 
methods are often a marriage of convenience, or 
residual values of past thinking and practices. For 
example, the ordering of stones in an ancient Greek 
temple, as we know it today, emerged out of earlier 
wooden structures. The stone-dressing techniques 
were born out of the way wood was handled and 
assembled. In this transformation, the logic of a 
wooden structure was not replaced by that of stone 
structures, as one would expect. On the contrary, the 
appearance of an old material was extended to, or 

forced on, a new technology. For me this seems like 
a lost design opportunity. And I would not want this to 
happen on our watch with digital technology. I often 
wonder to what extent past ways of doing and thinking 
still reside in what we do today. This seems like an 
obvious statement, but it is really hard to separate 
intentional from residual. 

Kevin: I agree with you in concept that there is a new 
paradigm. I don’t see it necessarily as posing a limit, 
but I understand that wisdom in how you use basically 
any tool is critical.  It’s a difficult thing when one can 
be so easily seduced by 3D software tools in the 
beginning for their immediate feedback and ease of 
use. You would indeed be a novice, at first. I think with 
digital tools one has to be more deliberate about how 
it is deployed, and about the discipline as a ‘craft’, as 
you characterized it. That’s good. You do the project 
that is the technique. Whichever digital tool, whatever 
that original thought was in your mind, it indeed gets 
translated. The expression is through that tool-- but 
by degrees through its mutability by other processes. 
One analogy would be in sculpture. When you sculpt 
using clay as the medium, you shape the clay with 
your hands. When you have stone as a medium, 
you use a chisel and a hammer to make the same 
gestures in the same subject matter. A good example 
would be modeling the delicacy of a human ear: using 
the chisel and hammer as tools is a step away from 
using your hands as tools in clay, which is a more 
direct relationship, a direct input through your body, 
and thus a more direct input to your brain.  It takes a 
tremendous mastery of either tool to come to the same 
identical solution, in a formal sense. That’s why the 
great masters of the renaissance are so pre-eminent 
in our imagination for their mastery of materials and 
technique.  The influences of these digital tools are also 
extensions and tools to your mind, as equally as the 
body is an extension, and yes, a filter of sorts for the 
mind’s expression.

But definitely, I believe tools are not constraints or 
barriers and thus to be seen as a limitation, but rather 
as an extension, just as is your body is both a filter to 
retrieve information and an extension through which to 
project oneself into the world.

Mitch: For me, it’s the results that I gain through the 
use of form•Z. It is of no great interest for me, to be 
a formalist as a means to an end.   My approach to 
design, and I how I treat computing as a tool is less 
about how the tool informs my design, as it is a part of 
a feedback loop. Yes, it is an understood area of study, 
for an explorative formal approach in design, but one 
that is outside my agenda. I’m interested in reifying 
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my ideas. I’m interested in taking an idea from an 
abstract place in my mind into something that’s drawn, 
measured, and somewhat tangible.

Andrzej: It is the opposite for me, in terms of how I 
teach digital design. I like the tools to inform projects 
and to provide the unexpected results. It is a game. I 
want to be surprised and pushed in a good way. Even if 
we acknowledge the role of digital tools in the creative 
process, it does not mean that one has to lose control 
or authorship of design. You can re-assign intent to 
these discoveries in a meaningful way with the same 
intellectual rigor, in conjunction with a sound design 
evaluation. This becomes a welcome departure from 
creative avenues that otherwise would have been 
unseen when working with traditional techniques of 
known quantities and variables. Certainly, I believe 
it is the designer who controls decision making, not 
the computer-- at least it does not yet. The educator’s 
responsibility is to make students aware of limitations 
and impediments that exist within the digital media, 
and remind them that one can fall under the seduction 
of the digital tool. At the same time, students should 
be fully open to the unexpected. This is where design 
education, or reasoning, in the classic sense gets 
re-contextualized and re-affirmed. No design moves 
should be arbitrary. 

Mitch: George Stiny, head of the Computation Dept. 
at MIT, he’ll make this argument that when you use 
a pencil you are actually seeing. What he means by 
seeing is that there are not only infinite possibilities, but 
infinite ways to express, through the use of just a pencil 
or clay, for that matter… one may make the argument 
as also with the example of a chisel.  When you start 
using software, it’s enormously different. Different 

than a chisel and a pencil, because you’re not seeing, 
you’re actually just performing recursion. Acts that 
have already been given to you, preset. Very complex 
acts—no not complex actually, they’re complicated 
acts. And what I mean by complicated versus complex, 
complicated is actually solvable-- complicated may 
be exhaustive and long and difficult to do it-- but it is 
definitely solvable. Complexity is not solvable. Music is 
complexity. No matter how many times you pick up a 
guitar, there is no such thing as ‘solving’ it with a guitar. 
In all of the software that we have seen to date, they 
are all solvable work environments.  It is complicated; 
you actually solve things and there are very clear 
limits. Whether it’s by force of the memory, by force 
of the program, or by force of the units, it is actually 
a solvable condition. It is not as infinite as you would 
think. It is still vast, so vast that it may be at the point 
where-- what’s the difference?  But the difference is 
enormous. When you pick up a chisel and a hammer, 
you’re not thinking in units, you’re thinking in the 
relationship of the chisel to the hammer, so you’re not 
in a viewport, you’re not using a spline, you’re not using 
a set of code and you’re not limited by memory; all of 
those things that happen in software. So we have a 
kind of a profound understanding of the limitations of all 
forms of computational modeling.

There are many tools in form•Z that are fabulous to 
use when you want design, let’s say, this coffee cup--
great. When I teach students how to do that, I tell them 
there are a hundred ways to do it. And there is that 
famous analogy in topology, where a coffee cup is the 
mathematical equivalent of a doughnut. It’s the same 
exact thing, you just replace the holes, and the hole 
geometry. But from a topological standpoint they are 
the same thing. So there is a million ways to skin that 
cat. When I use form•Z, I can think of a million ways 
that I can do it.  It’s usually what the ultimate purpose 
of the model in the end that will dictate which method I 
use. Whether I’m going to manufacture it, or render it, 
is the usual choice for me.  

on form•Z...
Mitch: You brought up clay-- what comes to mind 
as one of my favorite form•Z tools is Metaballs, 
Metaspheres.

Kevin: Metaformz.

Mitchell: Yes, everyone has similar names for the same 
tool concept.

Kevin: Yes Metaformz, because of the fact that any 
object primitive can be turned into a meta-primitive, and 
not just spheres, hence the name.
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Mitch: That’s true--a great, great tool, an infinite tool. I 
love it.

I’m not always playing with the tool though, but with 
memory requirements that create problems with the tool. 
So even if I get the biggest fattest machine, it’s never 
enough memory to deal with the kind of...let’s just say, 
my mind can go a lot further than my machine and that 
tool and my mind can work together a lot further, but we 
can’t get there because of the limit of the machine, and 
what it can do for me. It is probably one of my favorite 
tools of all in form•Z. It’s just phenomenal--It’s just very 
hard for me to think like that, in the real world.

In the real world I can’t subtract gravitational elements 
from another element next to it and create these 
adjacencies. I love it. You can then preset the 
expressions, you can get into the details of these things, 
but at the end of the day though, they are cartoonish 
at some level.  Another great thing about form•Z is that 
it is a solid modeler, that every floating point operation 
is calculable. You can find that every inch of space is 
measurable on something even like Metaformz.  It’s 
there, you can pick it up, and you can build it, which I 
do like about that. All the other software just extrapolate 
or they interpolate, and that’s not the same as working 
with the hard numbers. So at some level, it is still like 
the polygon, especially when computers become more 
and more capable with memory.

Kevin: I find that pretty interesting; and refreshing. 
You’re the first person I’ve ever heard say that.

Mitch: Well, Dennis Sheldon, the head of Gehry 
Technologies, is also pretty much into the polygons and 
also Chris Lubkin, the head of Ove Arup who does all 

the computation. Chris Lubkin is huge. He also prefers 
the polygon at some level because you can… from 
that point in space, it becomes building elements with 
numbers, and it’s very real.

Kevin: I tend to agree with you, that in form•Z, I see 
the consistency in the program when it comes to solid 
modeling as its core strength. That is how the software 
started, although new modeling entities were added over 
time, such as NURBS, patch modeling, an animation 
component, etc… I think the most intelligent aspect is its 
ability to port all different types of entities, rational and 
non-rational types, and to still be able to share the same 
modeling environment. And if needed, these disparate 
entities can be distilled to a common denominator of the 
polygon entity. For instance, other programs dedicated 
to one kind of model type are rather poor at trying to 
emulate a form that is more suitable to another type of 
environment.  An example would be an excellent surface 
modeler specializing in NURBS.  Draw a cube, and it 
translates it not as a single solid, but rather as multiple 
entities or groups of entities and only described as 
six NURBS surfaces or twelve splines, or some other 
variation-- all are very cumbersome expressions for 
simple manipulations. Those are modeling environments 
specialized for one kind of model or topology type.

But with form•Z you can have NURBS that can be a 
surface, a solid, or both. New hybrid entities have been 
invented and coded with commonalities, which can now 
interact in the same environment with each other. You 
can Boolean disparate entities that otherwise couldn’t 
even exist in the same model space in many other 
program. For me, this is second only to the interface, 
as my most favorite feature of the program.
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Mitch: Do you use the new version? Without the 
Greys?

Kevin: Oh, what, you mean with the new interface Icon 
Styles?

Mitch: Yes, as opposed to the old Greys.

Kevin: [laughing] Oh yeah, that’s funny, I’ve known 
“the Greys” for all my years, but I do teach the color 
icon styles as it is an improvement. Personally, I’m “old 
school” and prefer the grey icons.

Mitch: It’s beautiful, the Greys. And I appreciate that 
they still keep them in the program.

Kevin: We’ve already started the conversation 
by talking about specific tools, your favorite being 
Metaformz.  I would have to say a tool I find interesting 
is the Macro Transformation tool.

Mitch: Yep, I love Macro Transformations.

Kevin: It is an open-ended, algorithmic tool, as you 
can assign any object to be transformed--very much 
along the same lines as the Metaformz, as an obvious 
contrast to say, the stair tool which is a parametric tool 
of high specificity to one concept.  My favorite, and the 
most applicable use I find for the Macro T tool, is for 
urban and landscape design, speaking as an architect. 
It has limitations for sure, but it’s a solid concept in 
my view, and I often incorporate forms using this tool 
in proposals. At the AA [Architectural Association in 
London] and the Design Research Laboratory in the 
early years, we didn’t have the technical facilities such 
as at MIT’s media lab or those in Columbus, but we did 
learn a few things about technique-based approaches 
to emerging technology for use in design. With the Winy 
Mass workshops [digital computing workshop as part of 
the AA Masters program], we used the power of software 
spreadsheets in the creation of what he liked to call 
‘Datascapes’; an ability to formulate spatial properties 
and scale information in a graphical form as a figure to 
be mutable using defined parameters.  We tried to seek 
out any program that had algorithmic features, to co-opt 
for design and meaning-making. Macro transformations 
can be applied, giving an operational meaning and scale 
to an otherwise open, unitless tool.

Mitch:  Yep, I have been using them since the moment 
they came out. I find very few real uses for them, but 
if I really want to put the ‘funk’ in functionalism and 
just spew out something out wicked cool, I always turn 
there. I’m constantly trying to find something in that for 
an outcome, especially for urban planning and urban 
design, because it’s almost built to figure out some of 
these patterns with small variations. I look at it as the 
precursor of ‘Power Copy’ in CATIA. 

Mitch: The analogy again is that we are Samurai, 
and this is that art of war, so design therefore is war, 
and you should be able to use any weapon.  So I 
can’t subscribe to any weapon (tool) in particular in 
form•Z, even form•Z as a weapon in itself.  If you need 
the Katana, it’s great for a beheading; if you are on a 
horse, you might want a spear, not a sword.

Kevin: What I try to teach is the application of 
meaning-making to a certain parameter within a tool, or 
use of the tool itself, for a purpose as a design variable.

Mitch: Post use of the tool?

Kevin: Yes, a post use of the tool can be a good 
characterization… Do you teach this or any sort of 
equivalent?

Mitch: It’s not a bad direction, although I’m definitely 
wary that the artist or the designer uses the medium 
and the craft as their final work. This is akin to: I’m 
Leonardo da Vinci, and I just developed a new kind 
of paint, and all I do is show you how this paint is 
applied and that becomes the project. Not a picture 
of the last supper. That’s your idea and that’s your 
symbology, that’s kind of the whole idiom of your work. 
No: I just show you how I make this fancy new paint. 
Or how I produce this type of bronze sculpture, or how 
I produced this brand new kind of modeling tool and 
it makes X.  More recently we’ve been doing that with 
biological architecture where we print cells of meat into 
shapes and we print those shapes into what we call an 
in-vitro meat house, but we don’t use that actual craft 
of taking regenerative medicine in a laboratory to make 
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cells into shapes as our design. It’s not that we master 
our toolset (in this case it’s a biological toolset), in order 
to produce things that we want. To produce the mind’s 
eye. To produce what we see, not to exploit the tool in 
and of itself as the object or the essence of the project. 
And, of course: the happy accident. Yes, that’s 
Duchampian, to take pleasure in the accident. I used 
the tools the wrong way and I made a discovery. That’s 
explorative. That’s excellent.  Hopefully that discovery 
has a kind of internal reworking.

Kevin: Yes! It must.

Mitch: But a lot of cases, especially first time users, 
and even anyone who hasn’t been using modeling for 
more than five years, they actually do this, software 
does it for them and they don’t go beyond because 
they can’t go beyond. 

Kevin: About your illustrations: for me it just happens 
to be the thing I see when looking at your images-- of 
this quality, an illustrative look that I admire-- and I try 
to come to terms with my own aesthetic. I understand 
the explanation of the Lightworks engine being ported 
to the software, somewhat off the shelf, but for me it’s 
the best adapted situation for this design software. I 
get mixed reviews from designers about that. Some 
really love it, and some really don’t. I think it gets 
me where I want to go. It keeps the realness at bay, 
a postponement of reality, yet simultaneously looks 
super detailed or clean in an illustrative way; I guess I 
can characterize it as an “illustrative real”. Ultimately, 

I make that representational choice depending on 
to whom an image will be presented, and for what 
purpose, I suppose…

Mitch: When you talk about the illustrative quality 
of form•Z, what I like about it is this kind of a retro 
effect.  DJs sample from the past into the future and 
have it be cool again. form•Z and modeling from a 
certain generation have this same kind of feel. They 
have a show right now in LA from at the Ace Gallery 
on Neil Denari’s work. Neil’s work certainly predates 
the computer age. His drawings come from aerospace 
and sci-fi. Contemporaries of his like Syd Mead, H.R. 
Giger, and let’s not forget Archigram, they were all 
building up an aesthetic. It’s the same thing in digital 
media; one has to find an aesthetic. Not only are you a 
Samurai with your own thoughts about design and the 
art of design-- so too with concerns of aesthetics-- you 
find your own sword, and it is, again, how you use that 
sword that defines the kind of warrior you want to be...

Andrzej: A movement away from geometries, meshes, 
et cetera, and going to some—let’s call them smart 
geometries—geometries connected to properties of 
materials, scale, and thus capable of participating in 
environmental simulations. A bloated term, sure, but 
it is hard to find a better name for it. There’s “BIM 
database” at one end of the spectrum, a dry one, and 
then there are kinds that involve dynamic processes 
to derive geometries. It could also be used for form 
emergence and to provide validation criteria for design. 
Other programs have these extensions, but form•Z 
has one in particular, “metaformz,” a simpler set of 
parameters than particle emitter simulation. Metaformz 
behave like mercury. The resultant geometry looks 
for the minimal surface tension, so to some extent 
it exemplifies the material properties of an object. I 
think this is a very enticing direction for incorporating 
physically-based behavior into design. I tell my 
students that if you want to do a design simulation, 
you should try to play a Jenga blocks game, or even 
a Wii game. It can be a physical game, Wii, or just a 
simulation within a 3D software package. When you 
pull the head block out of the Jenga stack, you get 
an immediate response, an instantaneous reaction to 
the set of parameters. It can be gravity, or it can be 
another force. It is important to try to get this level of 
response into digital design practice, both for structural 
and non-structural simulations. I like to think of it as 
a design dialogue with a console. However, this is 
not an ultimate goal for digital practice. It is great to 
mimic reality, but even better is to dictate actions or 
parameters outside the physical world: propositions 
that transcend what we know. The next frontier in 
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experimentation is how these virtual constructs would 
behave with materials that do not exist, but that could 
be defined within a computational framework. One 
would define desired properties first, and then see what 
material would ideally result. 

Mitch: Unobtanium… 

Andrzej: [laughing] yes, precisely.

Mitch: We used to say that at MIT all the time…

In memory of Bill Mitchell

Andrzej: On the subject of MIT: Bill Mitchell…

Mitch: Yes, it’s horrible… A terrible tragedy… He 
brought CAD to architecture. He’s a hero.  It would be 
nice to imagine a memorial for Bill. Maybe it’s a… some 
kind of glazing system in the lab or a pathway named 
after him, or a garden or a seat area, some kind of a 
permanent thing connected to a digital thing where 
there’s an archive of everyone that has been one of 
Bill’s people, for a very long time…

Andrzej: I think that’s a very nice idea… Something 
virtually permanent and perpetuating…

Mitch: And yet, and this is interesting, people still long 
for the physical; there must be a geographical location, 
an object or space, a garden where you can go and 
can commune with the memory of what it was like to 
be a part of Bill’s story. The digital experience doesn’t 
provide that exactly. You probably have to do both.

A second liberation moment

Andrzej: It is really hard to be critical of ourselves and 
to surpass limitations we set for ourselves. Obviously, 
we don’t have the necessary temporal perspective 
and emotional detachment to remain unbiased. When 
we discuss the present state of thinking, in this case 
computational design, we only can see a fragmented 
view. Personally, I like to think through analogies or 
parallels to get outside this frame of reference. When 
I watch movies from the thirties or twenties, especially 
silent films, they seem overly staged and theatrical. 
Everything is static and formalized, starting with 
dialogues and ending with scenery. Scenes often take 
place inside buildings as on Broadway shows. These 
movies, and this is a personal observation, don’t feel 
much different in the way actors spoke and acted from 
traditional theater productions of the day. The medium 
has changed, but without adaptation of a content or a 

story into a new format. On the other hand, when you 
watch David Lynch, or current art house movies of 
today, they are completely unthinkable within the movie 
thinking of the thirties. The narratives, discontinuities, 
etc.… The cinematic medium needed time to develop 
and to establish its own identity. So this analogy goes 
back to your point that students continue to permute 
projects with Voronoi patterns or other similar out-of-
the-box tools. Perhaps this is a necessary part of the 
process, where we need to get oversaturated within a 
medium to be able to use it critically and innovatively. 
Many designers, even very sophisticated ones, try 
to react to what they see around them, not to the 
inherent nature of a tool or a creative framework 
these tools provide. They go through the motions of 
computational creativity, rather than playing it like good 
music and following where it leads with a good dose of 
improvisation.

Much of the contemporary criticism of computational 
design misses the fact that this is a young medium, 
really still in its infancy, with much more to come. It is 
like criticizing films of the thirties for being too much 
like, or not enough like, their stage counterparts. Over 
time, the film medium proved to be a distinct art and 
communication form, with its own identity. Only when 
time allowed for disassociation with the past models did 
new modes of filmmaking stop referencing traditional 
theater and develop original narratives. In this sense, 
perhaps, computation will have its second liberation 
moment.

Mitch: And we will see that soon enough; that’s a great 
analogy, and I would make an analogy to Hip-Hop: it 
was born in the eighties, it evolved into a generic house 
hip hop, and now every time we hear it, it sounds the 
same. So we are waiting for that second renaissance in 
Hip-Hop, where it’s a whole new shift. 
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Kevin: Yes, also being mindful that a renaissance 
has happened already in cinematography because 
of the first age of digital media. The camera began 
with a fixed viewpoint, and then it evolved to the dolly, 
then to the steady cam, and now it can completely 
and seamlessly merge in and out, independent of the 
subject, due to the capabilities of digital processing and 
virtual camera movements.

The Future...
Mitch: Computation should have that. In fact, we could 
probably talk about what the future of computation 
might be.

Andrzej: I agree that this is a critical question. How do 
you motivate designers, students and professionals, 
to go beyond pushing a particle button (let’s just 
say Maya, overtly), and looking for coolness, or 
simply trying to repeat some effect seen in a design 
magazine? I guess less desire and more intent.

Mitch: Yeah, we covered that with Renzo Piano, saying 
that computers take below average/ poor designers 
and make them average to above average. It’s only the 
ones who had talent and truly creative instincts in the 
first place, that when you start to give them this kind of 
craft, they will supersede, they will do things above and 
beyond, and they will make explorative discoveries that 
truly transcend the medium. 

Andrzej: This does speak to the need to go beyond 
the seductive part of digital tools: instant gratification 
with deferred judgment. This also touches on the veil of 
seduction, almost addiction to these tools. This is not a 
criticism, just a reflection on some of the practices. The 
immersive and evocative quality of digital tools is critical, 
but it can make a designer intellectually and artistically 
lazy through the overemphasis on in-the-moment 
thinking/ existing. I wonder when we will have enough of 
this newness to see it and to explore it for what it truly is. 

Mitch: Right. We are going to be done with the 
newness real soon, if guys like us aren’t already done 
with newness. Do you know Axel Killian?

Andrzej: Yes.

Mitch: Yeah, he’s definitely done with newness. At 
Princeton he’s still teaching these kids, trying to look for 
the next thing. But our minds, our minds are not done 
with newness. We are actually the same as we were in 
the Renaissance, but with different exposure units. We 
still have infinity...we are nowhere near finished.

Kevin: Our problem is that our lives have been 
mediated by the image, so that breaking or evolving out 
of this pattern of simulacra is daunting.

Mitch: There is a program called Google SketchUp. 
Overlooking the software’s obvious technical limitations 
as a modeler, lacking both depth and quality, it has a 
few advantages over other software that include: (1) It’s 
free; (2) it’s easy to learn, and most notably (3) it has a 
library of everything as three dimensional models. The 
search for form using libraries is of particular interest.

Other companies are getting involved; certainly BIM 
has prompted major companies (Permasteelisa, or 
Lutron) to start making all their lighting solutions in 
a BIM format and then you give them to people. But 
that’s not everything; I’m talking about everything, 
right? I want to search everything in the 3D realm of 
everything. If I am a designer, and I want to design a 
chair, I don’t need to design the casters for my chair 
because there are seven million of them already as 3D 
models out there. It is actually more about the search, a 
finder, to pull in the right caster quickly, and then design 
the rest of my chair above it. Or an armrest, or an 
airplane wing, or, if you look at just a host of electronic 
components, 3D versions of making in the next cell 
phone; I don’t need to redesign entire circuit boards, 
transistors, I actually can find those components 
already, insert them, and, it would be pathetic if all I 
do is redesign the housing. I am going to be seeking 
other things that are already out there. 3D in the future 
is actually going to be a culture of finding the existing 
objects if they already exist. Then they are not defined 
strictly as virtual objects. So now you actually assemble 
it in 3D and it’s done. 

Andrzej: You bring up an interesting point. I am not 
saying BIM is there yet, and it may not be ultimately 
called BIM. However, BIM, or another database with 
smart geometry ideas, will be there. If you look at 
General Motors (GM), it takes them a couple of billion 
dollars to produce a new model of a car. On the other 
hand, there are private car manufacturers who will 
custom design and build a car for you based on parts 
that are already available on the market, for 200,000 
or even 100,000 dollars. The car is pretty expensive 
if you compare it to the mass-produced models, but 
there is almost zero development cost because they 
use components that can be easily customized and 
ordered from China for a small premium. The parts can 
be solved for compatibility and required performance 
specs. This is already happening. 

Based on what you are suggesting, once there is a 
relationship established between a virtual and physical 
model, one could use virtual model assemblies 
to check for compatibility as well as to test and 
simulate performance of physical models or products. 
Consequently, one could order his or her LEGO car 
and assemble it oneself with virtual road testing and 
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safety check, or perhaps send it to another person who 
knows how to physically put it together.

Continuing the same thought: If one could trace all the 
physical and digital libraries and understand how these 
libraries correspond with each other, assuming that this 
future SketchUp also understands physical behaviors 
properly, one could custom design and produce one’s 
own car—not merely the body design, but the entire 
car with all the components and interoperabilities. This 
is not that different than designing your own kitchen in 
IKEA or Home Depot.

Mitch: The general theory already exists. Just because 
you model it, it doesn’t mean it’s fake, if all the parts 
are real and you just need to assemble it; it’s already 
there.  Mostly these modeling programs today are just 
propositions for remaking things that are already made, 
in a culture that’s slowly building a library of Borges, 
right?--The infinite library where all this stuff is already 
found. Or like this building, a big tool shed of old robotic 
parts, biological parts, architectural components, ready 
to be assembled and built. Big companies like Pella 
Windows are already game to this. No architect sits 
there and actually designs, well unless your job is 
to design a very special skylight and you’re I.M. Pei 
(which is possible), mostly you just take the default.  
Now defaults are everything.  Walls, floors, you name 
it, the space itself, so the more we’ll understand these 

products and materials, the less time we will have to do 
these custom model things, the assembler systems will 
come to the fore, and then there will be a new realm of 
design that will be very exciting but it will actually be just 
like it used to be in the real world. Now you’re stuck with 
infinity all over again… now you can take any parts…

Andrzej: See, but this position still requires something 
that combines functionalities of BIM and SketchUp 
in a single, unified platform. You certainly want to 
have a “SketchUp” or “bonzai3d” feel for simplicity, 
accessibility, and transparency in a design tool, but 
you also need BIM to be able to handle embedded 
information, including budgets, performance data, and 
generative design feedbacks. So I still maintain that it is 
not all about geometry, but rather about properties that 
can incorporate and permute other data. 

Mitch:  I totally agree. Let’s say we’re an architecture 
firm: The Three Brothers. Client says he or she has a 
brownstone; “I need a heater in my basement, a boiler.” 
First we get to argue who gets to do that crappy job, 
but we need the money, so now we’re going to use a 
new 3D modeling system in our future, which is totally 
BIM-based. Actually you just ask a drill down menu, the 
square footage of the basement, the amount of heat 
needed, and you open up probably a menu port for just 
heating systems, and then you input the height of the 
basement, the concrete padding, the existing stuff, and 
boom! It starts asking you some basics, “Do you want 
water based? Do you want steam?” And then suddenly 
now, it’s totally about product selection. Now you’re in 
a product by carriers, specific systems with all the BIM 
specifications, and then now all you do is just fit out 
cost, performance, and all the other particulars-- you’re 
not even drawing-- and you’re done.  
Andrzej: It is an interesting observation. I just 
went through an analogous procedure in other 
circumstances. Last winter my furnace broke, and a 
technician’s recommendation was to replace the entire 
piece of equipment. Naturally, I wanted to have it fixed 
in as short a time as possible. I called my plumber, a 
person I did a couple of projects with for my clients, 
and I told him all the specs of my furnace: the height, 
the ductwork size with all the connection arrangements, 
and the BTUs. I mentioned that a replacement could 
be more expensive, within a couple of hundred dollars, 
as long as it came with exactly the same specifications 
as the old furnace, so that he (the plumber) could just 
slide a new furnace into the old location without much 
additional miscellaneous work. My plumber had to 
make a number of calls, more than usual, and had to 
go to another supply store to pick up the furnace, but 
at the end everything was done within three or four 
hours, and with a very reasonable price. At this point, 
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all the job parameters were optimized for the minimum 
amount of on-site work, considering what was available 
on the market. The same procedure can be easily 
applied to digitally-assisted design, manufacturing, and 
assembly. Suddenly everything will be done in a shorter 
time, and not only for architects but for service repairs, 
facilities management, etc. The key here is to be able 
to connect the dots, availability with needs, ideas with 
capabilities. Computation could help us to get it done. 
More capable future-BIM systems could coordinate 
among design, market conditions, and local practices 
to deliver effective and efficient buildings. This is not 
necessarily a new approach. Many precast or stone 
veneer buildings are commonly designed with the 
eight-inch module so that they could easily be adapted 
into brick masonry structures, in case budget would not 
allow for a more expensive facade. However, in this 
case, the idea of a module is much more abstract—
virtual and adaptable to market forces and other design 
circumstances.

Mitch: For anything. Companies would do it for 
electronics because there is the greatest amount of 
money in it. The cell phones are all the same, actually 
there is a limited industrial ecology of materials that go 
into them. You throw them out mostly, not because they 
are obsolete, rather it’s a perceived obsolescence.  “My 
razor is no longer cool, it still works just fine, or I can 
get a whole new battery, but I’ll just buy a whole new 
thing.” They help you see things you would normally 
never see… If you were doing a lighting system, as 
an architect, and you decide that at this point you’re 
specifying the lights. Then Lutron tells you with its 
BIM information, guess what? You’ve got the physical 
geometries working, the physical look working, the 
performance working, but oh, these are these things 
called ballasts; you need to put them someplace, 
and your circuit boards, and these are your switching 
mechanisms, and these are your actual switches. And 
all those things you haven’t thought about, suddenly 
they get imported with that model, so now you’re 
becoming more in depth with how you approach 
your model, all because the company has set itself 
up to give you all the possible data so that when you 
really specify their particular lights, you get the whole 
soup-- soup to nuts. Then in the end, what the hell 
are we ‘designing’?  There will probably be this field, I 
can imagine computation having an ‘age of recovery’, 
meaning you just recover or assemble systems, like 
information retrieval guys, like in the film ‘Brazil’; 
we just become these ‘retrievalists’, but very sharp 
because we have the capacity to put massive puzzles 
together.  

I think it’s an important milestone date in computation 
that every industrial design object before 1995, it’s safe 
to say, wasn’t done with CAD of any sort. There will be 
a huge market for what I call ‘scanners’: people who go 
out with 3D hand laser scanners and take, a Louis the 
XIV armoire, and scan half of it (the only part you need 
to reconstitute the whole design).

They will do it for a number of reasons: some antique 
dealer is selling it for 10,000 dollars, but only has a 
picture on eBay. That’s a lot different than having the 
3D model, so designers can see it in spaces, but also 
someone in China wants to make replicas of the thing. 
They only need half of it because it’s symmetrical. If 
you want to start scanning everything, now more of 
these things become accessible to the search engine 
database, and now there is nothing left that’s out of the 
loop. We’ve got antiques, we’ve got modern objects, 
and so then inputting the BIM information will be part 
of it. What is the BIM information for a Louis the XIV 
armoire? There are a lot of things; actually a lot have 
been lost, how they made this thing out of wood, did 
the beautiful inlays, so it’s kind of this retroactive BIM-
ing that will be fantastic. 

Andrzej: It is interesting because design was integral 
to the ways a product was implemented: the certain 
types of cuts, the chisels or tool marks. Now, when 
you use a CNC machine to try to mimic the traditional 
tools with their outcomes, does that make sense? Or 
should you rather pursue another kind of Louis XIV, as 
the designers would do today based on today’s state of 
knowledge and sensitivities? 

Kevin: [laughing] I have in my mind a vision of milling 
grooves as an artifact from the manufacturing of them. 

The fantastic and the constructible

Kevin: What do you think when you hear the terms ‘the 
fantastic and the constructible’?

Mitch: Well, you’re preaching to the choir. The 
first thing that comes to mind is something Moshe 
Safdie taught me. Actually he still uses form•Z (in his 
office), and that’s pretty good.  His term and my term 
would be that in architecture there are really two big 
positions, and they are the heroic feat of architecture, 
and inherent buildability. Inherent buildability means 
that you fall within the ways and means and scales of 
economy associated with making a building real. These 
are known measurements or quantities, such as the 
size of windows, the scale of the machines, the use of 
elevators and all of the component mechanical parts, 
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from the ability to phase in cranes to get things right. 
This is basically how you build a building.  And about 
95-99% of the world’s construction falls under inherent 
buildability. Designing within the realm of inherent 
buildability, you still can produce a hell of a lot, and you 
really know what those limits are, and you’re supposed 
to because that defines who we really are as architects. 
In other words, you wouldn’t do something stupid like 
make an entire building out of plywood sheets that are 
9’x5’ because you can’t buy them, as they don’t exist. 
The heroic feats of architecture are something like Rem 
Koolhaas when he proposes CCTV, this building in 
China. It’s an impossible skyscraper, because it breaks 
all the rules, and that basically means every element 
has to be customizable. It is customizable to the point 
that you can no longer think of economy. Sure, the 
building can exist-- I don’t even believe anything is a 
fantasy-- fantasies can reify themselves if you have the 
capital, so it’s a matter of money, I don’t believe there 
is any geometry that isn’t buildable anymore, I mean 
Zaha and the Gehry generation have proven that. It’s 
just a matter of the cash and the ability to optimize. So, 
CCTV is something where you a have a typology that’s 
deeply understood, in this case tall building design, 
that requires 50% more of your floor plate devoted 

to elevatoring, which means less occupiable square 
footage, less rentable space, less feasible of a building 
by far. But that’s what he does when starts making this 
1970’s sculpture and turns it into a building: a heroic 
feat of architecture.

Probably another person to look at is Freeman 
Dyson, and his book Infinite in all Directions. Freeman 
Dyson was on the Manhattan Project. He’s the most 
sagacious professor at Princeton in the physics 
department, where he has said that science fiction 
is actually a better indicator of reality than economic 
forecasting. Science fiction is Mr. Spock using a 
‘tricorder’ in communicating to the Enterprise from 
across a planet below. 
 
And this is something that in 1973 seemed to be 
absurd and impossible but actually becomes a fantasy 
in the heart, mind, and imagination of everyone, from 
accountants to lawyers, to people who eventually start 
working in the electronics industry, to engineers, and to 
designers. You eventually design something called the 
iPhone, which reifies itself and is extremely realistic. 
So science fiction is actually where we pull a lot of our 
concepts of the future. 
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This paper begins with a discussion about various 
kinds of psychological tension; both ordinary and 
“fantastic.” Fluctuating tension states in the mind are 
important because they heighten senses and stimulate 
imagination, ultimately driving new and exciting possi-
bilities in the built environment. Digital tools become an 
important playground for making seemingly impossible 
realities possibilities in the built world.  

The fantastic (an introduction)

From a psychological perspective, The “fantastic” and 
the “constructible” are terms that illustrate a particular 
dimension of psychic equilibrium, when used in juxta-
position.  In fact, Todorov, a philosopher and literary 
theorist, supports this idea in his book called “The 
Fantastic,” where he describes the “fantastic” as mo-
ments in which characters waver between fantasy and 
reality when confronted with questions about reality. 
Our dreams, for example, are one place where reality 
can sometimes come into question. It is not uncommon 
for a dreamer once awake, to later question the real-
ness of a particular dream asking him or herself when 
confronted with a familiar feeling, “did I dream it, or was 
it real?”  

Roman Polanski constructs an entire film based on 
these kinds of fluctuating psychic states in his film 
“Rosemary’s Baby.” The film’s main character Rose-
mary Woodhouse, is filled with intense moments of 
both trust and paranoia. Throughout the film she tor-
ments herself (and the viewer) as she decides, scene 
by scene, whether she can feel safe or not with the 
people around her. Safety is also an important topic for 
Rosemary because she is, after all, pregnant. These 
kinds of fluctuating tension states that Polanski cho-

reographs allow the individual to construct reality as it 
fits Rosemary’s need for safety and security.  In one 
scene Rosemary’s husband is loving and in the next, 
he’s “one of them.” Rosemary must decide whether the 
people around her are good or bad so she can chose 
the most responsible path for her baby. For Rosemary, 
the rules of reality must be re-written in order to vali-
date her unique reality which, from a psychological per-
spective, supports not only her safety, but her or one’s 
ego-syntonic identity.  If she decides the people around 
her are not out to get her, then she is safe and if they 
are, she must physically get away from them.  Having 
the ability to shift from one reality to another keeps a 
person psychologically unified despite realities which 
can potentially cause psychological fragmentation. If a 
person experiences too much danger, there is the pos-
sibility that he or she might “fright” rather than “flight.”  
 
Rosemary’s shifting mental state, although terrifying to 
her, points to a person’s ability to mentally move in and 
out of one psychological state into the next. This kind 
of movement stimulates the more logical side of design 
with imagination, driving new possibilities for physical 
space. For example, memory is fused with emotion and 
it is not uncommon for a person to remember a space 
as being larger or smaller than the last time he or she 
remembered it. In different words, the experiential as-
pect of size is proportional to a person’s visual expecta-
tion.  A person’s emotions play a large role not only in 
the experiencing of space, but in creating it as well.
  
Rosemary fluctuates among different versions of the 
same story, coming to her own unique truth that sup-
ports her survival not only physically, but psychically as 
well. Rosemary’s story is important, because exactly 
these kinds of indecisive moments drive the fantastic or 

Courtesy of Paramount Pictures.
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supernatural states of thinking (e.g. paranoia). I would 
even add that the fantastic is defined by a moment 
where we are not only hovering without the prospect 
of a safe landing, but suspended between two “truths” 
(possibly more) before the individual either temporarily 
or more fixedly decides. Ideas about fluctuating psy-
chic states such as the ones Rosemary goes through 
become important in the design world, as digital tools 
allow for experimentation of these hyper-real states. 
In fact, bringing conceptual design work in the digital 
realm affords designers the opportunity to explore and 
integrate aspects of physical building with the more 
imaginative parts of the mind.

Anxiety, false sensors, and the fantastic

It might be argued that the fantastic is like a sensor 
gone haywire or berserk, which just happens to also 
support psychological survival. Sensors, otherwise 
known as our emotions, are extremely important in our 
decision making processes. From something as mun-
dane as “should I take this job or that job?” to moments 
of crisis where heightened emotions (and the accom-
panying physiological response), our emotion leads us 
to physical safety. Anxiety or panic attacks might be 
considered moments in which our sensors are triggered 
by “false alarms” or psychoanalytically speaking, mo-
ments in which there is no “real” threat, but the threat 
is triggered by some unverbalized experience that 
has not reached conscious awareness. In this sense, 
I choose the conditions of my life rather than having 
outside conditions imposed upon me. The ability to 
rewrite rules that are incompatible with our values and 
morals, in other words to distort reality, can be easily 
argued as a strength in our sometimes arduous battle 
to psychically survive where outside forces (sometimes 
even people who have the audacity to point out our 
occasionally absurd behavior) are attacking our beliefs.  
This strength also lends itself well in the design world 
in terms of the creative aspects of design. Our ability to 
re-write or even postpone reality (otherwise known as 
denial), means that our mind is capable of making large 
and sometimes very creative leaps towards solving a 
design problem.  

Fortunately, most people maintain psychic equilibrium, 
or cope with minor disruptions and fluctuations in their 
day, without even the slightest awareness of the feeling 
they are defending against. Examples might be fleet-
ing moments of day dreaming during a boring business 
meeting or fidgeting in one’s seat when feeling anxious.  
In both examples, people are learning how to escape 
or to balance the demands of a particular reality so that 
psychic systems are not overloaded.   

Vacillating between realities  

In psychoanalytic theory, the part of us that regulates 
these demands or negotiates the push and pull of 
reality is known as the Ego. In theory, the Ego stands 
directly in the center and the Id (also known as the 
impatient give-it-to-me parts of self), and Super-Ego 
are the part of the self that the ego must negotiate be-
tween.  General psychological instability or excessive 
demands made by either the Id or Super-Ego in either 
direction, have the potential to force individuals with 
weak defense and ego structures into psychological 
pitfalls.  These pitfalls are also known as behaviors that 
alleviate some of the excess demand, but might also 
get us into trouble. For example, binge drinking might 
ameliorate stress, but problems associated with this 
learned behavior might produce even more stress from 
the cleanup process.

Beyond the psychological description, and the de-
mands of the Id and Super-ego that can sometimes fall 
into the pathological realm, these fluctuations can be 
considered good, new and exciting because they spark 
new realties. For example, Todorov uses the literary 
character Alvaro from Cazotte’s Le Diable Amoureux to 
illustrate and construct an entire experience; whether 
the woman he is in love with is truly a woman or if she 
is the devil. Either Alvaro is deeply connected and in 
love, or he has been betrayed. The fantastic might be 
viewed as the torment and exhilaration between which 
Alvaro wavers. Perhaps the torment and exhilaration 
of not knowing is not only meaning making, but what 
drives new exciting realities. For the architectural cli-
ent, the imaginative and creative aspects of the design 
process typically occur in the conceptual or beginning 
phases of the design process (e.g. using photos of a 
jelly fish as a conceptual design metaphor for talking 
about the iridescent quality of a particular glass that the 
designer would like to use in their design in the final 
construction of a building). However I believe that digi-
tal tools are not only useful in the initial phases of a de-
sign project, but in all phases of the design work, as the 
designer potentially experiments with various qualities 
of light not necessary found in nature in the selection 
of materials.  In other words, a design metaphor is able 
to be more visibly carried through in all aspects of the 
design process, not only in material selection, but in the 
construction of two walls coming together and how light 
reflects and plays itself out in a space. Digital tools offer 
such a platform for bringing together visual metaphors 
with the current realities of our built world.  
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The fantastic as an important psychological 
mechanism in good design

These moments might also be identified as manic mo-
ments, where we are without need for sleep, food, or 
other basic needs because the feeling of living life on 
the edge provides new meaning. Either we are destined 
for greatness or doom, but nonetheless, the fear or plea-
sure involved in the not-knowing is meaning-making. In 
fact, Victor Frankel in his book Man’s Search for Mean-
ing, writes about suffering and near death experiences 
and how they give one’s life shape and meaning, if we 
successfully lived through the suffering.   
The struggle for meaning in work as a designer, al-
though not life threatening, is all-too-linked to the cre-
ative process. To be able to physically create something 
that is on the cusp of believability is not only artistic, but 
stretches the visual limitations of what a person thinks 
they’re seeing. This also holds new and exciting pos-
sibilities for how we live, work and generally perceive 
space. The tensions between what is real and what is 
not real not only drives the creative process, but also the 
fantastic might be seen as wavering moments where the 
designer is both in-touch and out-of-touch with reality, 
pushing expectations for what is physically possible in 
the built world. A hallucination, although not physically 
“real,” could be argued as a moment where despera-
tion drives this kind of fantastic event. In this regard, a 
mirage mimics the qualities of this unreal event. A mi-
rage possible in the physical world would be considered 
non-pathological, because a mirage is an optical phe-
nomenon that can be captured by a camera lense, even 
though there are qualities to it that seem fantastic. 

These types of fantastic visual experiences possible in 
the physical world are best recreated in the playground 
realm of digital tools, where designers can construct 
unreal events with detail into visual representations of 
what could be built.      

Tension states and designing 

Fluctuating tension states also drive the creative pro-
cess. This kind of tension is not necessarily about the 
designer’s struggles between fantasy and reality, but 
in this state of tension the designer negotiates, both 

Double sunset effect.

Roadway mirage. 
Pictures courtesy of UWO physics department.

grasping and releasing the conceptual metaphor, as 
he or she translates it into a physical product. Just like 
the poet’s word is at the tip of “your tongue . . . and 
you know it’s not far.  It’s the one fish that won’t swim 
into your net, a figure that hides in a crowd of similar 
figures, a domino stone in the facedown pool.” Muel-
ler eloquently and textually describes this struggle in 
“Stalking the Poem.” 

Closing thoughts and Freud’s the “uncanny”

The fantastic may be also seen as a magical force 
where things not describable are possible for a mo-
ment. Freud described these moments as “uncanny.”  
When we experience something as uncanny, we may 
even experience a moment of doubt in our own sanity.  
It seems the uncanny and the fantastic share for the 
experiencer a wavering between the real and not real.  
In the design world, digital tools offer a playground for 
exploring the types of tensions discussed in this paper, 
offering the possibility of moving the fantastic from a 
psychic phenomenon to a built one.   

Jean Rahbar is currently a licensed psychotherapist practicing in South Dartmouth, MA.  She combines 
her interests in art, architecture and psychoanalysis as a doctoral student in Psychoanalysis and Culture 
at the Boston Graduate School of Psychoanalysis in Boston.  She believes that the cultural aspects of 
perception (largely unconscious) shape our perceptions about the built environment and that digital tools 
can be one platform used to study various kinds of perception.  She also earned her bachelor’s degree 
in a major called Design and Environmental Analysis from Cornell University and her masters in psycho-
analysis from the Boston Graduate School of Psychoanalysis.  
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The rapid adoption of digital modeling and rendering 
software in the design profession and in academia has 
precipitated a continuously expanding frontier of fantas-
tic imagery, ripe with potent conveyance and intent, that 
would at best draw from an incredible pool of resources 
and skills or at worst, remain locked in a designer’s 
mind. Paralleling this trend has been the development 
of sophisticated CAD programs that have been em-
braced to facilitate the coordination of complex data, 
create detailed construction drawings, and produce 
assemblage and scheduling documents, all with the 
intention of making manifest an idea into reality.  Where 
the former often is understood as a family of design 
applications, the latter is imbued with connotations as 
documentation software. The relationship between the 
two should not be as pronounced. Although there has 
yet to be a universally embraced cure-all software that 
may bridge the disconnect between these two families, 
one strong component of a long-term panacea is a 
pedagogy that stresses software in the design cur-
riculum that perpetuates design innovation and fan-
tastic visualization while simultaneously encouraging 
a sensitivity to ensuring designs may be constructible.  
Both paradigms are addressed in a new undergraduate 
architecture course in digital fabrication offered within 
the Department of Architectural Science at Ryerson 
University.

Within the course, undergraduate students are ex-
posed to various software applications, including 
form•Z, which are instrumental in fulfilling the need for 
an accessible application that allows students to transi-
tion from simply a visualization and representation 
mindset to one that works in tandem with solid geom-
etries and ultimately with production.  At the same time, 
students are introduced to CNC routing, 3D printing 
(Dimension’s ABS Printer), and laser cutting hardware 
with a particular emphasis on the latter two technolo-
gies.  The exercises undertaken by students highlight 
not only bold design intentions but, over the duration of 
the course, a sensitivity to manufacture and construct 
becomes an ever-increasing component in their design 

Figure 1: ‘CitiesAlive’ by students Michael Lanctot, Jordan Lefler, and 
Nadia Qadir.
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Figure 2: ‘NuiteBlanche’ by students Kamyar Rahimi and Mani Tabrizi.

work. In essence, the pedagogy focuses on reassert-
ing the term “architect” to students and on leveraging 
digital media as an implement to transition from being 
simply an illustrator to a builder.

Representation beyond fantastic imagery

For many design students, fantastic design is driven 
by a large scale, spectacular potential, often dwelling 
upon the articulation of a “big idea” rather than delving 
into the details that allow a design to be brought into 
reality.  The pedagogy of the digital fabrication course 
allowed for students to extend their design awareness 
beyond the seduction of imagery.  Two projects served 
as a critical exercise in transitioning from design il-
lustration to initial stages of design development and 
investigation.  

The first project we did was the design of a green en-
velope system (governed by parameters of the Cities 
Alive green roof and wall design competition) on an 
existing urban block (Fig. 1). Despite the large, urban 
scale of the project, an added layer to the exercise 
was the resolution of components that made up the 
design work using 3D printing technologies. This de-
sign process mandated that students began to realize 
the negotiation between existing conditions and design 
proposals as they explored envelope connectivity and 
integration, two elements often downplayed, if not 
ignored, in conventional design courses. 

A similar project called for students to develop design 
proposals for installations at the annual Nuite Blanche 
Arts festival in downtown Toronto (Fig. 2 and 3). In 
addition to conventional orthographic projections and 
rendered imagery, students were required to produce 
3D prints of components of their designs to demon-
strate their design consideration in a tangible manner. 
Once again, students not only had to develop fantastic 
imagery to convey their design intentions, but also 
to showcase a sensitivity to finer design components 
such as human scale, spatial relationships, and mate-
riality.

Figure 3: ‘NuiteBlanche’ by students Kamyar Rahimi and Mani Tabrizi.
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As both projects shifted from simple imagery towards 
component design for a tangible scale model, stu-
dents were able to quickly harness the solid modeling 
potential that is available in form•Z’s robust Boolean 
and modeling tool set. Unlike other programs which 
are solely driven by visualization, negligible learning 
curves, and articulation of a general idea, form•Z af-
fords students a great grounding by balancing visual-
ization with ease of use and attention to detail, without 
compromising design ability. That designs emerge in 
a virtual realm and seamlessly transition to stereo-
lithography without the loss of geometries or additional 
editing allows students to understand that digital rep-
resentation and physical production are not exclusive 
domains.

Fabrication toward constructible reality

At its crux, architecture is preoccupied with what is 
built. Theory and history courses showcase where 
contemporary built work has emerged from and heads 
towards, technology and media courses demonstrate 
the knowledge, skills, and tools required to assemble 
a design, and design studios are available for students 
to synthesize this material and explore the possibilities 
of what can be built. The pedagogy in all architecture 
schools may vary on the degree of exploration within 
these facets, however the critical output remains an 
understanding of what can be constructed. Ubiquity, 
accessibility, and ease of use have ensured repre-
sentational software and virtual imagery a place as a 
commodity within the toolset and education of con-
temporary design students. Though this trajectory 
has many advantages, it remains detached from the 
ethos of architecture as a preoccupation with building. 
A pervasive result of this has been the emergence of 
a dangerous trend in design schools: “If it works on 
screen, it works in reality. If it works in reality, it works 
as a final design.” What is on the screen is therefore 
the final design. The design effectively ends at the 
screen. This dangerous syllogism not only undermines 
the nature of architecture but also the iterative design 
process. Rapid prototyping empowers designers and 
facilitates the design-opine-refine process with tan-
gible elements. This is quickly becoming a paradigm in 
many contemporary design firms in the industry. With 
the visualization software and fabrication technologies 
available to today’s students, it behooves architectural 
educators to synthesize and reinforce this potential in 
their coursework.  

Figure 4: Lamp comparative luminosity by students Winnie Lam and 
Anthony Chieh.

As a secondary series of projects in the digital fabrica-
tion course, students were engaged in exercises that 
afforded them the flexibility to go through an iterative 
design process while simultaneously increasing aware-
ness of constructible design. The two projects in this 
portion of the course focused on the exploration of de-
tails, assembly and delivery, feasibility, and the produc-
tion of full scale components. 
 
The first project called for students to design an ap-
propriate lamp fixture for a pendant light, while remain-
ing cognizant of not only its production, but also how 
to convey its assembly to others. Rather than simply 
designing a single product, students had to produce 
three lamps with the limited number of hours available 
to them with the laser cutters and 3D printers available 
in the digital fabrication lab. As part of their evaluation, 
students would have to bring a completed lamp, while 
providing the other two lamps in collapsed form with 
graphic instructions sealed in an envelope for other stu-
dents to assemble and evaluate based on design com-
plexity, detailing, and fabrication criteria.  The robust-
ness of form•Z’s contouring, unfolding, and sectioning 
tools were instrumental in allowing students to rapidly 
develop their designs onscreen and produce prototypes 
on the fly for tangibility and performance evaluation. 
Through such an iterative process students were able to 
explore their design through physical prototypes and to 
examine a range of design issues including materiality 
properties, cost of fabrication, time constraints, connec-
tions and detailing, resource management, appropriate 
methods of packaging, and ease of assembly, all at full 
scale.  In many instances, the design pieces highlighted 
the synergies between visualization software and fab-
rication hardware that would not have been possible if 
executed autonomously (Fig 4 and 5). 
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Another project called for students to develop com-
ponents that would support urban agriculture while 
tenaciously maintaining the paradigm of virtual-fantasy-
to-fabricated-reality but at an urban scale and con-
tinuing a stream of environmental design sensitivity. 
Utilizing a component-based approach to designing 
these projects, students developed their design and 
prototyping skills beyond the scale of a light fixture and 
produced larger systems to facilitate indoor vegetation. 
As with the earlier lamp project, the design process 
was driven by rapid prototyping and by the utilization 
of all the facilities in the fabrication lab, but it was also 
augmented by vacuum forming tools and by simple 
CNC machinery.  Aside from its scale, this project 
mandated that students seriously consider the physical 
properties and assembly of the materials used, given 
the accommodations required in dealing with water and 
with soil such as weight, moisture, and water flow.  The 
fantastic ideas initially proposed by students quickly 
had to evolve from imagery and had to become build-
able; what initially appeared to work on the computer 

Figure 5: Lamp by students Winnie Lam and Anthony Chieh.

monitors did not hold any water (literally) when brought 
to the prototype stage.  Fortunately, in the end, all the 
projects evolved from virtual designs to well-construct-
ed matrices that successfully supported thriving vegeta-
tion.  From the pragmatic window farming prototypes 
to the playful sill-based hydroponics installation, all the 
projects were not only critical explorations of design, 
but were also showcases of a clear emphasis on con-
structible realities (Fig. 6, 7, and 8).  

Reaffirming the architect as a builder

The developments in digital representation and ad-
vances in design computing have precipitated a preoc-
cupation in design to relish the seduction of fantastic 
imagery. The emergence of digital fabrication has 
empowered a segment of academia and professional 
practice with the ability to leverage design work into a 
physical reality. Unfortunately this often is used to only 
underscore seductive imagery through scale model rep-
resentation. The synergies made possible through the 
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appropriation of this visualization software and fabrica-
tion hardware must not only shift to a full scale mental-
ity, but more importantly, this must occur earlier in the 
education of an architect. Over the past four decades, 
critics of computing in design have decried the potential 
detachment of the designer from the built design work. 
They worry that the ease and accessibility of these tools 
diminishes the relationship between the design intent 
and the reality; a line on a drawing no longer articulates 
a particular assembly, but instead remains a line on the 

screen. With the increasing ubiquity and quality of such 
software, the fantasy and seduction of computer gener-
ated imagery potentially dulls the sensitivity and dilutes 
the comprehensive awareness architects must have to 
construct and build the world.  

It is imperative that architects must adopt these tools 
in an appropriate and synergistic manner at an early 
developmental stage. Without a strong curriculum that 
reinforces an understanding of design as a built condi-
tion, an architect is merely a dreamer and an illustrator 

Figures 7: ‘GreenWall’ by students Kayeon Lee, Nicolas Boutin, Farah Kabir, Farhan Durrani, Jessica Gibson, Richy Seto, Andrew Ard, Brian Kim, 
Bruce Gilchrist, Derek McEneaney, Nan Sun, Samira Morshedi, and Silviu Anton.

Figure 6: ‘GreenWall’  composite rendering.
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Figure 8: ’GreenWall’ by students Andrew Ard, Brian Kim, Bruce Gilchrist, Derek McEneaney, Nan Sun, Samira Morshedi, and Silviu Anton.

relegated to fantasy. Though the aforementioned curri-
cula outlined are still evolving, the outcomes and inten-
tions are clear: students become better designers when 
they make their work constructible. All architectural 

educators, regardless of what specific courses they 
teach, must therefore embrace this as their responsibil-
ity and find ways to bring this thinking to their students, 
the “chief builders” or architects of the future.
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Professor Turkle (2004), of the Social Studies of Science 
and Technology at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, writes that contemporary information technology 
encourages different habits of mind. Computation is 
embedded everywhere in our lives, enabling anyone to 
use the most sophisticated technological tools and to 
experiment in complex and creative ways. According to 
her, studying and understanding the subjective conse-
quences of this condition will be a particularly important 
challenge we face in the coming ten years. 

With increased access to easy to use tools such as 
Photoshop for imaging, Sketchup, bonzai3d, and 
form•Z for 3D modeling, Rhino Grass Hopper for 
scripting and parametric modeling, Revit for Building 
Information Modeling, Ecotect for energy simulation, 
3D printers, laser cutters, and CNC routers for fabri-
cation etc., the current crop of architecture students 
is immersed in digital technology more than ever. 
Potential creative possibilities, seductive digital imag-
ery, and ready to use content, easily available online, 
lower computing costs, direct marketing by software 
vendors, and urge to gain marketable skills further fuel 
this situation. 

Google and YouTube have transformed the learning op-
portunities for engaging these technologies. Parametric 
methodologies and simulation based design, through 
the use of Building Information Modeling are becom-
ing popular and appealing for their potential to produce 
extremely complex buildings in a cost-effective, collab-
orative, expeditious, and environmentally responsible 
manner. Relevance, appropriateness, benefits, and the 
impact of such approaches for academia has been ex-
plored and debated in several recent conferences and 
scholarly publications. It is not my intention to disregard 
these revolutionary approaches, but to remind us what 
we should not be losing in the process. 

The recent rise in the popularity of digital fabrica-
tion methods adapted from manufacturing industry 
promotes a collapse of the gap between construction 

conception. These methods open up “integrated ap-
proaches” exploiting the potential for the same digital 
model to be used for imagining a building and for 
optimizing its performance and its pre and post con-
struction lifecycle. A prominent avant-garde New York 
architect, a practitioner of this approach, in a recent 
lecture at our university, likened this approach to that of 
building with Lego blocks from the 3D model used for 
design rather than from blue prints. Recognizing this 
paradigm, the building industry is providing ready to 
use libraries of building components online. In the spirit 
of open source, many users are sharing their work 
online for others to use freely. Software vendors are de-
signing tools, scripts, and content to smoothly integrate 
building components into modeling processes. It is now 
very easy to bring in too many details too early into the 
design process with just a few clicks. More over, this 
can be changed parametrically to study virtually infinite 
variations. All of this surely sounds very exciting, but it 
also presents new challenges and unexpected conse-
quences for learning and design outcomes for a design 
student. 

Social scientist Home-Dixon (2000) establishes the 
notion that a more complex or sophisticated solution 
may not be inherently a better solution. In his “ingenuity 
theory”, he observes that we might sometimes supply 
large quantities of high-quality ingenuity to address the 
problems around us without solving those problems. 
Dixon reminds us that sometimes the most effective 
solution might involve less and lower-quality ingenuity. 
So, these sophisticated tools then trap the students into 
creating complexity for its own sake, without regard to 
the problems they are intended to address. 

Turkle (2009) examined use of virtual models as tools 
for investigation over the past twenty years in the 
fields of design and natural sciences, and concluded 
that there are gains as well as losses. She found that 
particularly some young designers and architects 
tended to use default options and confused virtual ver-
sions with real ones. Similarly, Seely’s (2004) study of 
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digital fabrication in the architectural design process 
found the user-friendliness of milling machines could 
lead unaware students to believe that real manufac-
turing has the same quality. When this happens, use 
of the virtual causes the corrosion of original thought 
and stifles creativity. Virginia Tech Architecture Profes-
sor Poole (2005) explores this effect on architecture 
students use of digital media in studios. He attributes 
this to students’ lack of ability to distinguish between 
quickness and haste. Although the students were able 
to rapidly produce complex forms using digital means, 
he observes the outcome to be hollow and lacking in 
essential aspects of art, architecture, and design. He 
blames this on pre-established limits of the software 
designers’ imagination. In a recent conversation, I 
asked Professor Ubbelhode of the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, a leading expert of digital simulation tools 
for daylighting design, if she incorporates a simulation-
based design approach in her undergraduate archi-
tecture design studios. Interestingly enough, she is 
reluctant to do so, because according to her Radiance 
used natively in Lilnex or Unix (nor Desktop or through 
Ecotect) is the only daylighting software they trust to 
be accurate, but the learning curve is quite steep and 
it takes three years to be able to use the software effec-
tively and accurately.  The short cuts through Ecotect 
have proven problematic. The question before us is not 
whether computers can be useful design tools, but how 
to make them useful in the design process. As comput-
er technologies continue to emerge and mature, rather 
than looking at computers as solutions to all problems, 
we need to consider what they can solve and what they 
cannot. Remember that whether digital or analog, all 
models are wrong; the practical question is how wrong 
do they have to be to not be useful (Box, 1987). 

Let’s examine the student perception that paramet-
ric modeling improves creativity because it provides 
unlimited choices. Students can either create scripts 
graphically or download and run scripts (without having 
to understand how they are made) and create paramet-
ric models that are infinitely flexible. In his book “The 
Paradox of Choice - Why More Is Less”, psychologist 
Schwartz (2004) of Swarthmore College, provides 
ample evidence that when we have too many choices, 
too many decisions, we are left with too little time to do 
what is really important. In the long run, he contends, 
this can lead to decision-making paralysis. According to 
Dixon, when the intrinsic difficulty of problems around 
us exceeds our cognitive ability, it produces an ingenu-
ity gap. According to Miller’s (1956) chunk theory, the 
human mind uses “processing 5-9 chunks (meaningful 
patterns)” as a tool in decision making. The problem 
with current Building Information Modeling systems is 

that they bring too much detail too early into the design 
process. Also, these systems are structured to facilitate 
“machine readability” over “cognitive readability” of 
design information. Their representation is structured to 
align with the building elements (walls, windows, doors, 
roofs etc.), rather than design semantics (parti, space, 
connectedness, enclosure etc.). In addition, the para-
metric nature of their representation imposes certain 
rules and inherent assumptions to make them “intel-
ligent” to disallow “meaningless moves” to maintain the 
“integrity” of the model. This is an attempt at “fail-
proofing,”  or “error-proofing” the design process. The 
problem with this approach is that it does not recognize 
that much of creative thinking is associative: no matter 
how incongruent things may seem, seeing them simul-
taneously, allows the mind to process and to discover 
connections, which is very important in generating new 
ideas. Failures and mistakes in this process are great 
learning vehicles. Fail-proofing the digital design pro-
cess reinforces the standardized ways we do things. 

In a recent Time magazine article Gibbs (2009) com-
ments that newer tech-enabled toys are “overdesigned, 
overengineered, the product of so much imagination 
on the part of the toymaker that they require none from 
the child.” Some of the newer lines of Legos, instead of 
challenging the kids’ imagination to explore and to build 
something anew with simpler blocks, provide them 
with an inordinate number of custom pieces along with 
lengthy instructions for assembling a specific thing that 
is guaranteed to look “cool”. Most of the time, these 
end products are so delicate that they come apart 
short of using Superglue – consequently, they end up 
becoming display trophies on a child’s shelf, much 
like a 3D puzzle. Compared to the traditional simple 
Lego blocks, this limits the possibilities of reassembly, 
effectively discouraging iterative exploration. This is ap-
plicable to digital design media as well. 

Increased choice of tools also causes an important shift 
in the role of a professor as an expert mentor in a stu-
dio learning environment. Feldon (2010) of the Univer-
sity of Virginia rightly reminds us to ask what it means 
to be an expert in digital media, which can change so 
quickly that before one has had a chance to boot up 
the latest software or electronic gadget, a newer ver-
sion already exists. As recently as a decade ago, the 
professors were the experts in digital media and the 
students were novices. Now, in the post Google and 
YouTube era, the condition is reversed. It no longer 
makes sense to expect students to use any particular 
software. Therefore, it is not possible or necessary to 
teach students in class how to use software. This may 
be a blessing in a way, as it frees up more class time to 
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focus on discussing the quality and effectiveness of de-
sign solutions. Low cost solutions are more effective in 
early stages of design, especially for young design stu-
dents, as they provide greater explanatory return for a 
given amount of cognitive effort invested (Dixon, 2000). 
Curricula should constantly evolve in response to 
emerging technologies, but we need to keep constant 
focus on design thinking and on teaching students how 
to frame the right questions and how to read media 
outcomes (Turkle, 2004). It is just as important to teach 
them when not to rely on them as it is to teach them 
when to use digital media. This philosophy has guided 
the pedagogical innovation, incorporation of emerging 
technologies, and the evolution of our design curricula 
over the past decade at Miami University, resulting in 
the continuing success of our students at international, 
national, and regional design competitions. 

The accompanying examples illustrate how Alex Fritz, 
a third year architecture student, dispersed a rich set of 
design information across media that included Pencil, 
Sketch book, Photoshop, Illustrator, SketchUp, and 
form•Z. A simple abstract 3D model was used to map 
and manage the connections and synergies and to put 
together a coherent presentation for a design solution. 
The choices were guided by the cost-effectiveness of 
the medium to expand on a specific issue that needed 
focused investigation. For example, in the Cultural Cen-
ter project, Alex used SketchUp to model the site, as it 
was quite simple to import site geometry and context 
information from Google Earth. This transmedia ap-
proach also allowed the project to break the limitations 
imposed by individual software tools. For example, 
SketchUp did not allow for capturing the daylight quali-
ties, so they were developed in form•Z RenderZone. 
This free workflow from one media to another allowed 
for a better focus on the problem, and resulted in a 
sophisticated solution that won a merit award in the 
Lyceum Competition (2010). 
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A Catalytic Revitalization of Seoul’s Urban Water Front
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Hydroscraper

In order to eliminate building waste and construct only what is to be 
occupied, Hyrdotower proposes a building system that will only plug 
units into the tower’s grid on an as needed basis. The towers are not 
intended to ever be fully occupied, but rather to have pods constantly 
reorganizing and rearranging within the structural grid of the tower. 
Spaces not occupied by pods can be filled by vertical gardens for the 
existing community and allow for greater air circulation and light filtra-
tion throughout the construct.

Built along the banks of the Han River, Seoul is the 8th most inhabited city in the world, with a population of over 10 million. Serving as the 
economic, cultural, and political center of South Korea, nearly a quarter of the nation’s entire population resides in Seoul. Nearly half of South 
Koreans live in the conurbanation of Seoul, known as the Seoul National Capital Area, which includes the nearby port city Incheon and Gyeo-
nggido, Seoul is quickly expanding and is now home to nearly 255,000 immigrants.

Post Korean War Seoul found itself a city of devastation and economic collapse. The city rebuilt its economy around its tradition of labor-
intensive industrial exports, based around the shipbuilding industry. Industrial export remained a backbone of the economy until the late 1980s 
and early 1990s when South Korea began to focus on technological and electronic manufacturing. Seoul experienced a corresponding boom 
in construction and the building industry, rapidly expanding and modernizing. Aesthetics and architectural vigor tool a back seat to cost and 
production at a time when survival and physical hardship were utmost priorities. Memories of old Seoul, pre-Korean War Seoul, were quickly 
stamped out and replaced with monotonous residential zones and uniform high rises, all now named after such technology tycoons a Hyundai.

The riverfront has been lost in favor of constructing mass transit super highways, and once intimate bike paths have been replaced with a sys-
tem of concrete causeways and tunnels. Seoul is a city of hyperdensity with 30 percent of total building floor area in Seoul in 2000 occupied by 
high rise residential apartments. Between 1960 and 1980, it was calculated that on average a 20 story apartment had to be built every day to 
keep up with growing necessity for housing. Every 30 years it is accepted that apartment buildings will have to be razed and to be replaced by 
a larger, more accommodating construction.
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Abuja National Cultural Center

African vernacular architecture is an inherently sustainable con-
struction assembled by local craftsmen using locally available, low 
embodied-energy materials. This project generates a similar ideology, 
utilizing site-specific and low maintenance sustainable vernacular 
materials that simultaneously involve feelings of a universal familiar-
ity, appealing to both a deeply rooted, diverse local population as well 
as a global influx of assorted nationalities.

The project consists of a unifying transverse wood screening, a 
series of rammed earth enclosures beneath the screen and com-
munal circulation paths and bridges that penetrate and interweave 
the two entities. The wood screen shelters the building’s inhabitants 
from harsh climatic properties while still granting views of the sur-
rounding landscape and allowing for passive natural ventilation. The 
monumental rammed earth enclosed spaces provide thermal mass 
to buffer the occupants from the salient temperature fluctuations of 
Abuja are aligned to funnel the site’s circulation towards an axis that 
offers views directly to Abuja’s Aso Rock. Site lines of Aso Rock also 
spill into the amphitheater grounding the performance spaces of the 
cultural center in its rich context.

So as not to encroach on the present use of the site by locals, the 
Friday Market is encouraged to overflow onto the cultural center’s 
grounds through its open landscape and shaded groves of trees. The 
Friday Market weaves a rich cultural fabric into the site and through 
its integrated presence, the Cultural Center will attract much of the 
market’s life through its extensions of shaded circulation and its curi-
ous, semi-transparent presence.
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Louis Kahn, the famous architect, when wandering in 
his mythical land of Zero and contemplating the begin-
ning of the colonnade that was first expressed archi-
tecturally in ancient Greece, described the moment of 
the creation of the colonnade like this: the walls parted 
and the colonnade came into being. Like Jacques 
Derrida discovering the spaces between words, Louis 
Kahn was able to see what can be called an intensional 
moment, uncovering the architectural essence that re-
sulted in the creation of the colonnade. Or was it really 
an ‘intentional’ moment?
 
According to the Encyclopedia Britannica (2008), in 
Logic, there is a distinction between intension and ex-
tension. These two are correlative words that indicate 
the reference of a term or concept: intension indicates 
the internal content of a term or concept that consti-
tutes its formal definition; and extension indicates its 
range of applicability by naming the particular objects 
that it denotes. For instance, the intension of ‘ship’ 
as a substantive is ‘vehicle for conveyance on water,’ 
whereas its extension embraces such things as cargo 
ships, passenger ships, battleships, and sailing ships. 
The distinction between intension and extension is not 
the same as that between connotation and denotation.
 
The intensional aspect above opens up a number of 
possibilities for the generation of forms. As a simple 
prelude to thinking about intensional form as an inher-
ent, essential form, and how it could be applied, we 
should question how we would use water as a context 
and conveyance as a functional need, and then come 
up with the extensional forms of various kinds of ships. 
How would the hull be shaped to create a buoyant 
form? How would the bow be shaped? The basic form 
of a ship could be parametrically determined, incorpo-
rating the weight of the ship’s material, the volume it 
encloses (and thereby the water it displaces), and the 

load it is supposed to carry. This parametric definition 
could very well be the intensional aspect that can be 
used to generate the extensional form of the ship. May-
be the parametric definition of a form is its intensional 
aspect that is used to derive all extensional referents of 
the form. Or is the generation of the ship’s form exter-
nal to the whole process of defining what a ship is? 

In Architecture, the intensional definition of a beam is a 
horizontal device used to transfer forces horizontally to 
a set of supports that transfer the vertical forces to the 
ground. The essence of the beam is a closely com-
pacted set of moments of forces that act to set up op-
posing lines of compression and tension and result in 
the horizontal transfer of a vertical force. How does one 
come up with the form of a beam, when contemplat-
ing the transfer of a vertical force horizontally? Maybe 
the generation of the intensional form of the beam, or 
the essential form of a beam could be the result of a 
set of rules or of an algorithmic process. How would 
that process be structured? It could be scripted using 
a programming language; in other words, it could be 
represented using a formal system. The great leaps in 
Architecture have been its intensional moments, such 
as when the walls parted and the colonnade came 
into being, or when the beam came into being to span 
across a space. 

How does a form synthesizer such as form•Z facilitate 
the creation of intensional forms? The basic set of 
geometric primitives available in form•Z enables one 
to synthesize myriad forms by combining the primitives 
using Boolean operations. This enables the creation of 
a variety of extensional forms. How is an intensional 
aspect integrated in this synthesis? It is probably not, 
but exists as a separate process in the mind of the de-
signer. For example, an intensional aspect of a ‘trian-
gle’ is that ‘the sum of its internal angles is equal to two 
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right angles.’ The challenge is to specify this aspect as 
a form generator to create a triangle. Do current script-
ing languages allow this kind of specification? In short, 
how can one go from an intensional aspect or definition 
to many extensional forms? 

Maybe form•Z should become a form finder, instead 
of a form synthesizer or simple rendering engine. In 
the traditional usage of modeling tools, the intensional 
aspect of a form that has been synthesized is ascribed 
typically after the creation of the form, without the inten-
sional aspect being instrumental in the creation of the 
form. A new frontier to explore is how these intensional 
aspects can be incorporated into the dialogue of soft-
ware tools thereby enabling such intensional definitions 
to be used in the creation of extensional forms. The 
answers to these questions will define the search for 
intensional forms.
 
There is hope. The answer may be in tools such as 
Sweep, Revolve, and Loft that begin to enable the 
generation of forms from an intensional aspect. Shown 
above is a figure that indicates how intensional aspects 
such as cross-sections can lead to the generation of 
a structural element (in this case a branched column), 
based on implied lines of force and specific section 
moduli distributed in space, using the S-Loft tool in 
form•Z. 

In Figure 1, an intensional aspect, a section modulus, 
is used to generate a number of extensional solu-
tions that differ in form. The various cross sections, 
at the various spatial locations used to generate the 
extensional forms, all correlate to the same sectional 
modulus in each spatial location, describe the same 
intensional aspect. 

The architect Aldo van Eyck once described a house as 

“the constructed counterform of homecoming.” In the tra-
ditional architectural design process, “homecoming” with 
all its connotations (not intensions or extensions), helps 
generate the form of the house. Maybe there is a path 
of form generation (or “counterform” generation as Aldo 
van Eyck would have it) from “homecoming” to a “house” 
that is intensional, or, it proceeds from essential proper-
ties to the extensional form. Is this kind of path comput-
able? Can this kind of form generation be expressed as 
an algorithm? I have argued that it can be (i). 
 
An insight occurred to me when I was looking at some 
isocandle diagrams in Gyorgy Doczi’s book, the Power 
of Limits (1981).  In the image of Figure 2, I have juxta-
posed the photo of a moth with the isocandle diagrams 
from Doczi’s book. Is it not fairly typical for a moth to be 
attracted to lamps that emit light that follows an iso-
candle distribution that is similar in form to itself? Often 
the heat of the lamp kills or burns the moth, yet it seeks 
the proverbial ‘flame’ of the lamp. Does the moth sense 
that it is akin to the light distribution form of the lamp? 
Does it ‘resonate’ (which is an acoustical word applied 
to light here) with the intensional form implied by the 
lamp?  Could an intensional aspect be a hidden stimu-
lus that generates a response, a response as basic as 
a perception of the essence of the form? How would 
this be different from an analytical diagram imposed on 
the form from the outside? 

 Upon further meditation on the juxtaposition of isocan-
dle diagrams and moths, we can see that the isocandle 
diagrams are actually sections of a three-dimensional 
isocandle field. The wing structures of the moths are 
planar. The affinities are in the boundary shapes. Can 
we generate the form of the moth from transformations 
of the isocandle diagram? What tools would we use in 
form•Z to do this? Could we use the Revolve tool to 
generate the body of the moth? Could we use the tool 

Figure 1: The creation of extensional form from intensional aspects using form.Z. 
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to generate a surface from a boundary to create the 
wings of the moth? All these are plausible. What is the 
intensional or essential form of the moth? How is this 
form expressed? Is it using a graph or a diagram? We 
would have to choose between using a graph (ii) or a 
contour diagram, depending on our intensional or ex-
tensional stance. A discovery that would result from our 
choice is the intensional or essential form of the moth. 

In Logic, intensional statements and their truth-value 
are critical. Intensional statements are used to get at 
the essence of a class of entities. If an entity embodied 
the intensional aspect of a class of entities, it would 
most definitely belong to that class. What if an inten-
sional aspect of a class of forms was a performance 
criterion? Then all the extensional referents that have 
this intensional aspect embodied could be expected to 
perform as desired. We could then generate forms of 
performance (iii) from the intensional aspects. 

We could consider form•Z as a formal system that al-
lows it to be used for propositional calculus. We could 
map the 3D forms that we create using form•Z as 
formulas created within a formal system with atomic 
entities (geometric primitives) and logical operators 
(Boolean operators).  Well-formed formulas (wff) in 
this formal system would be 3D forms created without 
errors. The challenge would be to determine the truth-
value of these well-formed 3D forms. The distinction 
between the well-formed 3D forms, and the ones with 
errors, would then be the distinction between the fan-
tastic and the constructible. In a sense, if you generate 
a form using form•Z without errors, it should be con-
structible, say using a 3D printer. 

Forms that are defined algorithmically using artificial 
programming languages may be inherently extensional 
in nature. This is because the artificial languages used 
to generate them are extensional. It all depends on 
how transparent the artificial programming language 
is in the form generation tools in form•Z, such that the 
form generation moves from an extensional realm to 
an intensional realm. In the example of the branched 
structural element, an abstract distribution of different 
section moduli in space, each of which is determined 
by an impinging force, is used to generate a form 
that satisfies the structural properties implied by the 
directionally-oriented section moduli. In this example, a 
set of performance conditions (intensional aspects) is 
spatially distributed to generate a structural form. This 
is a very powerful process for form generation that may 
give rise to a method for creating with the intensional 
aspect in Architecture. 

Figure 2:  Formal congruency of a moth and an isocandle diagram.
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Let us project this scenario, by envisioning a computer-
based software tool that generates forms based on 
intensional definitions. Consider a software tool that 
helps a designer generate candidate forms for bridges. 
The tool could allow the definition of lines of force that 
the bridge must support, and the loads implied along 
the lines of force. Whether these forces are in com-
pression or tension could be specified, or they should 
be determined from the network of forces acting to 
define the bridge structure. This can be accomplished 
by a simple graphic editing tool and an algorithm that 
analyzes graphs. Based on a building material suggest-
ed by the designer, the software tool could first suggest 
the cross-sectional areas required to carry the implied 
loads, and follow it up with sectional moduli orthogonal 
to the lines of force. With the intensional definitions of 
the cross-sectional area and the section modulus, the 
software could generate candidate shapes that satisfy 
the performance requirements that are implied by the 
cross-sectional area and the section modulus. The 
shapes could be generated using the well-established 
methods of a shape grammar with applied constraints. 
With the shapes decided, then a tool such as the 
S-Loft tool in form•Z could be used to generate the 
structural form of the bridge based on the intensional 
definitions and the performance criteria implied by the 
intensional definitions. By changing the lines of force, 
or the implied loads, or the building materials of the 
bridge, the form of the bridge can be transformed. This 
can be made to happen in near real-time for powerful 
design feedback. This would make the software tool 
a vehicle for exploring design alternatives in the early 
stage of the design process. Such tools need not work 
at the macro scale only, such as with bridges. We could 
consider a similar tool to articulate the structure of artifi-
cial bone replacement parts, using hundreds of lines of 
force with complex section moduli and constraints. The 
custom bone replacement parts could then be digitally 
fabricated. 

The software tool described is just a single example. 
This class of software tools would be all about form-
finding: a form-finding based on satisfying multiple 
performance criteria. The next generation of CAD tools 
should focus on form-finding based on performance, 
which would be a vast improvement over a synthesize-
test-transform-test, or iterative set of production tools. 
Since form-finding is an essential aspect of the ar-
chitectural design process, occurring at all levels and 
scales of the design process, there exists a plethora 
of opportunities to create such tools for various form-
finding tasks in Architecture. 

Notes
i The process of generation of the spatial enclosure of a 
proscenium-type auditorium from acoustical, programmatic 
and functional parameters, was successfully implemented as 
an algorithmic process in the Algorithmic Auditorium project 
completed by Mahalingam (Mahalingam, 1998). 
ii The representation of architectural design using an uniform 
connections-based paradigm, based on graphs was explicat-
ed in a paper presented by Mahalingam at the ACADIA 2003 
conference (Mahalingam, 2003). 
iii The generation of forms of performance from performance 
criteria were explored in a digital design studio at North Da-
kota State University by Mahalingam (Mahalingam, 2005). 
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The design students now entering higher education 
have always lived in a digitally-mediated world. They 
have never known life without the internet, cell phones, 
email, social networking, and GIS. They are completely 
fluent in the social and cultural manifestations of 
digital media, as they are individuals who maintain 
constant contact through multiple digital channels in a 
way that previous generations would find perplexing. 
Multitasking is the usual modus operandi, as much as 
older generations may try to discourage it as inefficient. 
These cultural conflicts have been coming to the fore 
in another recent spate of news articles chronicling 
the behavior and management of Millennials in the 
workforce. Simultaneously, the transition from manual 
drafting to automation is the biggest cultural shift 
the design professions have ever seen. Given these 
enormous changes in behavior and thought patterns, 
design education needs to constantly reevaluate 
how best to pass on its skills. While many of these 
facts have been discussed previously and have been 
addressed by some pioneering educators, design 
education as a whole remains too conservative in 
its response to early integration and adoption of 
technology. 

First we must mention the still prevailing bias toward 
teaching basic design solely through the analog 
techniques of physical model building and hand 
drawing. It is not logical for students who are fully 
immersed in a digital media culture to be forced to 
learn only hand drawing and hand building techniques 
at a first year level. Educators should not try to block 
them from discovering or using digital media for design 
until we are ready for it; the key is to demonstrate to 
them the relevance of the analog architectural tradition 
even within their native digital environment. Design 
educators can no longer simply attempt to mold 

students in their own image by recreating their own 
earliest design experiences at the drafting table. Should 
students prefer digital media as the vehicle for learning, 
they should have that choice available to them from the 
beginning and at their discretion. If design educators 
cannot find a way to teach the concepts of perspective 
construction and orthogonal drawing within a digital 
environment, then we really have to question who is to 
blame here.  

Forbidding all use of computer modeling or drafting 
is commonplace in at least the first term of design 
education programs. This policy invokes the fear that 
one cannot learn basic design concepts beginning with 
the tools of digital media. Educators should refrain from 
propagating the myth that digital media “too early” can 
lead students down a false path, or worse, that they will 
be “ruined” and can never become proper professional 
designers if they are “exposed” at the wrong time. 
However, that ship has long since sailed, generally 
long before the digital natives arrived for their first days 
of design school. Additionally, any student designers 
who are simultaneously beginning internships in the 
field already must use CAD programs and digital 
graphic tools in the workplace, as they will for the rest 
of their professional careers. To ask them to ignore 
this knowledge and experience when entering design 
school is a sad waste. 

It is possible that senior educators who are themselves 
uncomfortable with digital media and watched the 
faltering first steps toward CAD are not able to see how 
the current, increasingly sophisticated versions can be 
used to teach basic design, to teach drawing concepts, 
or to aid in design development.  It can be threatening 
when students want to use tools right away that the 
teachers themselves do not use frequently. Teachers 
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are tempted to tell these digital natives to “slow down” 
and to “get back to basics”, meaning to get back to the 
physical drawing board. However, this new generation 
is more likely to have begun drafting or designing 
originally in a free version of SketchUp or another 
CAD program available in previous education and the 
outside world than to have begun drafting at a table 
by hand. This is not necessarily a bad thing! While 
the early steps taken in design tend to be clumsy and 
naïve regardless of whether they are taken in analog 
or digital, they are no less valid if they happen to use 
digital media. Educators need to learn to embrace 
and to encourage these efforts and to find a way to 
demonstrate the basic principles that teachers espouse 
using a fully integrated approach. 

The free versions of SketchUp and Google Earth 
certainly have many weaknesses for professional 
drafting, however their ease of basic use and total 
accessibility via the internet make an extremely 
compelling combination. Digital spatial representation 
software is no longer prohibitively expensive or so 
complicated that it requires specialized training to 
get started. Instead, a computer with internet access, 
a rainy afternoon, a project in mind, and a little 
determination are the only prerequisites. To see some 
of this untrained work (mixed in with some trained and 
professional level work), one needs only to browse 
Google’s 3D Warehouse of models. The average 
consumer has access to the technical means to 
quickly visualize, develop, and execute a design as a 
3D model-- a notion that 25 years ago seemed hardly 
conceivable. Despite the weaknesses of SketchUp, 
it is a gateway drug for the purchase and use of the 
more sophisticated and fully featured professional-level 
programs such as AutoCAD, bonzai3d, and form•Z, 
and it makes the learning curve much easier once 
exposed. 

Therefore, it would be unwise to underestimate the 
average incoming student’s exposure to modeling 
or drafting software prior to formal design education, 
especially considering that enjoyment and delight in the 
use of these ubiquitous modeling programs may have 
had a major hand in the recruitment of prospective 
students into design training. When students are 
forced to do hand drawings against their will, often 
they construct the drawing elements in SketchUp or 
CAD and simply trace over a scaled print for homework 
assignments. This does not mean they are failing to 

take in the lessons of perspective construction or of 
orthogonal drafting. Educators need to take ownership 
of the existing situation and to assess the information 
and skills they are truly trying to impart. While students 
should learn to use manual drawing tools as well, is 
the actual use of a T-square and mechanical pencil 
truly most basic to the development of a designer’s 
sensibility? Design instruction needs to learn to 
respond to the way young designers have already 
remodeled their minds. I believe that the potential of 
these young designers who have been conversant 
in three-dimensional modeling essentially from the 
outset of their careers is potentially immense and 
revolutionary, should educators foster it correctly. 

Both hand drawing and digital modeling are efforts at 
representing our perceptions of a three-dimensional 
world on a two-dimensional surface, be it paper or a 
flat screen. There is not one correct method to learn 
these drawing concepts (simply because that is the 
way it has always been taught before). And to be 
fair to the students, one should probably admit that 
sometimes educators may feel the desire to find a way 
to slow students down so we can demonstrate our own 
superiority and gain credibility as experts. This stance 
will only damage our credibility as educators in the 
long run, if we allow ourselves to feel threatened by 
the potential and existing skills of the incoming digital 
natives. Teachers who are not accustomed to teaching 
the first steps of formal drafting and two-dimensional 
representation using CAD and other programs can 
critique the design work of these students, but it is 
often very difficult for them to understand or foster their 
process of development using design computing. We 
should resist the temptation to hinder it. We need to 
have the confidence as designers to allow students to 
develop along new pathways that were not previously 
available. Classes can become a truly mutual process 
of learning. 

Another myth that needs to be re-examined is that the 
use of computers or 3D models “too soon” will “freeze” 
a project into its current state of development or lack 
thereof, and this is why student designers must be 
told to resist the temptation of “too easy” computer 
modeling and drawing. These preconceptions come out 
of the senior professional designer’s own experience 
of the design process in the workplace of the past ten 
years or so, in which senior architects began the design 
process along traditional lines with napkin sketches 
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and trace paper, and only once ideas and programming 
were well established, then usually junior architects 
began the task of CAD drafting (red-lined by the senior 
architect). When two-dimensional, well-established 
CAD plans were drawn, a dedicated 3D-modeler 
or outside specialized renderer would have been 
brought in to expensively and painstakingly finalize the 
proposed design as a 3D model and renderings for 
presentation, using different and specialized software. 
Thus, senior architects are accustomed to thinking of 
3D models as expensive, labor intensive, and thus 
inherently final. 

However, changes in software integration and ease 
of use have dramatically changed this workflow, for 
the many designers who embrace it. Early massing 
and site models can be created to increase the 
understanding of the scale and of the potential 
interaction between site and programmatic needs, or 
to analyze any other factors that can benefit from an 
interactive view in 3D space. These massing models 
need not become frozen, and they need not even 
resemble the finished project at all in literal form. They 
can be as “quick and dirty” as any napkin sketch or 
ragged chipboard model in the physical world. This is 
not a bad thing! Designers can easily modify, move, 
or completely change primitive shapes. They have not 
determined structure or materials at this stage. The 
model represents a concept, even if it might look like a 
building made of boxes stuck together sitting on a hill. 
Just because it could be rendered or have a slick look 
at this point does not mean it is finished. 

Some critiques that a senior educator might typically 
give in order to progress from the programming 
to the conceptual stage of design (on paper) can 
be inappropriate to further the development of a 
conceptual 3D computer model. Adding doors and 
windows, wall thicknesses, and structural elements 
can actually freeze the 3D model in place, as they 
often add stylistic specificities and destroy primitives, 
leading to a lot of backtracking and extra work should 
the designer subsequently decide to make major 
formal changes, such as assigning a different structural 
material, rearrangement of spaces, or even changing 
the project’s overall form from orthogonal to curvilinear. 
If students are working in both hand drawing and 3D 
modeling simultaneously, trying to produce required 
standard drawings such as plans and sections can, 

ironically, be somewhat counterproductive and 
detrimental in the earlier stages of development. 

Projects that truly use 3D modeling for design 
development may follow a different trajectory than the 
one the teacher is used to seeing using hand drawing. 
To complicate the issue, beginning design students 
are always struggling to do justice to their own mental 
image of a project and its design concept as they 
struggle to develop their own powers of external 
representation. What appears on paper or even in 
the developmental stages of a 3D model may in fact 
be very far from their desired end result, as they will 
often tell you. Help with technical challenges and with 
modeling skill will help approximate their true concept 
more quickly, so that it can be fairly critiqued and then 
developmentally reiterated. If students can manage to 
truly express their intended initial concepts earlier so 
that professors can share and understand their vision 
near the outset, it could make a huge difference in the 
studio design process. Currently, much time is lost on 
representational weakness in hand drawing and just 
plain misunderstanding. 

Dr. Ganapathy Mahalingam’s article, entitled The 
Search for Intensional Form in this issue of the Journal, 
exposes some of the limitations of modeling software 
for the formal predesign process and suggests new 
potentialities. Currently, the predesign decision process 
usually occurs as a computation in the experienced 
designer’s mind and is not formally available within the 
software itself. He proposes a software adaptation that 
could be a ‘form finder’ for structural, site-related, or 
stylistic information (rather than strictly an illustrator). 
Students could use help understanding early in the 
design process that the choice of concrete or steel 
construction versus wood has greater consequences 
to construction technique and form than simply eye-
dropping on a new material to the same developmental 
3D model (even changing the size of steel to meet 
structural needs within a project can often impact many 
other design choices, as experienced designers know). 
The ability to quickly visualize structural and material 
consequences early in a project could help students 
avoid the pitfalls and make better choices using their 
own visual judgment, not only based on the warning of 
a teacher. Students will not learn or understand these 
consequences until they can see or experience them 
in projects—just as the senior architect has had the 
chance to do. 
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Opponents might say that this software functionality 
would be akin to “multiple choice design”; however, it 
also has the potential to be a hybrid formal/ structural/ 
material visualization tool for predesign, when properly 
used as a further point of departure for aesthetic, 
programmatic, cost-related, and conceptual choices. 
What is the harm in viewing an informative sketch 
model of potential consequences prior to making an 
early choice that commits one to a final path? Are we 
concerned it could “spoil the surprise”? I would argue 
that the surprise in design, as well as the inspiration 
for design itself, comes from our intentional choices at 
each point and cannot be ruined by an early guess at 
the consequences of design choices, any more than 
a final built form can be ruined by being rendered for 
presentation for a client. If designers were not able to 
offer anything more to a client besides a choice among 
building materials, styles, costs, and types, then we 
would deserve to be replaced by a “choice engine”.

Drawing as a technique will not disappear: but it will 
become increasingly mediated by technology for ease 
of use.  The drawings skills themselves will still be with 
us, as we will increasingly be using integrated tools 
like drawing tablets for entry into digital rendering and 
modeling software. Drawing tablets will proliferate 
beyond the bounds of the media lab.  Manufacturers 
already see the potential for hand drawing and digital 
scribing as a faster, more fluid means of input with an 
immediate real time feedback response— the idea of 
human anthropomorphic input as the most elegant 
solution is not lost on them.  The current generation 
of media tablets are now incorporating additional 
functions to hybridize the solution. Design studios 
or drawing classes can be dedicated expressly to 
analog or digital methods, but both the student and the 
educator should be free to choose among them. 

Perspective drawing education should incorporate 
specialized tablets for instruction. This tablet would 
use simple software in conjunction with hardware 
buttons with dedicated commands for perspective 
drawing. This way the use of full featured CAD software 

can be delayed until a later stage. One can envision 
manipulating vanishing points, station points, and 
horizon lines in real time with a stylus or similar aid for 
input, receiving instant feedback from the tablet display. 
Finding ways to use these tablets will make them 
increasingly integrated in design programs, facilitating 
senior educators in sharing their accumulated 
knowledge either by pencil or by stylus. Just as the 
student should have options, so should the educators.  
Undoubtedly, further use of media tools to translate 
the traditional knowledge base can be developed for 
education. 

Designers often say there are no textbooks for teaching 
design. However, there are plenty of textbooks for 
CAD instruction. In the various forms of manuals, 
help guides and tutorials, one can find explanations 
of perspective projection types as well as additional 
photographic or cinematic information that has been 
applied, such as focal length, depth of field, and 
much more.  These texts contain digital construction 
of classic formal drawing techniques, a survey of 
mathematical primitives (and not just operational topics 
for CAD software, as one might otherwise assume). 
Credit has to be given to 3D CAD programs such as 
form•Z and to their tutorials and help guides for not 
only aiding in the instruction of the operator but also 
for addressing the development and understanding of 
basic formal concepts.

There are educators out there innovating design 
education techniques, utilizing an immersive approach 
to teaching basic design using digital media, such as 
Neander Silva and Ecilamar Lima, faculty of Architecture 
and Design at the University of Brasilia. Tom Fowler of 
Cal Polytechnic State teaches his course to students 
using analog and digital techniques in a rigorous 
weaving of recursive feedback.  His Collaborative 
Integrative-Interdisciplinary Digital-Design Studio (CIDS) 
program is highly acclaimed and has been a recipient of 
an AIA achievement award.  The educators reporting in 
this issue of the Journal and many like them are helping 
to dispel these assumptions and fears.  

Kevin A. Cespedes, Guest Editor: For a photo and a bio of the author, please see page 82.

Tamara Suderman, Assistant to the Guest Editor, also provided input on the current student perspective and intelligence on 
the digital native. For her photo and bio, see page 117.
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Introduction

This paper describes the ongoing experience of inte-
grating 3D computer modeling, digital fabrication and 
mass customization into the first-year design studio at 
the Faculty of Architecture and Urban Design, Univer-
sity of Brasilia. This teaching project takes place in the 
second term of our first-year undergraduate architec-
tural program.

This experience has now been carried out for five 
consecutive semesters and it has involved around 140 
students so far. The use of form•Z, with its easy-to-
learn interface and powerful modeling tools, suitable for 
free form explorations and digital fabrication, has been 
paramount in this teaching project. Significant ob-
stacles had to be overcome in order to implement and 
develop this teaching approach. However, we found 
out that most of these were not related to technological 
limitations, but rather to philosophical misconceptions 
and fallacies. 

The very early introduction of computing in an architec-
tural curriculum is often met with resistance by many 
faculty members. The most common argument against 
this approach is that students must learn how to draw 
by hand before being introduced to computers (Lyn and 
Dulaney, 2009, p.24). It is believed that students’ skills 
will be hampered if computer techniques are taught 
before learning hand drawing. Another common argu-
ment is that such early teaching of computing neces-
sarily leads to less creative designers. This argument is 
usually connected to the first one, in which the ability to 
draw by hand is confused with the very ability to design 
(Lyn and Dulaney, 2009, p.24). In other words, if you 

do not draw by hand you are not designing properly. 
This seems to us a reductionism. Firstly, drawing is 
not the only way to design and it has never been. The 
architect’s predecessor, the master builder who existed 
until the end of the Middle Age, used many design 
tools.  The historical evidence up to this period of time 
does not support the claim that drawing was always 
the prevailing way of designing and building (Robbins, 
1997, p. 11).

Figure 1: Exhibition Pavilion by Laura Camargo.
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Figure 2: Cafeteria by Marcia Birck.

Secondly, there is no evidence that early teaching of 
computing necessarily leads to less creative designers, 
on the contrary; the student work displayed in Figures 1 
to 6 show that their creativity actually increased as they 
became more proficient with 3D interactive computer 
modeling along the course. The more they mastered 
computing, the more venturesome they became. 

The argument that computers can hamper the learning 
of hand drawing is also an anthropomorphic statement. 
It seems to view the computer as a designer rather 
than as a tool. We believe that the computer is a design 
tool, a machine to execute sequences of instructions, 
not a designer. The best way to illustrate this is the fact 
that the computer will take no designing action before 
told to do so by the user. Sit in front of it and cross 
your arms and nothing will happen until you tell it to do 
something. If properly mastered, every shape or form a 
computer models is the product of the user’s sequence 
of inputs, choices and decisions. The human designer 
remains the creator.

Surely, the advent of computers did cause the de-
mise of the technical drawing pen and tracing paper 
in architecture and in engineering. However, it must 
be stressed that this decline can only be attributed to 
computers if constrained to the manual production of 
2D orthographic design documentation (Stacey et al, 
2004, p. 6). 

Another assumption is that computers only automate 
activities and procedures that would otherwise be 
carried out by hand; as if they just add in speed and 
precision, but do not allow the user to do different 
things in relation to those which were done by hand. 
Well this might have been true regarding 2D computer-
aided design tools, but it is a different matter when we 
refer to interactive 3D computer modeling.  We can 
only compare similar things. Hand drawing has many 
things in common with 2D computer graphics, but has 
substantial dissimilarities with interactive 3D computer 
modeling. Although they are both intended to represent 
design, the way they do it makes them two very differ-
ent things; they do not perform the same roles. They 
are two different representational systems that allow 
for different perceptions and analysis of the proposed 
building. 

When a student is introduced to interactive 3D model-
ing in a computer, he or she is learning to do differ-
ent things from those that could be achieved by hand 
drawing. A virtual three-dimensional model is not just an 
equivalent to a hand drawn representation or even to 
a scaled model as it has been believed by some in the 
past (Lawson, 1994, p. 143). Besides representing the 
“four dimensions of architecture”, width, height, depth 
and time (as described by Zevi, 1957, p. 26), it allows for 
experimentation and analysis that cannot be provided by 
a hand drawing, a scaled model or any other traditional 
medium. A virtual 3D model offers many exclusive re-
sources such as interactive walk-through, real scale and 
immersive perception of the proposed space, design of 
complex non-Euclidian geometries (Kolarevic, 2003, p. 
13-28), solar animation, global illumination calculation, 
object animation, digital fabrication and mass customiza-
tion (Kolarevic, 2003, p. 31-53), just to mention a few. 
Therefore, it cannot be understood as just another way 
to do the same old things.

A very early introduction to digital design and con-
struction in architectural education

At our School of Architecture we have decided to 
challenge those misconceptions. We have decided to 
introduce very early into the design studio not only in-
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teractive 3D computer modeling, but also the concepts 
of digital fabrication and mass customization. Our deci-
sion was driven not only by the conviction that those 
assumptions were fallacious, but also by our previous 
experience in teaching interactive 3D computer model-
ing to third-year students in our school for more than 
nine consecutive years. During all this time the only 
type of computing that was taught mandatorily in our 
school was a 2D drafting system. 3D modeling tools 
could only be taught in an elective course in the third 
year of our undergraduate program. Students taking 
this course have consistently shown great resistance to 
designing in a three-dimensional environment because 
the habit of representing in 2D orthographic projections 
had already become too ingrained into their minds. This 
led us to the conclusion that the earlier the better for 
introducing interactive 3D computer modeling.

We decided to do so by adopting a problem-based 
learning (PBL) approach (Maitland, 1997). The cho-
sen point in the curriculum was the second term of the 
first year of our undergraduate program. Adopting a 
PBL approach meant that different courses had to be 
integrated around the design studio of that semester. 
Therefore, we started to implement a project integrating 
the teaching of interactive 3D computer modeling within 
the second term design studio.

A very important issue we wanted to bring to the knowl-
edge and consideration of the first-year design studio 
students was that of digital fabrication (Iwamoto, 2009; 
Kolarevic, 2003, p. 31-51) and of its practical implica-
tions for architectural design and construction. The 
most important of these implications was the paradigm 
shift from mass standardization to mass customization 
in contemporary architecture (Schodek et al, 2005, p. 
339-344; Kolarevic, 2003, p. 52-53). Figure 5: Exhibition pavilion by Viviane Moreira.

Figure 3: Cafeteria by Talita Cordova. 

Figure 4: Exhibition pavilion by Caroline Barreto.
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The students of the first-year second-term studio have 
been required to develop three projects for a small 
cultural and entertainment park. The first one is a small 
administrative building, the second one is a cafeteria/
snack bar, and the third one is a small exhibition pa-
vilion.The theme of the chosen design studio is archi-
tectural languages and expression. For this reason a 
set of requirements and restrictions was established 
for each of these design projects comprising not only 
functional, constructive and environmental aspects, 
but also formal requirements. The objective of this was 
to encourage the students to develop three projects 
exploring the possibilities of three different architectural 
languages. 

The first, with predominantly orthogonal planes and 
using prefabricated standardized components, leads to 
a cubistic and minimalist architectural language. The 
second project, with shapes derived from the disloca-
tion of points, segments and faces and using a mix of 
standardized and customized components, leads to a 
deconstructive architectural language. The third and 
last project, with shapes derived from deformations or 
made out of meshes and NURBS and using predomi-
nantly customized components, leads to a curvilinear 
contemporary architectural language. The students 
have been also required to design three-dimensionally 
by simultaneously making physical and virtual models. 
The physical models are more often handmade, but 
rapid prototyping (RP) is also used, either through the 
milling (Figure 7) or through the 3D printing (Figure 
8) of the most complex works produced in the design 
studio course.  In all cases the role of rapid prototyping 
is, as a minimum, to inform and to show the students 
the existence, the feasibility, and the potential of digital 
fabrication technology. 

Figure  6: Cafeteria by Giulia Igliori.

Figure  7: RP Model: Exhibition pavilion by Caroline Barreto.

Figure  8: 3D Print: Exhibition pavilion by Nagila Ramos.
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The main objective of those three projects with three 
different languages is to provide the students with an 
opportunity to gradually develop and apply their com-
puter modeling skills in design, from simple to complex 
forms and from small to large buildings, while at the 
same time gradually breaking the boundaries of mass 
standardization and shifting to mass customization.

Conclusions

We believe our contribution resides in the introduction 
of 3D interactive computer modeling together with digi-
tal fabrication and mass customization concepts and 
processes in very early architectural design education. 
We believe our research showed promising results: 
we found out that the students did manage to design 
beyond the boundaries of cubistic and minimalist 
architectural languages; there was no evidence of less 
creativity or of more repetition. In fact our students’ 
projects showed a large degree of creativity through 
new and complex forms, no fear of experimentation 
and a venturesome attitude.
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Dancer: o you transposing 
of all transcience into stepping: how you presented it! 
And the whirl at the close, that tree out of movement, 
did it not take full posession of the hard swung year? 
Did not its crown, that your swinging of a moment ago might 
swarm around it, suddenly bloom with stillness? And above, 
was it not sun, was it not summer, the warmth, 
that immeasurable warmth out of you?
 

Second Part, Sonnet 18, Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus

Studio Project 

In Fall 2009, I participated in Concrete Thinking, a 
graduate level architectural studio at the Boston Archi-
tectural Center, taught by Kevin Losso.  The project for 
the studio was a concrete crematorium in Cambridge’s 
historic Mount Auburn Cemetery, replacing the currently 
existing building on the site. Students began the design 
process by reading Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus and in-
dividually selecting passages we found inspiring. Next, 
we distilled imagery from these passages.  

Concept and Technique

I limited myself to the use of silhouette, color, and gradi-
ent for this exercise. I felt that the subject matter lent it-
self to a high degree of abstraction. I explored the ideas 
of expressing the movement of dance in still graphics 
and the metaphor of the “tree out of movement.” The 
silhouette in front of the evergreen is of the yoga “tree 
pose.” The rays and glows express the idea of a dark 
radiance from a negative, or shadow. The dancers are 
absent. In choosing the silhouettes, I realized that in 
order to demonstrate motion in a still image, poses had 

to be unsustainable without momentum. I attempted 
to express the spinning movement in a succession of 
still graphics, without the use of motion blur. The fading 
rows of silhouettes become more ghostly as they re-
cede. A spin can resemble stillness by either “spinning 
to a stop,” or by appearing to stop by spinning more 
quickly. Another graphic explored the idea of a “tree 
out of movement,” with the ephemeral positions of a 
spin creating the metaphorical branches. A final image 
explored an alternate interpretation of the text, repre-
senting the “tree out of movement” as the maypole. The 
finished, bare pole at the center of the image separates 
one of the dancers from the rest, foreshadowing the 
approach of death within this fertility rite. 

Figure 1

Figure 2

Underworld Form Exploration
A Studio Diary

by Tamara Suderman
Boston Architectural College
Boston, Massachusetts
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Site Analysis and Use

The new crematorium would replace the pre-existing 
sixties-era crematorium on the site. The site occupies a 
hill above the cemetery entrance. I chose to create an 
entry sequence from the back of the forested hillside in 
order to utilize the interior space of the hill. A semi-con-
cealed entrance and its implied privacy was appropri-
ate to the memorial program. The new crematorium will 
be visible both behind the trees and more dramatically 
at the crown of the hillside.

Based on my initial poetic inspiration and concept, I 
wanted to create a processional sweep through the 
program that ended with an ascension toward natu-
ral light. The interior was designed to represent the 
movements of an absent dancer, expressed within the 
negative space left by her passage. These decisions 
were also influenced by precedent analysis of the con-
trolled use of light and dark in several ancient, sacred 
spaces including the Temple of Amon at Karnak and 
the Lycaean Tombs of Myra, Greece. The natural box 
canyons of the American Southwest (such as Zion Nar-
rows) were another inspiration. Many people find these 
natural canyon spaces both soothing and inspirational. 

The site design concept depends on controlling 
sources of natural light from the side and from above 
throughout the memorial procession. The original site 
and processional concept sketch is shown below. 
Mourners enter through the back of the hillside behind 
tall evergreens through an indirectly side-lit and top-lit 
memorial space, and then proceed through a narrow-
ing transitional space. Next, the more private crema-
tory area below is encountered indirectly and entered 
by family members and close friends, if desired. Then 
the mourners ascend a spiral ramp that parallels the 
upward path of the smoke and commemorates the path 
of the life of the deceased along the way. Vertical trans-
portation to each level of the ramp provides accessibil-
ity to those with mobility impairments as well. 

Figure 3
Figure 4: Mount Auburn Cemetery. Existing Site Entry Diagram.

            Site Boundaries
              Entry from Mount Auburn 
              Upper Entry Sequence to Site
              Lower Entry Sequence to Site
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Form Development

Based upon my site observations and original sketch 
explorations, I decided to pursue the “absent dancer.” I 
sketched many different static poses within dance cho-
reographic sequences (example, figure 5), which leave 
an implied negative space imprint by their motions 
(figure 6). I also wanted to try a slightly more formal 
and three-dimensional exploration by photographing a 
wooden figure model (figure 7). Then  I decided that I 
would be better off trying to explore my concept using 
3D modeling, due to the difficulty of complete repre-
sentation of a mostly submerged negative space via 
conventional hand techniques at this stage. 
 

Below is a SketchUp massing draft model I made 
quickly based on a CAD file containing topological in-
formation and a base file showing site boundaries and 
paths on the ground plane. The goal was to discover 
how a building might interact with the topology, and to 
illustrate for myself the spatial boundaries of the hill 
given my project’s scale. I also performed a daylighting 
and orientation analysis using the massing model. 

Figure 7

I used form•Z Macro Transformations of models and 
images of dancers to see what sort of negative space 
could be created via translation and rotation of figure 
models. In the end, I chose the more literal interpreta-
tion of that negative space of a single dancer for the 
project, however, this was part of my process of explo-
ration. 

The macro models gave further inspiration to carve the 
fine movements of the dancer and her costume upon 
the concrete walls in fine detail, which would lead to 
a striated model similar in texture and in spirit to Zion 
Narrows canyon (Figure 10). Once I determined the 
choreographic sequence, the volume of the hillside 
site, and the finely carved, curvilinear spatial concept 
for the model, I realized that I would need the complex 
modeling capabilities of form•Z with its meshes and 
deform tools. 

            Figure 5        Figure 6

Figure 8: Applying Macro Transformation in form•Z.

Figure 9

Figure 10: The Zion Narrows canyon.
(Image from: http://justinsomnia.org/2007/10/penetrating-the-virgin-narrows/)
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 The next step for the project was to create basic plan 
boundaries in AutoCAD following the topological 
boundaries of the hillside.  The basic plans were then 
extruded and exported to form•Z for further alteration 
to fit the topography, to create the desired continuities 
among the plan shapes, and to begin to create nuance 
in the forms.

Each cylinder, cone, or extrusion was altered using the 
deform tool to better fit the site and the project concept. 
The typical deformation process used first a bulge, then 
a linear wave, a horizontal or vertical disturb, then a 
shear and/ or twist. The process required many itera-
tions in order to create the proper effects, interactions 
among objects, and correct degree of exposure from 
the site’s topography. There was also an additional 
revision to accomodate specific information about cre-
mation equipment, programmatic refinement, and code 
requirements. 

The next segment of form development was spent ex-
ploring ways to use the form•Z deform tools to modify 
my basic shapes to fit my concept and to express the 
negative space of the absent dancer, as well as the nu-
anced striations and lighting of narrow stone canyons. 

The tools were generally used in the order of bulge, 
taper, linear wave, and then twist or shear. Altering the 
magnitude of the deformations or the order of opera-
tions achieved different effects. 

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13: Applying deformations in form•Z.
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Section AA

General

The below ground portion of the crematorium will be 
constructed of ferrocement, with a wire mesh reinforc-
ing frame that will be coated with concrete mixture from 
both sides by masons. The handcrafted nature of the 
construction process allows for hand-texturing and for 
the detailed variations in striation as modeled. Structur-
al steel reinforcing back-up can be provided behind the 
concrete if necessary, before earth is backfilled around 
the project. Above ground portions of the project can 
either be curtainwall with steel, or reinforced concrete 
with cast-in frames for frequent glazing panes.  Figure 
14 shows the construction process of an above-ground 
ferrocement house by Gregorio Vittorio (image from 
Ferrocement: building with cement, sand, and wire 
mesh, Stanley Abercrombie, 1977).

Figure 14: The ferrocement construction process.

Figure 15: Sections.

Figure 16: The building on the site.
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Tamara Suderman graduated from Amherst College in Biology and has been pursuing a Masters of 
Architecture at the Boston Architectural College with a personal focus on sustainable design and urban 
agriculture. She is a LEED Accredited Professional who has worked at a major architectural firm in 
Boston for several years, in the biological sciences at Harvard University, and in the clinical biotechnol-
ogy industry.  

The plans above show the programmatic requirements. The basement level includes a staff area comprised of 
offices and administrative spaces, a mortuary, and four cremators. There is also a private reception or gathering 
space. The main floor has an outdoor plaza, a memorial hall, and a transitional space that leads past the private 
cremation area below and up a ramp, along which the timeline of the life of the deceased can be commemorated 
through images, with gatherings of friends from each time period, and through reminiscence. Mourners exit to-
ward the sunlight at the top of the spiral path. 

Figure 17: Plans.

Figure 18: Interior.

The interior rendering (Figure 18) illustrates the tran-
sient path of the absent dancer carved into concrete 
and shows the spiral of the memorial ramp proceeding 
upward toward the light. The rendering demonstrates 
how the project receives light from above during the 
day, while at night it emits light from below. It is never 
passive or completely dark. 

The crematorium combines both fantastic and con-
structible elements of design. It incorporates manmade 
and natural sources of inspiration to synthesize a new 
and unique memorial service based within a physical 
procession through the space. 
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Introduction

This article discusses a pedagogical approach to com-
puter modeling and visualization in an Interior design 
program’s foundation curriculum using form•Z.  Widely 
known as solid modeler based on a Cartesian coor-
dinate system with extensive sets of two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional form sculpting and manipulat-
ing capabilities, form•Z by AutoDesSys Inc. has both 
solid and surface modeling tools combined in the same 
environment, thus allowing the creation of unlimited 
forms. These properties make the software suitable for 
teaching basic design to foundation students.

Form•Z and computer modeling courses are generally 
integrated at the University of Oklahoma Interior design 
curriculum as required and elective courses or in studio 
based courses. The projects discussed here illustrate 
form•Z’s unique interface, which fosters the ability to 
design volumetrically, to model spaces, and to simulate 
photorealistic rendering in a freshman studio. Ander-
son’s ACT-R theory is utilized to guide students through 
the software learning process. ACT-R theory focuses 
on three stages of skill acquisition: cognitive, associa-
tive, and autonomous stages. These three stages pres-
ent several implications for teaching form•Z to Interior 
Design students. 

Process

ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought—Rational) was 
developed by John Robert Anderson at Carnegie Mel-
lon University. The basic premise is that the cognitive
tasks that humans perform consist of a series of sepa-

rate actions and procedures. ACT-R’s main assumption 
is that knowledge can be classified as declarative and 
procedural. Declarative knowledge is factual knowl-
edge, while procedural knowledge is how to
perform cognitive tasks. According to Anderson, pro-
cedural knowledge is acquired in three stages of skill 
development: cognitive, associative, and autonomous. 
The cognitive stage represents the phase in which 
“subjects develop a declarative encoding of the skill; 
that is, they commit to memory a set of facts relevant 
to the skill” (Anderson, p. 273). The associative stage 
results out of repeated practice, as a result of which 
performance becomes smoother and more rapid, thus 
leading to proceduralization. As the procedure be-
comes more automated through practice, the autono-
mous stage emerges.

There are four major applications of Anderson’s ACT-R 
to teaching form•Z discussed in this article. First, stu-
dents develop an accurate and elaborate declarative 
representation of the desired procedures (actions) and 
conditions of using form•Z. Second, teaching can be 
accomplished using the expository (teacher-centered 
instruction) and discovery methods. The aforemen-
tioned first two steps are accomplished through teach-
ing students concepts such as modeling basics and 
the software interface; topological modifiers; geometric 
transformation; terrain modeling; image and texture 
maps; cone of vision; and rendering and presentation 
techniques. Hands on lecture demonstrations are used 
to accomplish the topics mentioned. Students also 
learn through discovery. In studio and outside of studio, 
design and modeling of a residence and bus stop 

Modeling     VisualizationandComputer
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project help students practice the concepts learned 
on their own projects. Third, feedback is an impor-
tant component to foster proceduralization, to fix any 
disequilibrium, and to ensure that students understand 
the concepts. Finally, emphasis on continued practice 
leads to automatization, in which students become 
more competent with the software. The goal is for stu-
dents to become more competent as they proceed to 
upper level studios.

The accompanying chart (Table 1) summarizes the 
application of ACT-R theory to teaching form•Z. Stu-
dents are taught accurate and elaborate declarative 
principles of form•Z in order to help them understand 
the interface. Learning is achieved through exposition 
(teacher centered instruction to help students develop 
declarative knowledge) and discovery (student inter-

Task Process

Develop accurate and 
elaborate declarative 
representation of Form.Z  

Examples of concepts covered to help students develop an accurate 
and elaborate representation of Form.Z are the  following: 

Modeling basics and software interface using quick 5 minute • 
vignettes
Topological modifiers• 
Geometric transformation• 
Terrain modeling• 
Image and Texture Maps• 
Cone of Vision• 
Textures• 
Rendering and presentation techniques: Wireframe, Surface • 
Rendering, Shaded Rendering, and Renderzone

Expository Methods 
(Teacher centered 
instruction) 

Using the expository methods involves teacher centered instruction to 
help students develop declarative knowledge. The above listed topics 
are presented in hands on lecture demonstrations to students, and 
students follow along and then  create their own models.
 

Discovery Methods
The discovery method allows students to learn through discovery. In 
studio and outside of studio modeling of Bus Stop and Kravet projects 
help students practice the concepts learned on their own design 
projects.

Feedback Component
Feedback is an important component, because it fosters 
proceduralization. Any misconceptions and disequilibrium are fixed 
with feedback.

Automatization
Continued practice leads to automatization and this will be evident 
in the curriculum and the complexity developed in the quality of the 
student work.

Table 1: Anderson’s ACT-R general implications for teaching form•Z.

nally focused) methods. Constant feedback is given 
during the learning process to correct any disequilib-
rium students may have. Eventually, students achieve 
automaticity due to continued practice.

Case Studies from Design and Graphics Studio

The following two case studies illustrate experiences 
from Design and Graphics studio, a freshman Inte-
rior design course. The studio focuses on introducing 
students to basic design principles and techniques of 
representation and communication used in design. This 
is the first drawing class for this group of students. Stu-
dents explore small scale spatial problem solving. After 
using expository methodologies through several hands 
on in class demonstrations focused at helping students 
develop declarative knowledge about form•Z, students 
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Figure 1: Kravet Room Design project by Heidi Kunsman in ID 1254 Design and Graphics II, Spring 2010. 
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Figure 3: London Bus stop project by Maggie Dusing in ID 1254 Design and Graphics II, Spring 2010.

Figure 2: Kravet Room Design project by Michaela Scott in ID 1254 Design and Graphics II, Spring 2010.
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are assigned two four week design studio projects. In 
the first project, students design a room in residence 
as part of the Kravet student competition. Figure 1 and 
2 illustrate room design solutions using form•Z.  In the 
second project, students design a bus stop in London 
using shape grammar principles. Students begin by 
creating basic geometric shapes. Then, they develop 
rules between the shapes using design elements and 
principles. Next, they develop abstract model and 
select one to be transformed to their bus stop design. 
form•Z is used throughout the design process to repre-
sent their design solutions. Figure 3, 4, 5, and 6 illus-
trate bus stop design solutions modeled using form•Z.

Figure 4: London Bus stop project by Paige Fruits in ID 1254 Design and 
Graphics II, Spring 2010.

Figure 5: London Bus stop project by Sophia Aurelio in ID 1254 Design 
and Graphics II, Spring 2010.
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Conclusion

Overall, the projects presented here illustrate form•Z’s 
unique interface while combined with Anderson’s 
ACT-R theory’s three stages of skill acquisition (cogni-
tive, associative, and autonomous) can  foster the abil-
ity to design volumetrically, model spaces, and simulate 
photorealistic rendering in a freshman studio. Through 
pedagogical examples, like this interior design, educa-
tors can integrate form•Z fundamentals in the freshman 
interior design curriculum, thus promoting software that 
facilitates computer modeling presentation techniques 
in visualizing form and presenting design solutions.

Figure 6: London Bus stop project by Michaela Scott in ID 1254 Design and Graphics II, Spring 2010
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The digital world allows for an expansion of design 
methodologies through new capabilities specifically 
afforded by computer technology, such as genetic 
algorithms used for generative design.   Algorithmic 
functions provide the capability to simulate possible 
physical interactions among virtual objects, within the 
confines of the digitally generated virtual environment. 
This added dimension produces compelling results 
for designers who use these digital tools to guide their 
work and design process. For example, designers now 
are able to craft new types of forms, objects, spaces 
and structures using procedures and methodologies 
with the technical processes first developed from the 
field of computational science.

Digital tools are incorporated into the “creativity con-
cepts”, as described by Edward de Bono in his book   
New Think: The Use of Lateral Thinking, where the 
introduction of random expressions and ideas solves a 
problem creatively. These tools, such as ‘the random 
entry’ idea-generating tool and ‘the concept fan’ idea-
generating tool, are used to create original forms and to 
facilitate out-of-the-box thinking. Digital design methods 
complement this lateral thinking approach, where the 
computer is given a set of simple preliminary rules to 
create complex unique end results, yielding multiple de-
sign possibilities.  Using these digital tools to broaden 
creative horizons, the project Contiguous Environment 
I (CE1) investigates time-based transformations to de-
velop a progressive series of structures and spaces. 

CE1 uses these transformations to allow new objects to 
emerge and to show unique physical states at differ-
ent times. With each stage of emergence, the process 

presents us with an opportunity for design exploration. 
The transformations often surprise us with their out-
comes by revealing unexpected forms, while main-
taining certain constant characteristics that underline 
the nature of a particular set, reflecting the designer’s 
overall influence on these objects.  This tactical ap-
proach aids in the propagation of unexpected tangents 
and ad hoc conditions under an overall design strategy. 
Interactions between computer-generated elements 
and explicitly designed elements bring out the “push 
and pull” between the two parameters, yielding further 
explorative results.

This partial control by the designer occurs by defin-
ing the beginning and end parameters to create an 
unexpected language whereby computer-generated 
outcomes fall outside the designer’s immediate vision 
due to the direct, yet random, autonomy of elements. 
This autonomy is found in the composition of geometric 
transformations, changing boundaries and landscapes. 
The whole system is in harmony, integrating and con-
necting each element.

The interplay among changing elements, red spheres 
and lighting particles, and rigid and soft bodied objects 
visually ties the three landscapes that emerge in this 
project.  The elemental transformations yield a certain 
mechanical quality, because they are defined as a 
sequence of time frames along a trajectory of space.  
They almost read as organic due to the way in which 
they move and work against their physical boundar-
ies, but the logic of the computer and specificity of the 
chosen parameters transform this into a more synthetic 
language. This language is then rendered into an ani-

Transformative         
      Elements

Figure 1: Spatial and elemental transformations.

by Sophia Sobers
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Newark, New Jersey
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Figure 2: Three level visual system.

Figure 3: Two levels merging via flexible border.

mation to create a visual dialogue of the elements against 
their boundaries. The frames are then segregated and 
studied, and the forms that are most suitable are taken to 
further develop new project iterations, spaces, and ideas. 

Three distinct environmental levels emerge (Figures 1 and 
2) due to the boundaries and elemental reactions. The 
elements are given predetermined starting and ending 
conditions. The computer calculates the transformations 
in between those points. What emerges from this setup 
is a visual hierarchy of systems. This becomes appar-
ent through the levels that unfold as the transformations 
begin to take place. The way each element behaves and 
is perceived in the different areas form these three levels. 
The material properties that define the boundaries between 
environments become apparent as the elements begin to 
interact with one another.

The elements weave back and forth on the malleable up-
per surface, creating valleys and mountains to form the 
first level. It is the imposed geometry that carves through 
this first landscape, stretching into the middle and falling 
through the bottom layer. The second level is defined by the 
elastic surface above and rigid floor below, with rigid fixed 
circular structures.  The red elements penetrate through the 
upper surface but never fully or completely exist in the sec-
ond layer. The third layer, which exists underneath the other 
two layers, acts as a container for remnant red elements 
and scattered particle lights. This language becomes even 
more complicated and intricate due to the distinctions that 
emerge among the different layers.
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As boundaries and objects change, the structures 
morph in response, allowing new spaces to be ex-
plored. These spaces emerge from the folding of the 
boundaries between levels. As the elements move, 
their structures and skins change, creating derivative 
new forms. What is eventually left are new structural 
skeletons to analyze.  All of this emerges from the work 
between the designer and the computer to propel these 
new series of spaces and objects to further advance 
subsequent iterations of the project.

Contiguous Environment I shows a small subset of the 

capabilities possible with generative design and lateral 
thinking. The progression of system transformations 
can be analyzed at any given point. This ability to gen-
erate new ideas using the computer has advantages 
as a unique way to lead the designer towards produce 
potential design solutions.  The results given recreate 
the world and inform and propel the designer toward 
a more complex and intricate language. The overall 
atmosphere enables this project to create a landscape 
to be used on a larger project scale, with these trans-
formations acting as the informative guide for new 
organizational structures.

Figure 4: Intial elemental transformations of top level.
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ects. Her art has been exhibited throughout the United States, from Washington D.C. to the Paramount 
Theater in Hollywood, along with a recent poster in the Siggraph 2010 conference. 
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Arizona
Arizona State University
School of Architecture and 
Landscape Architecture
PI: Jason Griffiths
http://design.asu.edu/sala

Arkansas
University of Arkansas
School of Architecture
PI: Micheal Hughes
http://architecture.uark.edu

California
Academy of Art University
School of Architecture 
PI: Pierluigi Serriano
http://www.academyart.edu/architec-
ture-school/index.html

California Polytechnic State 
University,
San Luis Obispo
College of Architecture
PI: Tom Fowler IV
http://www.arch.calpoly.edu
 
University of California at Los 
Angeles
Capital Program
PI: Sharif Rahman

Connecticut
Joel Barlow High School
Department of Technology
PI: Thomas Potpinka 
http://www.joelbarlowps.org

Florida
Florida Atlantic University
School of Architecture
PI: Aron Temkin 
http://www.fau.edu/arch

University of Florida
School of Architecture
PI: John Maze
http://www.dcp.ufl.edu/arch

Georgia
Southern Polytechnic State Univ.
School of Architecture
PI: Christopher Welty/ Saleh Uddin
http://www.spsu.edu

Hawaii
Chaminade University of Honolulu
Humanities and Fine Arts
PI: David Coleman
http://www.chaminade.edu

Indiana
University of Notre Dame
Architecture
PI: Gil Gorski
www.nd.edu

Illinois
Illinois Central College
Arts and Communications Depart-
ment,  Architecture Program
PI: Al Rusch
http://www.icc.edu

Loyola Academy
Fine Arts Department
PI: James E. Cleland
http://www.goramblers.org

2009-2010United States
Maryland
University of Maryland
School of Architecture, Planning and 
Preservation
PI: Michael A. Ambrose
http://www.arch.umd.edu

Massachusetts
Boston Architectural College
Department of Design Media, Arts 
and Computing
PI: Diego Matho
http://www.the-bac.edu

Harvard University
Graduate School of Design, Depart-
ment of Landscape Architecture
PI: Stephen Ervin
http://www.gsd.harvard.edu

Wentworth Institute of Technology
Architecture Department
PI: Michael MacPhail
http://www.wit.edu

Minnesota
Anoka Ramsey Com. College
Technological Studies
PI: Barbara Hanus

Bemidji State University
Department of Technological Studies
PI: Bonnie Higgins
http://www.bemidjistate.edu

Minneapolis College of Art and 
Design
Department of Fine Arts
PI: Brad Jirka
http://www.mcad.edu

Missouri
Drury University
Hammons School of Architecture
PI: David Beach
http://www.drury.edu 

Nebraska
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
College of Architecture
PI: Steve Hardy
http://archweb.unl.edu
 
New Mexico
University of New Mexico
School of Architecture
PI: Tim Castillo
http://saap.unm.edu
 
New York
The Dalton School
Art Department
PI: Robert Meredith
http://www.dalton.org

Hofstra University
Department of Fine Arts
PI: Alex Roskin
http://www.hofstra.edu

Pratt Manhattan
Center for Continuing and Profes-
sional Studies
PIs: Karen Miletsky, Lara Guerra
http://www.pratt.edu

Syracuse University
School of Architecture
PI: Bruce Coleman
http://www.soa.syr.edu/index.php

North Carolina
North Carolina State University
College of Design
PI: Arthur Rice
http://ncsudesign.org/content

North Dakota
North Dakota State University
Department of Architecture and 
Landscape Architecture
PI: Ganapathy Mahalingam
http://ala.ndsu.edu 
 
Ohio
Columbus College of Art and 
Design
Industrial and Interior Design
PI: Ben Haslow / Martha Allison
http://www.ccad.edu

Columbus State Com. College
Construction Sciences Department
PI: Robert D. Ritchie
http://www.cscc.edu

Delaware Area Career Center
Architecture & Engineering 
Technologies
PI: Kelly T. Kohl
http://www.delawareareacc.org

Miami University
Department of Architecture and 
Interior Design
PI: Murali Paranandi
http://fna.muohio.edu/arcweb/index2/
index.html

Ohio State University 
Department of Design
PI: Susan Melsop

Ohio State University 
Knowlton School of Architecture 
PI: Matthew Bernhardt 
http://www.knowlton.osu.edu

Ohio University
Human and Consumer Sciences
PI: David Matthews
http://www.ohiou.edu/humanandcon-
sumer

University of Cincinnati
College of Design, Architecture, Art, 
and Planning
PI: Anton Harfmann
http://www.daap.uc.edu 

Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
College of Architecture
PI: Abimbola Asojo
http://coa.ou.edu

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University
Architecture Department 
PI: Reggie Aviles
http://www.arch.psu.edu

Pennsylvania State University
Architecture, Information Technology 
Services
PI: George Otto

Temple University
Architecture Program
PI: Robert Trempe
http://www.temple.edu/architecture

University of the Arts
Crafts/ Industrial Design
PIs: Rod McCormick
http://www.uarts.edu

Rhode Island
Rhode Island School of Design 
Interior Architecture Department
PI: Brian Kernaghan
http://www.risd.edu/interiorarch.cfm

Roger Williams University
School of Architecture, Art and His-
toric Preservation
PIs: Roseann Evans, Andrew Thurlow
http://www.rwu.edu/academics/
schools/saahp

Tennessee
University of Tennessee
College of Architecture and Design
PI: Jeff Wilkinson
http://www.arch.utk.edu

Texas
Texas Tech University
College of Architecture
PI: Bennett Neiman
http://www.arch.ttu.edu 

University of Texas at Arlington
School of Architecture
PI: Thomas Rusher
http://www.uta.edu/architecture 

University of Texas at San Antonio
College of Architecture
PI: Taeg Nishimoto
http://www.utsa.edu/architecture

Washington
University of Washington
College of Architecture and Urban 
Planning
PI: Brian R. Johnson
http://www.caup.washington.edu
 
Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin, Marathon 
County
Art Department
PI: Thomas Fleming
http://www.uwmc.uwc.edu/art
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Australia
Australian National University
School of Art
PI: Gilbert Riedelbauch
http://www.anu.edu.au

University of New South Wales
School of Design Studies, College of 
Fine Arts
PI: Rod Bamford
http://www.cofa.unsw.edu.au/
schoolsunits/schools/design

Austria
Technische Universität Wien
EDV-Labor Architektur
PI: Gunther Wehrberger
http://www.archlab.tuwien.ac.at
 
Brazil
Universidade de Brasilia
Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urban-
ismo
PI: Neander Silva
www.unb.br/fau/pos_graduacao/
especializacao

Canada
Carleton University 
School of Architecture
PI: Benjamin Gianni
http://www.arch.carleton.ca

CEGEP Marie-Victorin 
Design D’Intérieur 
PI: Michel Vincent 
http://www.collegemv.qc.ca

CEGEP de St. Laurent 
Department de Technologie de l’ 
Architecture 
PI: Edourd Staco
http://www.cegep-st-laurent.qc.ca

Concordia University 
Design and Computation Arts
PI: Martin Racine
http://design.concordia.ca 

McGill University 
School of Architecture 
PI: Torben Berns
http://www.mcgill.ca/architecture

Ridley College
Art
PI: Giles Campbell
http://www.ridley.on.ca

Ryerson University
Department of Architectural Science
PI: Vincent Hui
http://www.ryerson.ca/ualca/
programs/arch.html

Sheridan College
BAA Illustration
PI: Ian Stewart
http://www.siat.sfu.ca 

Université de Montréal 
École de design industriel
PI: Simon Doucet
http://www.din.umontreal.ca

University of British Columbia 
School of Architecture 
PI: Jerzy Wojtowicz 
http://www.sala.ubc.ca

University of Waterloo 
School of Architecture 
PI: Matthew Oliver 
http://www.architecture.uwaterloo.ca

Ecuador
Universidad San Francisco de 
Quito 
Colegio de Arquitectura 
PI: Marco Villegas 
http://www.usfq.edu.ec

Germany
Hochschule Darmstadt
Architecture
PI: Lars Uwe Bleher
www.fba.h-da.de

Hochschule Rosenheim
Interior Architecture
PI: Linn Song
http://innenarchitektur.fh-rosenheim.
de/Song

Fachhochschule Potsdam
School of Architecture
PIs: Bettina Dittemer
http://www.fh-potsdam.de 

Staatliche Hochschule für
Gestaltung Karlsruhe
Product Design
PI: Stefan Legner
http://solaris.hfg-karlsruhe.de/hfg

Technische Universität Darmstadt 
Department of Architecture
PI: Asterios Agkathidis 
http://www.tu-darmstadt.de

Greece
National Technical University of 
Athens
School of Architecture 
PI: Anastasia Pehlivanidou - Liakata
http://www.ntua.gr/en_index.htm
  
Guatemala
Universidad Francisco Marroquin
Facultad de Arquitectura
PI: Hector A. Santamarina
https://www.ufm.edu/index.php
 
Japan
Chubu University
Architecture
PI: Kenichi Nakamura
http://www.chubu.ac.jp

Kanto-Gakuin University
Department of Human Environmental 
Design 
PI: Takashi Nakajima
http://www.kanto-gakuin.ac.jp

Nishinippon University
Department of Architecture 
PI: Kentaro Yagi 
http://www.nishitech.ac.jp

Tokyo Kogakuin College of Tech-
nology
Architecture Department 
PI: John F. Leaver III 
http://www.technosac.jp

International Yokohama International School
ICT
PI: Brian Lockwood
www.yis.ac.jp

Latvia 
Liepaja Secondary Art School
Interior Design
PI: Varis Silins
lmv@lmv.lv

The Netherlands
Gerrit Rietveld Academie
Department of Architectural Design
PI: Christiaan Thiel 
http://www.gerritrietveldacademie.nl

Koninklijke Akademie van Beel-
dende Kunsten 
Interieur Architectuur 
PI: Frans Willingers
http://www.kabk.nl
 
Norway
Kusthøgskolen, Oslo 
IT Department
PI: Ivan Holt
http://www.khio.no

Norwegian University of Science 
and Technology
Faculty of Architecture and Fine Arts
PI: Knut Rø
http://www.ntnu.no

Oman
German University of Technology 
in Oman
UPAD
PI: Barbara Stauble
www.gutech.edu.om

Saudi Arabia
Effat University
Architecture
PI: Dr. Mervat El-Shafie
www.effatuniversity.edu.sa

King Abdulziz University
Architecture
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King Saud University
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Tamkang University
Department of Architecture 
PI: Chen-Cheng Chen 
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International School Bangkok 
I.T. Department 
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Faculty of Building Technology and 
Architecture 
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American University of Sharjah 
School of Architecture and Design 
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Bath Spa University College 
Bath School of Art and Design
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Department of Engineering, Science 
and Design 
PI: Philip Orme
http://www.gcal.ac.uk
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Department of Visual Arts
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University of Strathclyde 
Department of Architecture 
PI: Mike Grant
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University of Wales Institute, 
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School of Art and Design 
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Envisioning A Lunar City
by Kevin Cespedes
The Boston Architectural College and Wentworth Institute of Technology

Crater city is a manifestation of lunar colonization over a 
period of several centuries. It was born out of a terrestrial 
crisis of natural resource exhaustion and overcrowding. This 
first Lunar City emerged from a darker period of desperate 
mining for Helium-3 (He-3) and water in the form of ice. 
Political and economic corruption fueled the crisis, which led 
to a final rebellion resulting in the independence of free city-
states upon the moon.

Crater city has all the physical characteristics of many of 
the urban enclaves one might expect on Earth, but of Lunar 
dimensions. The ‘Rim’ is the main feature of the city, a 
dense super skyline of mile-high towers agglomerated in a 
ring pattern 20 km in diameter. It is veiled within a toroidal 
superstructure of embedded Photovoltaic (PV) mesh in order 
to take advantage of the continual 360 degree sunlight 
exposure that exists at the moon’s south pole. Crater City lies 
embedded on the inner slopes of what was then known as 
Shackleton Crater, whose basin is one of the few locations in 
the South Polar Region that sees no light (with temperatures 
reaching minus 400 F). The city, as is typical of mining towns 
that grow around such naturally occurring material wealth, 
exhausted nearly all of the resource deposits some time ago. 
The subsequent use of the basin became a municipal historic 
site dedicated to the task of research and tourism. The city 
continues its development as a post industrial society. The 
city became a pleasure dome. Low gravity jump sports such 
as gliding and bungee become popular tourist activities. 
Visitors can walk the parklands at the lower base of the ring 
through open courtyards and plazas, enjoy low gravity water 
sport along the river viaduct, or pursue the more urbane and 
off-worldly pleasures of the lunar city.
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